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The theory in which all known fundamental particles and their interactions are described
is the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. Developed in the second half of the 20th
century, it proved to be a precise mathematical framework, structuring all fundamental
particles into groups and postulating sets of symmetries from which the fundamental
interactions between the particles can be derived. The SM has been greatly successful
in the prediction of particles such as the W and Z boson, the gluon, or the charm and
top-quark, paving the way to their experimental discovery.
The latest highlight in the success story of the SM is the Higgs boson, which was predicted
already in 1964 [1–3], and finally discovered in 2012 at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) [4, 5]. This discovery enabled
the experimental access to a new sector in the SM, the Higgs sector, which could prove
to be the key towards the discovery of new phenomena beyond the SM.
Many theories going beyond the SM postulate supersymmetry, an additional fundamental
symmetry creating a relationship between two fundamental groups of elementary particles,
fermions and bosons. Supersymmetric theories are popular extensions to the SM, as they
not only solve many of the issues which are still present in the SM, but also make tangible
predictions about the occurrence of additional particles and as such can be experimentally
tested within the currently reachable energies of particle colliders. Nevertheless, even
after abundant data by the LHC has been collected since its inauguration over ten years
ago, no sign of these supersymmetric particles is anywhere to be found. If supersymmetry
is thus manifested in our universe, it is very likely not manifested in its most minimal
form. Experimental searches, which have successfully constrained large phase space of
the minimal supersymmetric extension to the SM, will therefore be required to shift
towards probing also non-minimal supersymmetric extensions such as the next-to-minimal
supersymmetric extension to the SM (NMSSM). These non-minimal extensions lead to a
large number of degrees of freedom in the form of free parameters of the model, which are
often experimentally unconstrained, resulting in promising future discovery prospects.
An analysis is presented to search for signatures of decays of a heavy scalar Higgs boson
into the discovered Higgs boson with a mass of 125GeV in addition to another scalar
boson. Both heavy and additional scalar boson can arise from the extended Higgs sector
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of the NMSSM. This search has not yet been conducted so far. It is published for the first
time in the context of this thesis. As any of the Higgs bosons would decay into lighter
particles almost instantaneously after their creation, their presence can be deducted only
indirectly from these decay products. Especially heavy fermions such as b-quarks or tau
leptons posses a strong coupling to Higgs bosons and represent prime candidates for the
search. The data set used for the search amounts to an integrated luminosity of 137.2 fb−1
and was collected by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector at the LHC between
the years 2016 and 2018.
A main challenge of the analysis is the accurate prediction of all background processes
which result in an event signature similar to the predicted signature of the NMSSM
process. The performance of the analysis is ameliorated using data-driven methods for
the prediction of the major backgrounds due to known SM processes as well as the
prediction of the rate and the kinematics of events in which the production of light
quarks or gluons at the LHC contaminates the selected events. Furthermore, the use of a
neural network-based multiclassification utilizes the close-to-complete information of each
selected event to allow conducting the search for signal events based on a multivariate
discriminator, achieving an optimal separation of signal events from the individual sources
of background.
The theoretical framework motivating the search is discussed in Chapter 2, explaining
the Higgs mechanism in the context of the SM and its supersymmetric extensions. In
Chapter 3, the origin of the data used for this search is discussed with a detailed description
of the CMS detector. All necessary preparations to conduct the search, such as the
simulation of signal events or the data-driven estimation of the backgrounds are discussed
in Chapter 4. The strategy that is pursued for the optimal categorization of events and
thus the final statistical inference and results of the search are given in Chapter 5. Finally,
a conclusion will be given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
Extending the Standard Model of particle
physics
2.1 The Standard Model of particle physics
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is the underlying theory to describe the
fundamental and kinematic properties of elementary particles. The SM makes accurate
predictions of the dynamics, creation and annihilation of these fundamental constituents
of matter using a mathematical framework based on the underlying symmetries of the
universe.
Within the SM, all elementary particles are categorized into two fundamental groups:
Fermions and bosons. Fermions are characterized by having half-integer spin, while bosons
possess an integer spin. In nature, matter is made up of fermions, while bosons mediate
the fundamental forces between these matter constituents. Whether this assignment is a
coincidence or a law of nature is one of many unsolved questions, driving the curiosity
to search for extensions of the SM, as will be discussed in section 2.3.
Twelve fermions exist in the SM, which all carry a spin of ½: Six leptons, which are the
electron, muon and tau lepton as well as their corresponding neutrinos, and six quark
flavors, which are called up, down, charm, strange, top and bottom. Leptons and quarks
are distinguished by their coupling to the fundamental forces: Leptons do not interact
via the strong force, while quarks do. Due to the nature of the strong force, which will
be discussed in the following, this leads to a fundamentally different behavior of leptons
and quarks.
The macroscopic matter in our everyday lives is made of only three fermions: The up
and down quark, which are the fundamental components of the protons and neutrons
which in turn make up the nuclei of all atoms, and the electron. All other fermions are
either unstable, decaying within fractions of a second to lighter particles, or, in the case
of neutrinos, cannot be brought into the bound states necessary for macroscopic matter.
For each fermion a corresponding antiparticle exists with inverted quantum numbers.
Particles and antiparticles will not be semantically distinguished in this thesis: The term
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Figure 2.1: The particle content of the SM of particle physics [6]. Quarks (purple) and leptons
(green) are the fermions corresponding to the constituents of matter. The gauge bosons (red)
are mediators of the fundamental forces described by the SM. The Higgs boson is neither a
matter constituent nor a mediator of a fundamental force and appears as a consequence of the
Higgs mechanism, via which other particles obtain their masses.
electron will refer to either a negatively charged electron or a positively charged positron,
the term up quark will refer to either an up- or an anti-up-quark, and so on.
The bosons of the SM are the gluons, the photon, and the W and Z bosons. They carry
a spin of 1 and serve as mediators of the fundamental interactions described by the SM.
Finally, the Higgs boson is the only spin-0 particle of the SM and is neither a matter
constituent nor a mediator of a force. It appears as a direct consequence of the Brout-
Englert-Higgs mechanism [1–3], which is a necessary ingredient of the SM to explain
the massive W and Z bosons. The mechanism will in the following be abbreviated as
Higgs mechanism. It is of special interest for this thesis and will be discussed in detail in
section 2.2. An overview of all particles of the SM can be found in Figure 2.1.
Mathematically, the SM is a quantum field theory (QFT), combining quantum mechanics
with special relativity in the framework of classical field theories. The mathematical
construction of the SM starts by the postulation of underlying symmetries of the system
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and thus acquiring a Lagrangian that is invariant under the corresponding symmetry
transformation groups.
The external symmetry of the SM is the Poincaré symmetry, which is the symmetry of
special relativity and as such refers to the covariance of the system under the space-time
transformations of translation, rotation as well as Lorentz boosts. The requirement of
this symmetry ensures the Lorentz covariance of the SM.
The power of the SM comes from the additional postulation of the internal local gauge
symmetries SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y . The symmetries are related to the three funda-
mental forces described in the context of the SM:
• The electromagnetic force is among the most familiar forces in our everyday
lives. Due to its infinite range, it can be experienced macroscopically and is utilized
in many technological applications. Its mediator, the photon, can even be observed
by eye in the form of light. The electromagnetic force could already be understood
in classical physics using Maxwell’s equations, before the advent of quantum field
theory. The understanding is expanded to the description of quantum effects, where
the classical theory breaks down, in the QFT framework of the SM.
• The weak force is of similar strength to the electromagnetic force. However,
as its mediators, the W and Z bosons, carry large masses, the weak force has
exceptionally low range - two orders of magnitude below the diameter of a proton.
This makes the interaction very weak and mostly unnoticeable in the macroscopic
world. The weak force can be described in a common electroweak theory with the
electromagnetic force [7–9], making them two aspects of the same fundamental
force. In the context of the SM, the structure of this electroweak force is described
by an SU(2)L symmetry in the space of the weak isospin, and a U(1)Y symmetry
in the space of the weak hypercharge.
• The structure of the strong force is given by an SU(3)C symmetry in the color
space. It is mediated by eight gluons, which couple to the color charge possessed only
by quarks and gluons. Against the intuitive concept we have from our experience
of macroscopic forces, the coupling constant of the strong force decreases at shorter
distances between two color-charged objects. Particles participating in strong inter-
actions can thus be described as free particles in the limit of the distance between
two particles approaching zero. When going towards large distances however, the
energy stored in the potential field between two particles increases linearly. This
results in the creation of additional particles from the quantum vacuum when the
energy of the strong potential exceeds their masses according to E = mc2. This
behavior ensures that only color-neutral objects can be directly observed, and thus
makes the color charge a non-observable property of quarks and gluons.
Gravity as the fourth fundamental force, while also a very intuitive force in our everyday
live, is the only force not yet included in a consistent way in a QFT approach with the
other forces.
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Due to the postulation of gauge symmetries, the SM is referred to as quantum gauge
field theory. The term gauge corresponds to the mathematical formalism of the theory,
containing degrees of freedom which do not correspond to a physical change of the system.
If these degrees of freedom, e.g. the phase information of the fermion fields, can be chosen
globally without a change to the Lagrangian of the SM, the theory is covariant under
global gauge transformations.
By extending the requirement to a local gauge symmetry, e.g. allowing the phase to be
different at any space-time coordinate, the covariance of the Lagrangian is broken but
can be restored by the introduction of an additional degree of freedom in form of a gauge
field. Each local gauge symmetry thus leads to the presence of a gauge field which can be
identified with a gauge boson, a particle mediating the interaction. The gauge bosons are
strictly required to be massless to preserve the covariance. In quantum electrodynamics
(QED), requiring a local gauge symmetry with symmetry group U(1)em leads to the
prediction of a massless photon, while in quantum chromodynamics (QCD), local gauge
symmetry with respect to the symmetry group SU(3)C leads to the prediction of eight
massless gluons.
Utilizing these symmetries under local gauge transformations gave the SM its power in
providing extremely accurate predictions in the description of the fundamental interac-
tions. For electroweak interactions, which are accurately described by the SU(2)L×U(1)Y
gauge symmetry, a problem appears due to the masses of the mediating W and Z bosons,
as no mass term can be introduced to the Lagrangian without breaking local gauge
symmetry. The description of the electroweak interaction via gauge theories, which had
been extremely successful in the context of the QED and QCD seemed to fail - unless
another mechanism would be developed which could give rise to the gauge boson masses
while at the same time preserving the symmetry. In the early 1960’s, a solution to this
problem has been proposed with the introduction of spontaneous symmetry breaking via
the Higgs mechanism [1–3], which will be discussed in the following.
2.2 Electroweak symmetry breaking and the Higgs
mechanism
To understand its solution via the Higgs mechanism, first the electroweak gauge theory
and the problem of the gauge bosons masses will be discussed in more detail.
The Lagrangian of the electroweak sector corresponding to the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge
symmetry predicts the appearance of four gauge bosons [7–9]: Three bosons corresponding
to the SU(2)L symmetry in the space of the weak isospin L, which are the threeW bosons
(W1,W2,W3) and one boson corresponding to the U(1)Y symmetry in the space of the
hyperspace Y , which is the B boson.
The four gauge boson fields as well as the weak isospin and the hypercharge do not yet
correspond to the physical observables of the system. The physical fields of the W+, W−,
and Z bosons as well as the photon (γ) can be obtained by rotation of (W1,W2,W3, B)
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in the space of SU(2)L × U(1)Y in which the charged gauge bosons W
+ and W− arise
from linear combinations of the (W1,W2) components, and the neutral gauge bosons
Z and γ arise from a linear combination of the W3 and B components. The angle of
rotation mapping the physical fields to the W3 and B fields is the weak mixing angle
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The electroweak theory thus predicts both the weak as well as the electromagnetic force.
In this framework, also a peculiarity of the weak interaction is incorporated: The W−
bosons have been found couple only to fermions of left-handed helicity, while W+ bosons
only couple to fermions of right-handed helicity. The weak force is thus the only force
not invariant under parity transformation, i.e. a transformation of the space coordinate
~x→ −~x.
A weakness of the theory is the fact that no mass term can be added to the Lagrangian
for either the gauge bosons or the fermions without breaking gauge invariance. The
gauge symmetry is thus incomplete, and is completed with the addition of spontaneous
symmetry breaking, to be discussed in the following.
An additional term with a new field φ and a kinetic term as well as a potential V is
added to the electroweak Lagrangian as
LHiggs = ∂µφ
†∂µφ− V (φ) (2.2)
V (φ) = −µ2φ†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2 (2.3)








in which the components φ+ and φ0 carry hypercharge Y = 1 and thus electric charge
Q = +1 and Q = 0 respectively, according to the relation Q = I3 + Y2 with I3 referring to
the third component of the weak isospin. As the components are complex, φ carries four
degrees of freedom. From the minimum of the potential V in Equation 2.3, an energy





If λ > 0 and µ2 > 0, the field thus has a real and non-zero energy ground state in which
the symmetry is broken. A sketch of the Higgs potential and the broken symmetry in
the energy ground state is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Higgs potential in case µ2 > 0. The rotational symmetry of the
system before symmetry breaking is spontaneously broken by choosing any of the points in
the minimum of the potential [10].
By respecting the radial symmetry of the system, φ can be expanded around the vacuum








Here, the expansion is chosen to be limited to the lower component of the doublet,
resulting in the U(1)em group remaining unbroken and the presence of a massless photon.
Introducing these additional fields, a mass term emerges from the coupling of the gauge
bosons to the vacuum expectation value v. While usually such a mass term breaks
the gauge invariance, in the Higgs mechanism the gauge invariance is restored due to
the additional presence of the Higgs field and its couplings to the gauge bosons. The
Goldstone field corresponds to the appearance of a massless Goldstone boson, however
disappears in the unitary gauge choice of equation 2.6. The degrees of freedom lost
by the gauge choice appear as additional degrees of freedom given by the longitudinal
polarization of the massive gauge bosons.
Out of the four degrees of freedom of φ, three are committed to the W+, W− and Z
bosons, which turn massive. A single degree of freedom remains corresponding to the
radial excitations expressed by the Higgs field H. Also this field obtains a mass due
to the coupling to the vacuum expectation value. The theory of electroweak symmetry
breaking via the Higgs mechanism thus makes a tangible prediction of a massive neutral
scalar boson - the Higgs boson. Over 50 years after its theoretical inception, a Higgs
boson was discovered at the Large Hadron Collider in 2012 [4, 5].
The problem of the fermion masses is different to the problem of the gauge boson masses:
While gauge bosons could not be massive under any circumstance without the inclusion
of the Higgs mechanism, mass terms for fermions only break the SU(2)L symmetry due
to the difference in coupling of the weak force to fermions of right-handed and left-handed
10
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helicity, imposing the need to describe the fermions as left handed SU(2)L doublets and
right-handed SU(2)L singlets. The solution for the fermion masses are not yet included
in the Lagrangian of Equation 2.2, however can also be dynamically created via the
Higgs field. For this, a term corresponding to a Yukawa coupling is introduced [11] for a
fermion in the following form, using the coupling to the isospin doublet φ of electrons as
example,
LYukawa = −ye(ψ̄LφψR + ψ̄RφψL) . (2.7)
The electron mass can be determined from the vacuum expectation value and the Yukawa





For the other fermions, similar terms are added to include all fermion masses into the
Lagrangian.
2.3 The Higgs sector in supersymmetric extensions to the
Standard Model
The SM of particle physics, while able to explain the observed phenomena at particle
colliders with precision, is also known to be incomplete. Many appealing extensions to
the SM impose supersymmetry, an additional symmetry creating a relationship between
fermions and bosons. The main reasons motivating the study and search for theories
involving supersymmetry are:
• In the SM, the theory of gravitation, general relativity, cannot be explained in
terms of a quantum field theory. With supersymmetry imposed as a local symmetry,
general relativity is naturally included [12].
• The hierarchy between the electroweak (O(102)GeV) and Planck (O(1019)GeV)
energy scales in the SM is susceptible to quantum-loop corrections at the order
of the Planck scale. To obtain the low observed value of the Higgs boson’s mass,
extensive fine-tuning of the quantum-loop corrections and its bare mass is required.
In supersymmetry, the divergences leading to these large corrections are systemati-
cally canceled and thus a natural solution to the hierarchy problem is provided [13,
14].
• The running coupling constants of the fundamental forces of the SM do not unify
at high energy. The running of the constants is altered in supersymmetry, allowing
a unification of couplings and postulation of a grand unified theory (GUT) [15, 16].
• The SM fails to provide a candidate for dark matter, whose existence is implied
by abundant astrophysical observations. In supersymmetry, additional elementary
particles could provide such a candidate [17].
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A minimal supersymmetric extension to the SM (MSSM) [18] adds the minimal amount
of particles required for a supersymmetric model. The fields of the SM are adapted to
superfields, introducing bosonic superpartners to all fermions, and fermionic superpartners
to all bosons of the SM. In the MSSM, two Higgs doublets are required to give masses
to both up- and down-type fermions. The additional Higgs doublet with respect to the
SM gives rise to five Higgs bosons: two charged Higgs bosons H±, an additional heavy
scalar boson H, a pseudoscalar boson A and the scalar Higgs boson which is associated
with the discovered Higgs boson hSM.
One of the main goals of the LHC, next to the observation of hSM, is the search for such
supersymmetric particles. While the former was successfully achieved and measuring the
properties of hSM is currently ongoing, after over ten years of LHC operation, no sign of
supersymmetry has been observed up to now. A reason for this peculiar situation could
be found in the fact that supersymmetry may not be realized in its most minimal form,
as will be discussed below.
A majority of searches for supersymmetry parameterize their model in the context of
the MSSM. The MSSM however does not parameterize all supersymmetric extensions
for the SM, and has shortcomings which can be mitigated by further extensions to the
model. Especially the Higgs sector, even though an additional Higgs doublet is added with
respect to the SM, is highly restricted within the MSSM. Without quantum corrections,
the mass of the lightest scalar Higgs boson within the MSSM is predicted to be below
mZ = 91GeV. The observed value of the Higgs boson mass of 125GeV poses a problem
within the MSSM, imposing large quantum corrections and thereby again introducing
fine-tuning to a model which was originally motivated by natural avoidance of such
measures.
Furthermore, in the MSSM the mass parameter µ appears in the superpotential of the
Higgs doublets for up- and down-type fermions as µ(HTu εHd). This value needs to be
adjusted to a value close to the electroweak scale. The question why these two scales are
so similar with respect to the Planck scale creates an additional unnaturalness in the
model. If an additional complex Higgs singlet is introduced in an extension to the MSSM
however, the relevant term can be generated in a natural way [19].
A model capable of solving these shortcomings is the next-to-minimal supersymmetric
model (NMSSM) [20, 21]. Here, the additional singlet mentioned above is introduced, gen-
erating the µ−term of the model dynamically. The additional Higgs singlet furthermore
leads to large consequences to the Higgs sector.
The particle content of the NMSSM is shown in Table 2.1. The following discussion of
the resulting NMSSM superpotential is restricted to its scalar components, giving rise
to several physical spin-0 Higgs bosons which are of special interest for this analysis.













2.3 The Higgs sector in supersymmetric extensions to the Standard Model
Table 2.1: Supermultiplets of the NMSSM, decomposed into bosonic (spin-0 or spin-1) and
fermionic (spin-½) components. The superpartners of the SM components are marked with
a ∼. The ingredient entering with the extension towards the NMSSM is the complex Higgs
supermultiplet Ŝ.
Supermultiplets Bosonic comp. Fermionic comp. SUC(3) SUL(2) UY (1)
quark / squark Q̂ Q̃ = (ũL, d̃L)
T Q = (uL, dL)
T 3 2 1/3
û ũ*R u
†
R 3 1 -4/3
d̂ d̃*R d
†
R 3 1 2/3
lepton / slepton L̂ L̃ = (ν̃e, ẽL)
T L = (νe, eL)
T 1 2 -1
ê ẽ*R e
†
R 1 1 2










T 1 2 1










T 1 2 -1
Ŝ S S̃ 1 1 0
gluon / gluino g g̃ 8 1 0
W boson / Wino W±, W 0 W̃±, W̃ 0 1 3 0
B boson / Bino B0 B̃0 1 1 0
in which Hu and Hd are the complex scalar doublets also present in the MSSM, and S














in which the scalar components of the supermultiplets as defined in Table 2.1 are used.







The superpotential is similar to the potential of the MSSM, however the µ term of
the MSSM µ(HTu εHd) is replaced by the latter two terms proportional to λ and κ.
The parameters λ and κ refer to two dimensionless Yukawa couplings which are free
parameters within the NMSSM. To allow for the much larger mass of the observed Higgs
bosons with respect to the MSSM prediction, λ needs to be sufficiently large λ & 0.5,
while it is bound from above to allow for the NMSSM to be perturbative up the GUT
scale, λ . 0.8 [20].
The scalar potential in supersymmetric theories has a specific form, represented by a
sum of F- and D-terms VF and VD as
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For the part describing the scalar Higgs potential, Φ refers to Φ = (Hu, Hd, S). Further-
more, ga are the gauge couplings and T
a are the generators of the corresponding U(1)Y
and SU(2)L gauge symmetries. For the Higgs potential of the NMSSM, the VF and VD





∣∣∣∣2 = |λ|2 |S|2 (H†uHu +H†dHd)+ ∣∣∣λ (HTu εHd)+ κS2∣∣∣2 (2.15)




























in which g1 and g2 refer to the gauge couplings for the groups U(1)Y and SU(2)L
respectively.
Superpartners of the SM particles have not been observed so far. Therefore, supersym-
metry at low energy scales must be broken, which requires additional supersymmetry-
breaking terms in the potential. As the exact mechanism of the breaking of supersymmetry
is not known, all possible terms are considered which conserve matter parity and do not
re-introduce quadratic divergences and thus the need for fine-tuning in the model. These
terms are referred to as soft supersymmetry-breaking terms Vsoft. In the scalar Higgs




















in which the three mass terms corresponding to the three scalar fields appear, along with
trilinear supersymmetry breaking parameters Aλ and Aκ. The complete scalar Higgs
potential in the NMSSM is then derived from equations 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 as
V = VF + VD + Vsoft (2.18)
The seven free NMSSM parameters appearing in the Higgs potential are therefore
λ, κ, Aλ, Aκ, m
2
Hu
, m2Hd , m
2
S . (2.19)
The mass parameters of the model m2Hu , m
2
Hd
and m2S are not to be confused with the
physical masses of the Higgs bosons, which arise from the diagonalized mixing matrices
to obtain the mass eigenstates obtained during electroweak symmetry breaking.
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The mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking in the NMSSM is the same as in the
SM. The complex scalar fields Hu, Hd and S can again be parameterized as expansions


















eiφs (vs + hs + ias) (2.22)
Here, the hd, hu and hs label neutral CP-even states, ad, au and as neutral CP-odd states
and H−d and H
+
u charged states.
Similar to the Higgs mechanism in the SM, a change of basis can isolate massless Gold-
stone bosons by constructing linear combinations matching the mass eigenstates. The
Higgs fields of the NMSSM comprise 4 + 4 + 2 = 10 degrees of freedom, corresponding to
the four degrees of freedom of the two complex isospin doublets, and the two degrees of
freedom of the complex singlet. Of the ten degrees of freedom, three again are manifested
as massless Goldstone bosons which get absorbed by the longitudinal degrees of freedom
of the gauge bosons.
Thus, as opposed to the SM, seven degrees of freedom remain in the NMSSM, which can
be expressed in mass eigenstates corresponding to physical Higgs bosons
hSM, hS, H, A1, A2, H
+, H− . (2.23)
Of the seven Higgs bosons, two are charged (H+, H−), three are neutral and scalar (CP-
even) (hSM, hS, H) and two are neutral and pseudoscalar (CP-odd) (A1, A2). The labels
are defined such that the discovered Higgs boson with a mass of 125GeV is labeled as
hSM, the lighter of the additional scalar bosons is labeled as hS, and the heavier as H.
Consequently, A1 labels the lighter, and A2 the heavier pseudoscalar boson. The index S
of the lighter scalar boson hS will in the following be used to indicate that this boson is
expected to be very singlet-like in order to match the experimental constraints, as will
be discussed in the following.
15
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2.4 Discovery prospects of NMSSM Higgs bosons
In the NMSSM, the singlet field is expected to mix with the two doublet fields as expressed
by the λ term in equation 2.10. The mixing between the two fields can be parameterized
by a mixing angle θ between the doublet and the singlet fields, and determines the
coupling to SM gauge fields and fermions, and thus the production rate at a proton-
proton collider as σsingletσSM = sin
2 θ. Reversely, hSM would then have lower couplings to SM
gauge fields and fermions proportional to cos2 θ. Large values of θ can thus be excluded,
as all measurements of the observed couplings of hSM to SM particles are so far consistent
with a coupling modifier of one. A value of θ close to zero, and therefore the existence of
a Higgs boson hS which is dominated by the singlet field is however still possible. In this
case, the couplings of hS to all SM gauge fields and fermions are significantly reduced,
suppressing the direct production via the collision of SM particles. The additional Higgs
boson hS can in this case even be very light, well within the kinematic reach of collider
experiments such as the LHC or LEP, while still escaping the detection in direct searches.
The coupling of the hS to other NMSSM Higgs bosons, e.g. the doublet-like scalar bosons
H and hSM is mediated by the self-coupling of the Higgs fields and not suppressed by
a potentially small mixing angle between the singlet and doublet fields. A promising
production mechanism of light hS states is thus the production in decays of a heavy
doublet-like Higgs boson H to hSM and hS [22]. This decay is largely unconstrained, and
can have branching fractions of up to 50%, if the decay is kinematically possible given
the masses of the bosons.
While overall suppressed by sin2 θ, the branching fractions of hS into SM particles relative
to each other are expected to be similar to the branching fractions of hSM. This means
that, especially for low mass values of hS, the decay into a pair of b-quarks is expected
to be the dominant fraction of hS decays into SM particles. A promising final state is
thus the search for a H → hSMhS event, in which the hS decays into a pair of b-quarks,
and hSM into a pair of tau leptons.
The decay of hSM into tau leptons, even though its branching fraction is only around 1/10
of the branching fraction into b-quarks, creates a signature involving pairs of leptons,
which helps the identification of such events over the large background of well-known
physics processes occurring at the LHC, as will be discussed in the following chapters.
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The CMS experiment at the LHC
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector [23] is a large particle detector located at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) particle accelerator at the European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN). The LHC, spanning 27 km in circumference, is the highest-
energy particle accelerator in the world and located underground in Switzerland and
France, close to the city of Geneva. The LHC accelerates bunches containing over 1011
protons to an energy of 6.5TeV per proton. They are brought to collision at four points
for a center-of-mass energy of 13TeV. The bunches are spaced such that the collisions
occur every 25 ns.
The CMS detector is build around one of the four collisions points. Here, of the 1011
protons per bunch, usually around 20-50 collide and a variety of particles emerge. The
purpose of the CMS detector is to detect and record all such particles as accurately as
possible. For this, a variety of detector submodules are used which will be explained in
detail in the following.
3.1 CMS detector design
The goal of the CMS detector design is the hermetic detection of all products of the
proton-proton collision, i.e. to have as much coverage as possible of the products in all
spatial directions. It is therefore build symmetrically around the collision point. While
the optimal design for a full coverage would be a globe around the collision point, the
beam pipe of the LHC extending forward makes such a design impossible. Rather, a
cylindrical design is used, with multiple layers of detector subsystems extending outwards
from the beam pipe. A sketch of the CMS detector is shown in Figure 3.1.
The coordinate system used to label the extension of the subsystems in the CMS detector
is chosen with the rotational symmetry of the detector in mind: Subsystems can be
identified in their position using the (R, z, φ) coordinates for the radius, z-direction and
azimuthal angle, with the collision point of the proton-proton interactions in the center
of the coordinate system and the z-direction defined as the direction of the beam pipe. A
projection of the detector layout onto the R− z−plane defined in such a way is shown in
Figure 3.2. Due to the rotational symmetry, all detector subsystems cover the complete
range of the azimuthal angle φ ∈ [−π, π].
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Figure 3.1: Cutaway sketch of the CMS detector [24]. The grey beam pipe of the LHC containing
the proton bunches lies in the center of the detector. Multiple layers of subsystems measure the
particles emerging from the proton-proton collisions in the center of the detector as described
in the text.
Furthermore, the polar angle θ is defined, also shown in Figure 3.2. To describe a particle’s
trajectory, instead of θ often the quantity
η = ln(tan(θ2)) (3.1)
is used, with η being called the pseudorapidity of the particle, as it approximates the
rapidity for particles whose kinetic energy is much larger than their mass, which is often
the case for the collision products. Using the η and φ of a particle together with the
component of its momentum perpendicular to the beam line, the transverse momentum
pT, fully defines a particle’s momentum vector ~p (pT, η, φ). The perpendicular momentum
component pT can be most easily measured as the curvature radius due to the force
acting on a charged particle in the magnetic field of the detector is proportional to this
component, which will be discussed below.
The design of the CMS detector can be split into a barrel and an endcap region, with
the circular-designed layers extending up to |η| = 1.479, and two endcaps closing off the
CMS detector on both ends. The individual subsystems will now be discussed in more
detail, beginning with the inner-most systems.
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Figure 3.2: Longitudinal view of the upper right quadrant of CMS detector, projected onto the
R− z − plane [25].
3.1.1 Silicon Trackers
The task of the tracking system of the CMS detector is the accurate measurement of the
particles’ trajectories from the interaction vertex, while causing as little energy loss as
possible to the particles themselves. It consist of an inner and an outer tracking system,
which are called pixel and strip detector respectively. A sketch of the two tracking systems
is shown in Figure 3.3.
The pixel detector is the smallest subdetector of CMS, and also the subsystem closest to
the LHC beam pipe and the collision point. It consisted of three circular layers in the
barrel region of the detector, starting at 4.4 cm from the beam pipe with the last layer
11 cm from the beam pipe, and two endcap disks extending the coverage to |η| = 2.5.
After the 2016 run period, the pixel detector was upgraded to four barrel layers between
2.9 and 16 cm from the beam pipe, as well as three new endcap disks. The upgrade
was mainly necessary as the instantaneous luminosity of the LHC Run-2 exceeded the
design value of the original digital read-out chips [27], causing a loss of efficiency for
events with a high particle rate. In addition, the fourth layer provides an additional point
for the 3D reconstruction of the particle tracks. The smaller radius of the innermost
layer furthermore provides a significantly improved reconstruction of the displacement
of potential secondary vertices in the event. As will be discussed in section 3.2.7, this is
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the CMS silicon trackers after the upgrade between 2016 and 2017 has
been performed, shown in the R− z − plane of the CMS detector [26]. The z-axis represents
the LHC beam pipe. The pixel detector is located closest to the beam pipe and shown in green.
It consists of four layers in the barrel region and three endcap disks consisting of an inner and
outer ring. The strip detector is shown in blue and red, and consists of four layers in the inner
barrel and six layers in the outer barrel. Each endcap is closed of with nine wheels. Both the
pixel and the strip detector rely on silicon chips to detect crossings by charged particles.
crucial for the identification of B hadrons, for which often a displacement of their decay
in the order of the few millimeters can be reconstructed due to the relatively long lifetime
of B hadrons.
The pixel detector consists of individual rectangular silicon chips ("pixels") of size
100×150 µm2, in which an electric signal is induced if the silicon chip is crossed by a
charged particle (hit). The small size of the pixels allows for a high resolution of the hits,
and thus a high resolution of the reconstruction of tracks, which can be reconstructed
from the individual hits. The resolution of the hits is further improved by charge sharing:
The induced electrons in the silicon experience a strong Lorentz drift due to the magnetic
field of the CMS detector, allowing a precise hit reconstruction by using the charge
distribution reconstructed in neighboring pixels. The achieved resolution is around 10 µm
in the Rφ direction and around 20 µm in the z direction [28]. The hit efficiency, referring
to the probability to reconstruct a hit given that the pixel has been crossed by a charged
particle is usually well above 99%, depending on the instantaneous luminosity delivered
by the LHC.
The outer part of the tracking system is the silicon strip detector, structured in two
barrels resulting in a total of ten layers of silicon strip modules and extending out to
a radius of 1.3 m. In the endcap region of the detector, nine wheels on each side of the
detector extend the coverage of the strip detector to |η| = 2.5.
The CMS tracking system is currently being upgraded for the start of Run-3 as well as
the high-luminosity LHC. In the latter, especially high radiation tolerance of the tracking
system will be required to allow an efficiency of the tracker up to the target integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1 [29].
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3.1.2 Crystal electromagnetic calorimeter
The task of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) of the CMS detector is the mea-
surement of all predominantly electromagnetically interacting particles appearing in the
collisions: electrons and photons. It is a compact and homogenous calorimeter made of
over 75,000 lead tungstate scintillating crystals [30]. Lead tungstate has excellent prop-
erties for the use as both showering and scintillating material: It is radiation tolerant
and has an exceptionally high density of 8.28 g
cm3
, resulting in a single small crystal with
size 23× 2.2× 2.2 cm3 weighting almost 1 kg. The high density leads to a short radiation
length of X0 = 0.89 cm and Molière radius of rM = 2.19 cm [31]. The length of a single
crystal thus allows to contain around 26 radiation lengths, and therefore ensures the
almost complete absorption of the electrons’ or photons’ energy, without the need for an
additional absorber. Lead tungstate furthermore has a very fast response, with 99% of
the light being collected within 100 ns.
As shown in Figure 3.4, the ECAL is separated between a barrel region, covering particles
with |η| < 1.479, and an endcap region extending the coverage to |η| = 3.0. In front of the
endcaps, two lead absorbers interlaced with scintillating layers make up the preshower
detector and help to distinguish neutral pions, which decay into two photons, from prompt
photons.
Figure 3.4: Sketch of the electromagnetic calorimeters of the CMS detector [31]. The split of the
electromagnetic calorimeter in barrel (|η| < 1.479 and endcap (|η| > 1.653) region is indicated
by the dashed lines.
The energy resolution of the ECAL as estimated from electrons of the Z → ee decay is
around 1%. The resolution is roughly composed of two sources: As high energy photons
and electrons pass through the crystals, they create an electromagnetic cascade in which
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the number of particles in the cascade is proportional to E. The higher number of particles




. A second source to the resolution is a constant term of σEE ≈ 0.3% related
to energy leakage or constant changes to the detector response due to radiation damage
over time. This constant term dominates the energy resolution for high-energy photons
and electrons.
3.1.3 Hadron calorimeter
Beyond the ECAL of the CMS detector lies the hadron calorimeter (HCAL). Its task is
to absorb and measure the energies of remaining particles which are not fully stopped by
the ECAL: predominantly hadronically interacting particles such as protons, neutrons,
pions or kaons. The HCAL is the most hermetic part of the CMS detector, designed to
capture the particles emerging from the proton-proton collision to the largest extend
possible. This is achieved by covering a large sector in the forward region of the detector,
extending out to |η| = 5.0. The HCAL stops and measures all particles except the muons,
which only loose a minimal amount of energy to the material they traverse, and neutrinos,
whose interaction probability with the detector material is so low that they cannot be
directly measured at all by the CMS detector.
To achieve the stopping power, the calorimeter needs to be as large and dense as possible,
which posed a challenge for the design of the CMS detector in the placement inside the
superconducting solenoid as will be discussed below. In contrast to the ECAL, the HCAL
is build as a sampling calorimeter, alternating layers of brass absorber material with
active scintillating material [32]. It is split in a barrel (|η| < 1.5), endcap (1.5 < |η| < 3.0)
and forward detector (3.0 < |η| < 5.0). The HCAL has a thickness, measured in nuclear
interaction lengths in brass of λ =16.42 cm, between 5.8λ at η = 0 and 10λ for |η| > 1.3.
Due to this relatively compact design, high energy hadron showers cannot be completely
contained in the calorimeter, especially for showers developing deep in the calorimeter.
To capture the tails of these showers, an outer HCAL component is placed beyond the
superconducting solenoid.
The energy resolution is significantly worse than the resolution of the ECAL due to
the dead absorber material in the calorimeter, the low number of interaction lengths,
and the larger energy fluctuations of hadronic with respect to electromagnetic showers.
It lies between 30% and 10% for particles with energies of O(10)GeV and O(100)GeV
respectively.
3.1.4 Superconducting solenoid
The superconducting solenoid magnet is a central piece of the CMS detector around
which the subdetectors are designed. Its task is to provide a strong magnetic field inside
the CMS detector to bend the charged particles traversing the detector via the Lorentz
force. The bending of the particles is necessary to measure their momentum: The radius
of curvature of a particles’ trajectory is proportional to the momentum component pT
of the particle perpendicular to the magnetic field. The magnetic field is oriented along
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the z-axis of the detector, resulting in a bending in φ-direction. The measurement of pT,
together with the measurement of φ and η, fully defines the particles’ momentum vector.
The magnet is made of superconducting niobium-titanium coils which are cooled to
4.65K at which the resistance of the material drops to zero, allowing the especially high
homogenous magnetic field of 3.8T inside the solenoid. The solenoid is enclosed in a
12,000 t steel yoke to capture the magnetic flux outside the solenoid. A measurement
of the magnetic flux density caused by the magnet both inside the solenoid and in the
return yokes is shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Measurement of the magnetic flux (left) as well as magnetic field lines (right) shown
in the R− z − plane of the CMS detector. Around two thirds of the magnetic flux outside the
solenoid is returned through the steel yoke [33].
3.1.5 Muon chambers
The detection of muons is among the most important tasks of the CMS detector. They
are produced in a variety of interesting processes and are of interest also in this analysis as
a decay product of tau leptons. Muons leave only minimal energy deposits even in dense
materials of the calorimeters and are usually not stopped by these layers of the CMS
detector. At the outer-most edges of the CMS detector, muon chambers are placed to
allow the reconstruction of additional hits used to accurately track the muons’ trajectories
outside the solenoid.
The muon systems are shown also in Figure 3.2 and are separated into a barrel region,
in which drift tubes cover the detection of muons up to |η| < 1.2, and an endcap region,
in which cathode strip chambers extend the coverage to |η| < 2.4 [34].
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The drift tube system consists of tubes with a width of 4 cm in which a stretched wire
is located within a gas volume, containing a mixture of Argon and CO2. If charged
particles traverse the tubes, the gas is ionized and the free electrons move towards the
positively-charged wire, allowing the reconstruction of a hit with a resolution of around
0.1mm.
The cathode strip chambers consists of six layers of positively charged anode wires which
are perpendicularly crossed by negatively charge cathode strips. Due to the perpendicular
design, the chambers measure both the R coordinate via the wires as well as the φ
coordinate via the strips. They are capable of providing precise space and time information
even in the presence of the more heterogenetic magnetic fields and high particle rates
present in the endcaps.
In both barrel and endcap detectors, resistive plate chambers provide a complementary
triggering system. They consist of two parallel plastic plates, coated with conductive
graphite, with opposite charge and high resistance, submerged in a gas volume. If the gas
is ionized by a charged particle, a hit can be reconstructed with excellent time resolution.
A pattern of such hits provides a fast estimate of the pT of the muon and is used to make
a triggering decision to store the event.
3.1.6 Trigger systems
With 40 million collisions per second and around 1MB of information to be read out in
a single event, the total data produced by the CMS detector amounts to around 40TB/s.
Storing this data is unfeasible, and even if possible would result in the storage of huge
amounts of data containing relatively uninteresting events of low-energy scatterings of
the two protons. The decision to store an event therefore relies on a triggering system,
selecting the potentially interesting events for storage while discarding the rest.
The triggering system is made of two levels: The level-1 trigger is a fast hardware-based
system, scanning the events for interesting signatures and reducing the event rate for
further analysis down to around 100,000 events per second [35]. These events are sent to a
computing cluster with several thousand CPUs, the high-level trigger, where the relevant
information from different subdetectors is partially combined to form a more educated
picture of the event. This higher-level trigger system is software-based and provides a
flexible way to change the triggering requirements. The high-level trigger system reduces
the event rate to O(100) events per second.
For these events, the full raw readout of all detector subsystems discussed above is stored
and enters the next step, which is the reconstruction of physics objects from the raw
detector data.
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3.2 Event reconstruction at CMS
3.2.1 Track and vertex reconstruction
Using the individual hits obtained from the local reconstruction in the pixel and strip
detectors, tracks are reconstructed [36]. Tracks refer to the estimation of the position and
the momentum of charged particle candidates and their trajectories through the detector,
taking into account the bending due to the magnetic field. The track reconstruction
is a computationally challenging procedure due to the large amount of possibilities in
combining hits to tracks, and is thus performed iteratively:
In the initial iterations, the tracks which are easiest to find due to their high pT or
proximity to the collision point are identified. The hits associated with these tracks can
then be removed, which simplifies the combinatorial complexity of the following iterations.
With each iteration, the number of hits is reduced, such that the final iterations are based
on a limited number of hits, when hard-to-identify tracks, e.g. tracks displaced from the
collision point with low pT, are identified.
Using the reconstructed tracks, the reconstruction of track vertices is performed. The goal
is to measure the location of all proton-proton interactions in the event. First, the tracks
are selected which are consistent with being produced promptly in the proton-proton
interaction by requiring a low impact parameter, i.e. a low perpendicular distance relative
to the center of the beam crossing, at least two hits in the pixel and three in the strip
detector, and a good quality of the track fit expressed by its χ2.
Second, the tracks selected in such a way are clustered based on the z-coordinate of
the track extrapolation to the beam spot. Due to the many degrees of freedom in the
optimization of the clustering, finding the global optimum is a challenging task, which
is performed using a deterministic annealing algorithm [37]. The candidate vertices
identified by this clustering are finally subject to a fit, determining the position of the
primary vertex as well as the likelihood of the clustered track to belong to this vertex.
The resolution of a vertex is strongly dependent on the number of tracks used for the
vertex fitting, and ranges from 100 µm for vertices with only a few associated tracks, to
around 10 µm for vertices with over 50 associated tracks. The efficiency of reconstructing
a vertex is close to 100% if more than two tracks can be used for its reconstruction.
After all track vertices have been located, they are sorted according to the
∑
p2T of all
particles stemming from the vertex. The vertex with the highest
∑
p2T is identified as the
primary vertex of the hard proton-proton collision of the event. The additional vertices
are referred to as pile-up vertices.
3.2.2 The particle flow algorithm
At the CMS detector, the event description can be significantly improved by combining
the information of the different subdetectors, i.e. the reconstructed tracks, the energy
deposits in the calorimeters as well as hits in the muon chambers to identify the particle
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responsible for this signature, and using this identification to reconstruct the particles’
properties. This approach is called the particle flow (PF) algorithm [38].
The algorithm starts from the reconstructed tracks as discussed above, and matches the
tracks to the energy deposits in the calorimeters. These deposits are clustered to
• detect neutral hadrons or photons which do not leave hits in the tracking system,
and measure their direction and energy,
• separate these energy deposits from the energy deposits caused by charged particles,
• identify electrons in the electromagnetic calorimeter and collect all energy emitted
by the electron via bremsstrahlung,
• improve the energy measurement for charged particles, especially for particles with
tracks of low fit quality or high pT.
The clustering is performed separately for the ECAL and HCAL, and for the endcap
and barrel subdetectors. First, cluster seeds are identified as individual calorimeter cells
which have recorded a significant energy deposit exceeding an energy threshold of several
100MeV depending on the subdetector, and also exceeding the energy deposits of their
neighbors. From the seeds, topological clusters are built by extending the cluster to all
neighbors, i.e. calorimeter cells sharing at least a corner with the seeding cell, in which
also an energy deposit exceeding a looser noise threshold is detected. For a single electron
or photon, around 94% of the particles’ energy is contained in a 3×3 cluster by extending
the cluster to all direct neighbors of the seed. The topological clusters of individual seeds
often overlap. It is assumed that the energy deposits in the individual cells arise from
as many Gaussian energy deposits as there are seeds in the topological cluster. The
individual clusters are then reconstructed using this Gaussian mixture model.
Due to the noise thresholds applied during the clustering, it is expected that the recon-
structed energies are lower than the true particle energies especially if the true energy
is low. For electrons and photons, this effect is calibrated using simulated photons, with
corrections ranging up to 20% for low-energy photons. The calibration can finally be
compared between the simulated photons and the photons in data using the abundantly
produced neutral pions in their decay into photons π0 → γγ and fitting its known mass
of 135MeV using the invariant mass of the two photons.
For hadrons, which deposit energy in both the ECAL and the HCAL, the calibration
is substantially different as it depends on the energy fractions deposited in the two
calorimeters. The calibration is performed using simulated neutral K0L hadrons and is
dependent on the energy and η of the particle as well as its fractions deposited in the
ECAL and HCAL.
The clusters are linked to the tracks first for the reconstruction of electrons and muons,
which will be discussed in more detail below. Isolated clusters in the ECAL without
an associated track are reconstructed as photon candidates. All clusters associated to
electrons, muons and photons are then removed from the collection, and this reduced
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collection is used for the reconstruction of hadrons. Similarly as the reconstruction of
photons, isolated clusters in the HCAL without an associated track are reconstructed
as neutral hadrons. If a cluster in both the ECAL and the HCAL without associated
track is found, precedence is given to the reconstruction of a photon corresponding to
the ECAL cluster, as photons very frequently occur in hadronic jets and neutral hadrons
are expected to emit only a small fraction of their energy in the ECAL. These ECAL
clusters are however then assumed to belong to the same hadronic shower as the HCAL
clusters. The HCAL clusters with associated tracks are reconstructed as charged hadrons.
Remaining ECAL clusters crossed by tracks are also attributed to the hadron.
Hadrons produced in the CMS detector are often collimated in jets of particles. The
clustering of the individual hadron candidates into jets will be discussed in section 3.2.5.
Particles produced in pile-up interactions create energy deposits with no affiliation with
the primary interaction vertex. These reconstructed pile-up particles can distort the
determination of the isolation of electrons or muons or the identification of tau leptons
decaying hadronically to be discussed in the following, as well as the determination of
global event quantities such as the energy sum from the primary vertex of the event.
Furthermore, the measured energies of the hadrons from the primary vertex might be
incorrect if hadrons from additional proton-proton collisions cross the same calorimeter
cells. The hadrons from pile-up interactions thus need to be removed from the PF
candidate collection. For charged hadrons, this removal is performed using the affiliation
of the hadron track to a vertex given by its use in the vertex-finding fit for the given
vertex by the charged-hadron subtraction algorithm [38]. For all neutral hadrons and
photons this affiliation is not possible and they are kept in the PF particle collection.
The mitigation of the effects originating from from pile-up will be discussed together
with the jet reconstruction in section 3.2.5.
3.2.3 Reconstruction and identification of electrons
Electron reconstruction
The reconstruction of electrons is fully integrated in the PF framework [38] and starts
from the clustering of energy deposits in ECAL clusters in the context of the PF algo-
rithm. Electrons are charged, electromagnetically interacting particles, and can broadly
be identified by the PF algorithm via a track in the tracking system and a cluster in the
ECAL, but not the HCAL.
As most electrons emit a significant fraction of their energy as bremsstrahlung when
interacting with the tracker material, the total energy of the original electron is expected
to be distributed along several individual clusters. Due to the bending of the magnetic
field along the φ coordinate, the emission of photons is expected to occur mainly along
this coordinate. A superclustering is therefore performed by collecting individual ECAL
clusters in a narrow η and broad φ region around the seeding cluster.
In the PF algorithm, the reconstructed tracks in the inner tracking system are linked
with the clusters and superclusters in the ECAL. If an associated track is found for
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the clusters, the object corresponding to the cluster is labeled as electron, otherwise
it is labeled as photon. To avoid the labeling of hadrons as electrons or photons, an
additional loose requirement is imposed within the PF framework: The sum of energies
in the HCAL in the direction of the ECAL supercluster is required to be less than 10%
of the supercluster energy. If the object fails this requirement, the associated energies
and tracks are unlinked from the electron reconstruction and used for the reconstruction
of hadrons.
Even after the ECAL calibration discussed above, the reconstructed energy of the super-
cluster can miss the electrons energy due to several reasons: Energy can be lost in shower
leakage due to soft photons, in gaps between the individual modules, due to defective
ECAL readout, or lost via the interaction with the tracking system not captured by the
superclustering.
The energy is thus corrected via a multivariate regression technique using boosted decision
trees [39]. The target of the regression is the ratio between the true and reconstructed
electron energy. The regression output can thus be directly applied as correction on the
reconstructed energy value. In a second and third step, also an estimate of the event-
by-event energy resolution of the measurement, and finally an additional smaller energy
correction is derived, taking also the electron track information into account. The training
of the regression is performed using simulated electrons weighted to a flat pT spectrum
to avoid biasing the regression towards specific energy values.
Finally, a fit of a Breit-Wigner function to the spectrum of the di-electron invariant mass
spectrum in vicinity of the Z → ee peak is performed in dependence on the η of the
electrons, as well as on the fraction of reconstructed energy in the highest-energy cluster
divided by the total energy of the supercluster. The reconstructed electron energies are
a free parameters in this fit. A final correction in the order of 1% is applied from this fit
such that the observed di-electron events match the position of the Z peak in simulated
events at the known value of the Z boson mass.
Electron identification
From the electron candidates reconstructed by the PF algorithm, a set of qualifying
criteria are defined to select prompt electrons from the primary interaction vertex, and
suppress electron candidates originating from conversions of a photon or electron candi-
dates which are misidentified hadrons. Especially light hadrons collimated in a jet made
of charged hadrons and π0 mesons decaying into photons can cause a signature similar to
an electron, with a track of a light charged particle in the direction of significant energy
deposits in the ECAL.
A very efficient way to suppress such electron candidates is to require the candidate
to be isolated by requiring very little activity by other particles in the area around the
electron. For this purpose, a distance is defined in the η − φ− plane as
∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 . (3.2)
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For the derivation of the isolation of the electron, the transverse momenta of all particles
other than the electron itself are added in an isolation cone around the electron of size
∆R < 0.3. The momenta of the other particles are available via particle candidates
defined by the PF algorithm. For charged hadrons, only particles are considered that
originate from the same primary vertex as the electron. For neutral hadrons and photons,
where the absence of a track makes such a determination impossible, an estimation of the
amount of pT by the additional pile-up collisions p
PU















To estimate pPUT , the two quantities ρ and Aeff are defined [40], in which ρ has the unit of
energy over area and is measured for each event as the median transverse energy per unit
area of the event. It has an almost linear dependence on the number of proton-proton
collisions in the event. The effective area Aeff is the area of the isolation region around
the electron, weighted by an η-dependent factor accounting for the fraction of the area
susceptible to the pile-up energy density. The amount of energy due to pileup collisions in
the isolation cone around the electron can then be calculated by multiplying the energy
density with the effective area as
pPUT = ρ ·Aeff . (3.4)
To set the energy detected in the isolation code around the electron into perspective
with the transverse momentum of the electron itself, the relative isolation is calculated







For this analysis, only electrons fulfilling Isorel < 0.15 are considered for the event
selection.
To further improve the identification of electrons, a multivariate electron classification
is applied [40]. Boosted decision trees are trained on simulated Z → ee events, using a
large number of event observables holding discriminating power over the probability of
the electron candidate to originate from a genuine electron. The observables include the
quality of the matching of the track to the supercluster, computed both at the ECAL
surface and at the vertex, the energy deposited by the candidate in the HCAL compared
to the energy in the ECAL, or the fraction of energy emitted by bremsstrahlung before
reaching the calorimeter.
The boosted decision tree assigns a score for each electron candidate, with higher scores
indicating a higher probability of the electron candidate to originate from a genuine
electron. For this analysis, a selection based on this score is applied resulting in an
efficiency of selecting genuine electrons of 90%, with a misidentification probability of
around 1%.
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3.2.4 Reconstruction and identification of muons
The track reconstruction for muons is performed independently from the PF algorithm.
Due to the design of the CMS detector, finding muons can be performed with both high
efficiency, due to the extended coverage of the muon detectors, and high purity given by
the almost complete absorption of other particles in the calorimeters.
The muon tracks are reconstructed independently in the inner tracking and in the muon
systems to define three different classes of muon tracks [41]:
• Tracker muons tracks are obtained by extrapolating the tracks reconstructed in
the inner tracking system as discussed in section 3.2.1 to the muon detectors. If
at least one hit in the drift tubes or cathode drift chambers loosely matches the
extrapolated trajectory, the track is declared as a tracker muon track.
• Standalone muon tracks are derived purely by a track fit of the reconstructed hits
in the muon chambers.
• Global muon tracks are derived by matching the standalone muon tracks with the
tracker muon tracks by comparing the parameters of the tracks. If the tracks match,
a common fit is performed to determine the global muon track. Muons reconstructed
from a global muon track have an improved pT resolution with respect to either
standalone or tracker muon tracks, especially for high muon energies.
The requirement of a global muon track significantly decreases the probability of the
muon to originate from a misidentified jet, which can occur for tracker muons if remnants
from the hadron shower reach the innermost muon systems, and the probability of the
muon to originate from a cosmic muon traversing the detector, which can occur if the
muon is only reconstructed from a standalone muon track.
The collection of tracker, standalone and global muon tracks are fed into the PF algo-
rithm described above, in which a set of quality requirements are imposed on the muon
candidate.
At first, the relative isolation of the muon is computed as done for electrons using
Equation 3.3. To estimate the pT caused by neutral particles p
PU
T , a different method
than the effective area method used for electrons is used. For muons, pPUT is estimated
by computing the pT of charged hadrons due to pileup, and scaling this contribution
by a global factor of 0.5 to account for the fact that around half as much energy of the
proton-proton collisions is emitted as neutral hadrons or photons rather than charged
hadrons.
pPUT = 0.5 ·
∑
pcharged, PUT (3.6)
The relative isolation is then also defined via Equation 3.5. For this analysis, muons are
required to have Isorel < 0.15 to be eligible for selection.
To further improve the identification of muons, the compatibility of the track with the
muon segment is computed as probability-like score, taking into account the closeness
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of the extrapolated track to the hit in the muon chamber. In addition, a kink-finding
algorithm is performed in which the track is split at several positions and a χ2 value is
computed reflecting the compatibility of the two tracks derived in such a way to belong
to a single track. Three definitions of PF muons are created with decreasing efficiency
and increasing purity:
• Loose muons are all PF muons reconstructed from a tracker or global muon
track. About 99% of all muons produced at the CMS detector within its geometric
acceptance qualify as loose muons.
• Medium muons are all loose muons, with the requirement that at least 80% of
tracking layers traversed by the muon register a reconstructed hit. A score of the
muon segment compatibility described above of at least 0.451 is required for a
medium muon, if the muon is reconstructed only from a tracker muon track. If the
muon is reconstructed from a global muon track, this requirement is relaxed to
0.303, however the global muon track must fulfill a track fit quality of χ2/ndf < 3
and a position match between the global and tracker muon track of χ2 < 12, as well
as a maximal χ2 of the kink-finding algorithm of 20. For genuine prompt muons
from the decay of a W or Z boson, the efficiency for identifying a muon as medium
is around 99.5%.
• For tight muons, only muons reconstructed from a global muon track are eligible.
The definition of tight muons aims to restrict the muon candidate to prompt muons
produced in the proton-proton interaction by requiring a perpendicular distance
along r of the extrapolation of the muon track to the primary vertex of the event
of less than 2mm, and a longitudinal distance along z of less than 5mm. The fit
quality of the global muon track must be χ2/ndf < 10
For this analysis, the medium muon definition will be used to identify muon candidates
arising from the decay of a tau lepton.
3.2.5 Reconstruction of jets
Quarks or gluons which are scattered from the protons during the proton-proton collision
hadronize after around 10−24 s into many individual hadrons, such as pions, kaons, protons
or neutrons. If the initial quark or gluon has a significant pT, the hadrons will be collimated
in a narrow cone in the same direction, which is called a jet. The hadrons to be clustered
into jets are based on the collection of reconstructed hadrons given by the PF algorithm,
in which charged hadrons associated to pile-up vertices have been removed as discussed
in section 3.2.2.
An alternative approach to mitigate the influence of hadrons from pile-up is the pile-
up per particle identification (PUPPI) algorithm [42]. The PUPPI algorithm assigns a
weight between zero and one to each particle in the event, with a weight of one being
a clear association of the particle to the primary vertex, and a weight of zero being a
clear association to pile-up. For all charged hadrons with tracks matched to either a
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pile-up or the primary vertex, weights of either exactly zero or one are assigned. For
charged hadrons with tracks not matched to any vertex, a weight of one is assigned if
the extrapolation of the track to the beam pipe approaches the primary vertex within
at most 0.3 cm. Otherwise, a weight of zero is assigned.
The advantage of the PUPPI algorithm over the straight-forward removal of all charged
hadron candidates discussed above is that also neutral hadrons are assigned a weight,
to be interpreted as the probability of the hadron to belong to the primary vertex. For
this, the algorithm uses the fact that hadrons from the primary vertex are expected
to be collimated into a few high-pT jets, whereas hadrons from pile-up are expected to
be homogeneously distributed. The weight is calculated based on the momentum sum
of all particles from the primary vertex other than the neutral hadron itself in a cone
of ∆R < 0.4 around the neutral hadron. If the neutral hadron is surrounded by many
charged hadrons matched to the primary vertex, the probability of it also belonging to
the primary vertex is high. Vice versa, the probability is low if no other particle matched
to the primary vertex can be found in the vicinity of the neutral hadron.
The jets used in this analysis are based on the hadron candidates in which a straight-
forward removal of the charged hadrons from pile-up has been performed, while for the
estimation of the total missing transverse energy of the event (~pmissT ), the jets as weighted
by the PUPPI algorithm will be used.
Using all particles reconstructed by the PF algorithm, excluding only charged particles
from pile-up, the particles are clustered into jets using the anti-kt algorithm [43]. Anti-kt
is an iterative clustering, starting from the particle with the highest pT. Two distances
are defined: The distance between two particles i and j, dij , and the distance between
particle i and the beam, diB, with the latter serving as a measure to define the stopping
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2 (3.9)
The quantity R is a constant parameter influencing the cone sizes of the clustered jets.
For this analysis R = 0.4 is used. The quantity y refers to the rapidity of the particle
and φ to its azimuthal angle. In the first iteration, the distance dij of the pT-leading
particle is calculated with the closest PF candidate j. The two candidates are clustered,
and the clustered jet will be used as i. PF candidates are clustered into the jet until the
stopping criterion is reached, defined as dij > diB. At this point, the jet reconstruction
is complete and the particles used in its clustering are removed for the reconstruction of
additional jets.
Especially jets with low pT can appear in the event due to detector noise. To suppress
these unphysical jets, it is required that at least two particles are present in the jet, and
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that not all of the jets’ energy is attributed to neutral hadrons or photons [44]. These
requirements are fulfilled by over 99% of all physical jets while removing all but 2% of
jets due to detector noise.
Finally, the energies of the reconstructed jets are calibrated both in data and simula-
tion [45], e.g. by using events with two high-energetic jets traversing the detector in
opposite directions, or using events containing a signature of a Z → µµ decay plus a
single recoiling jet, where the pT of the Z can be reconstructed with high precision and
used to calibrate the recoiling jet.
3.2.6 Identification of hadronic tau lepton decays
Tau leptons decay into a jet of light mesons, i.e. pions or kaons, with a branching fraction of
65%. To identify tau lepton decays in the data, it is therefore a crucial, albeit challenging
task to distinguish these jets from the abundant production of jets initiated by the
hadronization of a quark or gluon discussed above. The reconstructed jets are used as
input for the reconstruction of hadronically decaying tau lepton candidates, which will
be noted as τ h in the following.
The hadron-plus-strips [46] algorithm is used to take the specific signature of a τ h into
account, in which one or three charged hadrons are expected in a narrow cone, often
accompanied by neutral pions π0. The π0 decays into two photons, which can produce
additional electron-positron pairs and thus can be detected as an electromagnetic shower
in the η − φ− plane, extended along the φ coordinate ("strip") in the ECAL due to the
bending of charged particles in the magnetic field. For a full reconstruction of the τ h
candidate, all energy deposits in the strip need to be attributed to the π0. The strip
reconstruction is seeded by a high-energy photon or electron in the jet. The size of the
strip is then chosen dynamically in the ranges ∆φ ∈ [0.05, 0.3] and ∆η ∈ [0.05, 0.15] in
an iterative procedure, with the maximal strip size inversely proportional to the pT of
the strip. The proportionality is chosen as a high pT tau lepton decay will result in a
narrower strip size, since its decay products will be boosted along a common axis.
The strips are then combined with the charged particles from the jet to create τ h candi-
dates in multiple hypotheses for the possible decay modes, depending on the multiplicity
of charged and neutral constituents. Four decay modes are defined:
• One charged hadron
• One charged hadron + π0’s
• Three charged hadrons
• Three charged hadrons + π0’s
Per τ h candidate, exactly one decay mode is assigned. To assign the decay mode, the
charge of the possible constituents is required to be ±1 and all constituents must lie in a
narrow signal cone with pT-dependent radius between 0.05 and 0.1 in the η − φ− plane.
For each decay mode, the reconstructed invariant mass of all constituents is required to
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lie in a certain mass window corresponding to the masses of a single charged pion or an
intermediate ρ or a1 resonance.
If still multiple decay modes are possible for the τ h candidate, favor is given to decay
modes with a larger number of charged constituents, higher pT of the τ h candidate, and
larger number of neutral constituents in this order.
The τ h candidates selected in such a way are heavily contaminated by mainly quark or
gluon induced jets, but also electrons and muons. To suppress events in which these τ h
decays are misidentified, the DeepTau classifier [47] is applied on all τ h candidates. For
this classifier, event simulation is used to train a deep neural network in the discrimination
of genuine τ h candidates from misidentified jets, electrons or muons. The output of the
neural network is a score, indicating the probability that the candidate is a genuine τ h
with respect to the three sources of misidentification.
For the classification, the neural network utilizes the low-level information delivered by
the detector subsystems in vicinity of the τ h candidate in a procedure similar to the use
of machine learning for image recognition. Especially for the discrimination against jets,
which often have a higher number of constituent hadrons and a broader cone size in which
the particles are collimated, the hadronic activity around the τ h candidate is among
the most discriminating event features to be exploited by the multivariate classification.
Furthermore, high level event information is also fed into the training, such as the decay
mode of the τ h, its 4-momentum, the distance of its individual constituents from the
common axis, or the quality of their tracks.
Using the discriminators against jets, muons and electrons, several working points are
defined with varying efficiencies and misidentification probabilities. For this analysis,
the medium working point for the discrimination against quark or gluon induced jets is
chosen with an efficiency to select genuine τ h’s of 70%, and a misidentification probability
of quark or gluon jets of 1% for τ h candidates with pT < 100GeV, and over 80% and
0.8% respectively for τ h candidates with pT > 100GeV [47]. For the discrimination
against electrons and especially muons, both higher efficiencies and lower misidentification
probabilities can be achieved, for which the chosen working points depends on the final
state of the analysis as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.2.7 Identification of b-quark induced jets
As the most common decay of hSM as well as potential additional Higgs bosons is the
decay into a pair of b-quarks, substantial development has occurred in the challenging
task of discriminating jets induced by a b-quark (b-jets) from the abundant production of
jets induced by quarks or gluons. A main property to be exploited in the discrimination
is the small but significant lifetime of hadrons containing a b-quark (B hadrons) in the
order of 10−12 s, which leads to a displaced secondary vertex in the order of some mm to
one cm, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.
The reconstruction of this displacement and potential secondary vertices is thus a powerful
component for the identification of b-jets, and only possible due to the good resolution of
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the CMS tracking system as discussed in section 3.1.1. The reconstruction of secondary
vertices is performed with the inclusive vertex finding [48] algorithm and utilizes the
impact parameter, i.e. the perpendicular distance relative to the center of the beam












Figure 3.6: Illustration of a b-jet with a displaced secondary vertex (SV) [49]. The b-quark
hadronizes within the primary vertex (PV) to form a B hadron. With a lifetime in the order of
10−12 s, the B hadron traverses the flight distance of several mm indicated by the orange dotted
line before decaying at the SV into hadrons or leptons, with displaced tracks with respect to the
direction of the B hadrons, resulting in a jet with a broad cone radius. The impact parameter
(IP) is indicated by a green line.
Tracks with a three-dimensional impact parameter of more than 50 µm and a transverse
impact parameter of at least 1.2 times its resolution are compared with all other tracks.
If the extrapolations of the tracks approach each other closer than they approach the
primary vertex, a candidate for a secondary vertex is found. All tracks associated to
the vertex are then fitted similarly to the procedure performed for the primary vertex
reconstruction. Only secondary vertices are considered in which the direct distance
between the primary and secondary vertices is larger than the standard deviation of
the measurement by a factor of 2.5 in the transverse plane, and by at least 0.5 when
using the full three-dimensional distance vector. If two vertices reconstructed by this
procedure share more than 70% of their tracks, they are merged into the same vertex.
After the secondary vertex is reconstructed, tracks which are still more compatible with
the primary than with the secondary vertex are re-attributed to the primary vertex and
the fit is repeated.
An additional criterion discriminating b-jets from light quark or gluon induced jets is
that, with a mass of 4.2GeV, the b-quark is substantially heavier than the light quarks
or the massless gluons, and usually much heavier than its decay products. The b-quark
decay products thus are expected to have a significant momentum perpendicular to the
original flight direction of the b-quark and a higher hadron multiplicity such that b-jets
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are expected to have a broader energy flux within its jet cone and contain more individual
hadrons than light quark or gluon jets. Finally, around 20% of B hadron decays involve
electrons or muons. The presence of an electron or muon in the jet cone can thus also
serve as a weak indicator of a b-jet.
The DeepJet classifier [50] uses these features in the multivariate discrimination of b-jets
against light quark or gluon induced jets. It is based on the properties of the charged or
neutral constituents in the jet, as well as a set of quality metrics of the secondary vertex
associated with the jet. Each of these three components enters a separate convolutional
neural network. The output of the three networks is fed into a feed-forward neural network
in combination with global high-level event quantities to achieve a discriminating score
indicating the probability of the jet being initiated by the hadronization of a b-quark.
Several working points are defined for the discriminator, with the chosen working point
in this analysis being the medium working point, defined at the point at which the
misidentification probability of a light quark or gluon induced jet as b-jet is 1%. The
efficiency to select a genuine b-jet at this point is 82% [50].
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CHAPTER 4
Towards the search for di-Higgs events
The signal process of the search presented in this thesis is the gluon-fusion production
of a heavy additional scalar Higgs boson H and its subsequent decay into a lighter Higgs
boson hS and the discovered Higgs boson hSM. The bosons can result from the extended
Higgs sector of the NMSSM as discussed in section 2.3. A signature is investigated in








Figure 4.1: Feynman diagram of the signal process subject of the search presented in this thesis.
An additional neutral scalar Higgs boson H decays into a pair of lighter, different-mass, scalar
Higgs bosons hSM and hS. The hSM refers to the discovered Higgs boson with a mass of around
125GeV. The masses of H and hS are unknown and free parameters of the search.
It is important to note that also the decay of the pseudoscalar boson A2 → A1hSM is
possible within the NMSSM, and would result in a event signature which could not be
distinguished in this analysis from the case in which all bosons are scalar. For abbreviation,
only H and hS will be used in the following, and can be understood as H/A1 and hS/A2
respectively.
In the search, the decay of hSM into tau leptons can be used as a tag of the signal
process. Additional criteria are then applied to the jets in the events to also search for
the signature of a resonant bb decay. As opposed to the mass of hSM, and thus the
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invariant mass of the two tau leptons, the mass of the additional light Higgs boson hS
is not known. Therefore, the full spectrum of the invariant mass of the two b-jets is of
interest for this analysis. The search is restricted to the resonant production of H and to
cases in which the mass of H is larger than the sum of the masses of hSM and hS, as the
signal process is otherwise suppressed.
4.1 Physics object selection
To extract the data set which will be used for the analysis, a set of selection requirements
is applied to the collected data, building on the reconstructed electrons, muons, τ h’s and
jets as discussed in section 3.2. The selection aims at extracting events containing two
genuine tau leptons in addition to two genuine b-quarks, while optimizing the balance
between efficiency, i.e. not to miss events with genuine τ τ+bb signatures and purity, i.e.
making sure that as many selected events as possible contain a genuine τ τ+bb signature.
4.1.1 Selection of tau lepton decays
At first, a pair of physics objects corresponding to the decay products of two tau leptons
is required. The tau lepton decays either to an electron (branching fraction of 17.8%),
muon (17.4%), or light hadrons (64.8%). All of these decays are accompanied by neutrinos,
which are undetectable within the CMS detector and therefore carry away a significant
fraction of the initial tau lepton energy. The independent decays of the two tau leptons











Figure 4.2: The possible final states of a τ τ decay. The three final states with the highest
branching fraction are considered for this analysis: τ hτ h, eτ h and µτ h.
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The three final states with the highest branching fraction are used for this analysis: τ hτ h,
eτ h and µτ h. The eµ, ee and µµ final states do not only have a much lower branching
fraction, and are therefore less abundant, they also suffer from a higher background
contribution from top-quark pair decays in the eµ final state, and Z boson decays in the
ee and µµ final states. The inclusion of these final states has been studied to impact
the sensitivity of the analysis by less than 5% for m(H) < 300GeV, and less than 2% for
m(H) > 300GeV.
For an electron, muon or τ h to be selected to build the tau lepton pair, it needs to pass
a set of selection criteria, which are
• to fulfill a certain identification criterion such as a multivariate identifier designed
for the object,
• a low relative isolation,
• to fulfill a certain offline pT threshold, and
• the match of the object to the physics object responsible for the decision of a single-
or di-lepton trigger.
The specific requirements differ between electrons, muons and τ h’s and are discussed in
more detail in the following.
Events used for the eτ h (µτ h) final state are based on the set of events in which a single
electron (muon) trigger or an electron(muon)+τ h pair trigger has fired. In these events,
a set of selection requirements shown in Table 4.1 is imposed.
Table 4.1: Minimal selection requirements imposed for eligible electron and muon candidates used
for the di-tau lepton pair in the eτ h and µτ h final states. Depending on trigger configuration
of the three run periods, more restrictive pT requirements are imposed to remove events from
the trigger turn-on region. The identification working points (WP) as well as the different
isolation requirements for electrons and muons are defined in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.
Transverse Pseudo- Identification Relative Distance
Momentum rapidity Isolation from PV
Electrons pT > 25GeV |η| < 2.1 90% eff. WP Isorel < 0.15 dxy < 0.045 cm
dz < 0.2 cm
Muons pT > 20GeV |η| < 2.1 medium WP Isorel < 0.15 dxy < 0.045 cm
dz < 0.2 cm
An additional selection is applied in which the pT and Isorel requirements are relaxed to
pT > 10GeV and Isorel < 0.3. Events in which an additional electron (muon) fulfilling
these looser requirements is found in the µτ h (eτ h) final state, i.e. events in which both
electron and muon in addition to the τ h candidate are found, are vetoed from the event
selection to avoid overlap between the final states. If the additional lepton is contained
within a jet, as it often occurs with muons in B hadron decays, the lepton is not an
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eligible candidate for the τ τ system and its presence will not lead to an event veto. This
is important as B hadron decays into muons are frequently expected to occur in the signal
process, and an event removal based on the presence of leptons in jets would remove a
large fraction of signal events.
Events in the τ hτ h final state are based on the triggering decision of a set of triggers
designed for two τ h candidates, of which both candidates need to be matched to the
two legs of the trigger. The offline event selection that is additionally applied to the
τ h candidates is summarized in Table 4.2 for all three final states. The working points
of the DeepTau classifier, discriminating the τ h candidates against jets, electrons, and
muons are chosen to optimize the ratio of the signal process with respect to the expected
background. The correct selection of the working point for the discrimination of τ h’s
against jets is the most crucial, as jets abundantly occur in the collisions. It has been
studied that the use of the Medium WP vs. jets optimizes the expected significance of
the analysis and yields up to 20% improved results in the τ hτ h final state, and up to
10% in the eτ h and µτ h final states when compared to the Tight WP vs. jets.
The working points of the discrimination against electrons and muons are chosen to
suppress the background of Z → ee/µµ events and tighter discrimination against electrons
(muons) is chosen in the eτ h (µτ h) final state.
Table 4.2: Selection requirements imposed for eligible τ h candidates used for the di-tau lepton
pair. The requirements are dependent on the final state for which the τ h is selected.
Final state Transverse Pseudo- DeepTau Distance
Momentum rapidity identification WP from PV
eτ h pT > 30GeV |η| < 2.3 Medium vs. jets dz < 0.2 cm
Tight vs. e
VLoose vs. µ
µτ h pT > 30GeV |η| < 2.3 Medium vs. jets dz < 0.2 cm
VVLoose vs. e
Tight vs. µ
τ hτ h pT > 40GeV |η| < 2.1 Medium vs. jets dz < 0.2 cm
VVLoose vs. e
VLoose vs. µ
Tau lepton pair building
The electron, muon, and τ h candidates fulfilling the selection requirements above are
combined to build a pair of tau lepton decays. For the two constituents to be eligible
for a τ τ system, they need to be separated by at least ∆R(η, φ) > 0.5. If an additional
electron, muon, or τ h is present in the eτ h, µτ h, or τ hτ h final state respectively, the
event is not vetoed as no overlap between final states is expected. In this case, more
than one di-tau lepton pair can be built. The pair with the most isolated electron or
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muon is chosen in the eτ h and µτ h final states, or with the τ h identification classifier
values closest to one in the τ hτ h final states. If the values are equal within 10
−5, the pT
of the electron or muon, or τ h in the τ hτ h final state is compared with preference given
to higher pT. If these are also equal within 10
−5 GeV, the procedure is repeated for the
(second) τ h of the event.
The electron or muon need to match the physics object responsible for the triggering of
the single lepton trigger used to select the event. In case the event was selected exclusively
due to a lepton+τ h pair trigger, or due to a di-τ h trigger in the τ hτ h final state, both
leptons used to build the τ τ pair need to match the respective trigger legs. A match
to the triggering physics object is achieved if the offline reconstructed particle has a
distance of less than ∆R(η, φ) < 0.3 to the triggering object. Depending on the trigger
that was used to select the event, a higher pT threshold than defined in Tables 4.1 and
4.2 might be required, with the offline pT threshold to be always at least 1GeV above
the design value of the trigger. This is done to remove events in the turn-on region of the
triggers which lead to kinematic biases of the data, which are usually difficult to describe
in simulated events. In the τ hτ h final state, where the trigger turn-on region is larger
than in single muon or electron triggers, the offline pT needs to exceed the trigger design
value by 5GeV.
4.1.2 Selection of b-jets
The physics objects used for the selection of b-jets are the reconstructed jets as defined
in section 3.2.5. The selection requirements for b-jets are summarized in Table 4.3. For
comparison, also the requirements imposed on non b-jets are shown. Non b-jets have a
stricter pT requirement, however are not required to be as central as b-jets. The reason
is that the valid identification of b-jets is highly dependent on the CMS tracking system,
whereas non b-jets depend mainly on the hadronic calorimeter, which extends further in
the forward direction of the CMS detector than the tracker.
Table 4.3: Selection requirements used for the selection of the b-jets. The |η| requirement is
< 2.4 in the 2016 run period, and < 2.5 in the 2017 and 2018 run periods. The DeepJet
discriminator is described in section 3.2.7.
Transverse Momentum Pseudorapidity Identification
b-jet pT > 20GeV |η| < 2.4(2.5) DeepJet medium
non b-jets pT > 30GeV |η| < 4.7
If at least two b-jets are found in the event, the two jets need to be separated by at
least ∆R(η, φ) > 0.4. A bb system is then built from the two b-jets leading in pT. If
only one b-jet is found in the event, the event is still selected, as the efficiency of the
b-jet identification is only at the level of 50-80%, depending on the kinematic properties
of the jet. A missing identification of a true b-jet is therefore expected to commonly
occur. In the case of only one b-jet, a bb system is built from the single b-jet with the
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non b-jet with the highest DeepJet discriminator score, while still being separated by
∆R(η, φ) > 0.4 from the b-jet.
If there is no b-jet, or only one b-jet and no additional jet present in the event passing
the requirements of Table 4.3, the event is removed from the event selection.
As events in which the bb system is build from only one b-jet are expected to be more
often background events than events in which two b-jets could be selected, a flag is stored
in which the information about the choice of jets used for the bb system is preserved.
Furthermore, the exact values of the DeepJet discriminator scores of the jets is saved.
Both the flag and the discriminator information are fed into the multivariate event
classification described in the next chapter, allowing the classifier to infer about the
validity of the bb system.
4.1.3 b-jet regression
In b-jets, the presence of leptonic decays and escaping neutrinos often lead to a bias
towards a lower energy of the reconstructed jet. To improve the energy measurements
of the b-jets for this analysis, a multivariate b-jet energy correction as developed for the
measurement of the hSM decay into two b-quarks [51] is applied to events both in data
and simulation.
The regression exploits the available information about the jet, using 43 input variables
such as the jet pT, η,mass, or the energy composition split in electromagnetic and hadronic
components in ring segments in the η−φ plane around the jet’s cone axis. These variables
are fed into a deep neural network trained on simulated tt̄ events containing genuine
b-jets.
The improvement in reconstructed resolution, using the ratio of standard deviation and
mean σ/µ of the di-b-jet mass as a figure of merit, is between 5-10% depending on
the resonance masses the two additional Higgs bosons. In Figure 4.3, the location of
the mean of the di-b-jet-mass distribution relative to the simulated value, as well as its
standard deviation with and without applying b-jet regression are shown. After applying
the regression, the reconstructed mass is shifted upwards towards the simulated value.
The regression is applied to all b-jets passing the medium working point of the b-jet
identification as described above. If only one tagged b-jet exists in the event, the jet with
the second-largest score of the b-jet identification classifier is used to build the di-b-jet
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NMSSM simulation: m(H)=500 GeV, m(h
Figure 4.3: Effect of the b-jet regression applied to a simulated NMSSM signal sample of
the process H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb) with m(H) = 500GeV and m(hS) = 100GeV, shown as a
function of the reconstructed di-b-jet mass mbb before (black) and after (yellow) applying the
regression. Applying b-jet regression results in a better agreement between the reconstructed
and the simulated mass, while the standard deviation over mean σ/ < µ > decreases by 5-10%.
4.2 Background processes
The events in data that contain a reconstructed pair of both τ τ and bb and thus pass
the selection criteria can enter the analysis due to a variety of known physics processes,
which are considered as backgrounds for the search for the signal process.
In order to search for an excess of data events over the sum of these known processes, they
need to be estimated as accurately as possible, with the limits of the accuracy reflected
in systematic uncertainties. The estimation of background events is performed by either
simulation as will be discussed in section 4.5.1, or by the data-driven τ -embedding and
FF methods discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4. The choice of estimation method depends
on the underlying physics process of the event.
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The relevant physics processes are
• top-quark pair production (tt̄),
• Z boson production (Z),
• Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) multijet production,
• W boson production in association with at least one jet (W+jets),
• production of W or Z boson pairs and single-top quark production (VV) and
• single hSM production (Higgs).
All physics processes as well as their inclusive occurrence in the analysis are given in
Figure 4.4, indicating also the estimation method by which each corresponding process
is derived.
Due to the presence of the isolated electron or muon in the eτ h and µτ h final states,
the background compositions in these final states differ significantly from the τ hτ h final
state, as the isolated lepton requirement greatly suppresses the QCD multijet background.
On the other hand, the background contribution from tt̄ is increased in the eτ h and µτ h
final states, as both the decay of both top-quarks into tau leptons (tt̄(τ τ )) as well as the
decay into a prompt electron or muon in addition to a tau lepton (tt̄(`τ )) pose irreducible
background sources in the semi-leptonic final states, whereas in τ hτ h only the decay with
two genuine leptons tt̄(τ τ ) does so.
About 42% of background events are estimated using data-driven estimation methods in
the eτ h and µτ h final states, and over 94% in the τ hτ h final state. All contributions will
be discussed in the following.
4.2.1 Top-quark pair production
The Feynman diagrams of the leading order processes of tt̄ production at the LHC are
shown in Figure 4.5. With a cross section of around 832 pb in proton-proton collisions at√
s = 13TeV [52], top-quark pairs are abundantly produced at the LHC.
The presence of a top-quark pair in the event can result in a signature very similar to the
H → hSMhS → τ τbb signal. As the top-quark will decay almost exclusively (99.8%) to
a b-quark and a W boson, tt̄ production is expected to result in two b-jets. Furthermore
the W boson decays leptonically into a tau lepton, muon, or electron with a branching
fraction of 33%. The overview of possible decays of the full tt̄ system is collected in
Table 4.4.
Especially the cases in which both top-quarks decay into tau leptons, or cases in which
one decays into a tau lepton and the other into an electron or muon pose a major source
of background events in this analysis. The two sources cannot be distinguished from a
H → hSMhS → τ τbb event by selection requirements to the b-jets or tau lepton decay
products alone as the leptons and b-jets are genuine. Therefore, tt̄ events make up by
far the largest source of background in the eτ h and µτ h final states.
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Figure 4.4: Inclusive composition of the total background after event selection in the eτ h (top
left), µτ h (top right), and τ hτ h (bottom) final states. The background sources are sorted
according to their contribution to the total background. The estimation method of the various
background sources is indicated in the figures. The background compositions differ significantly
between the semi-leptonic and full-hadronic final states, with tt̄ production involving prompt
leptons dominating the eτ h and µτ h final states, and QCD multijet production dominating the
τ hτ h final state. In the eτ h and µτ h final states, in total around 58% of events are estimated
from simulation, and around 42% from the data-driven methods of τ -embedding or the FF
method. In the τ hτ h final state, less than 6% of events are estimated from simulation and over
94% from data-driven methods.
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Figure 4.5: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the top-quark pair production process. At the
LHC, the production via gluon-gluon fusion (a-c) makes for around 90% of top-quark pair
events, while the quark-antiquark annihilation (d) makes for around 10%.
Table 4.4: Branching fractions of decays of the two W bosons from top-quark pair decays in
genuine tau leptons (τ ), prompt muons or electrons (`), or jets. Decays into tau leptons, muons,
or electrons are accompanied by neutrinos which are omitted in the table. Every decay channel
creates a significant source of background for this analysis. The leptonic decays (first three
rows) take up only less than 10% of all possible tt̄ decays, however will create an event signature
with genuine b-quarks and leptons and are hardly distinguishable from signal events.
W1 decay W2 decay Fraction of tt̄ decays (%) Estimated by
τ τ 1.2 τ -embedding
` τ 2.5 simulation
` ` 4.4 simulation
τ jet 14.6 FF method
` jet 28.5 FF method
jet jet 46.5 FF method
During the multivariate event classification which will be discussed in section 5.1,tt̄ events
can be separated from signal events due to their behavior in kinematic distributions: As
tt̄ production is non-resonant, the kinematic distributions of e.g. the invariant bb or
τ τ masses show no resonant behavior, as opposed to the resonant decay of hS → bb
or hSM → τ τ . Due to this, the kinematic fit discussed in section 4.6, in which the
compatibility of the event with a resonant hSM → τ τ decay is quantified, can discriminate
between tt̄ and signal events.
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If one or both top-quarks decay hadronically, the resulting jets can be misidentified as
the τ h of the event. As opposed to the leptonic decays, this background can be reduced
by the DeepTau vs. jets discriminator. However, due to the large fraction of tt̄ events
decaying into jets as indicated in Table 4.4, also these decays pose a significant source
of background. This background is modeled using the FF method as discussed in section
4.4.
4.2.2 Z boson production
At the LHC, quarks and antiquarks can annihilate to create a fermion-antifermion pair
mediated by a Z boson. In addition, but much less frequently, Z bosons can be produced












Figure 4.6: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Z boson production and subsequent decay into
a fermion-antifermion pair. The cross section of the Drell-Yan process (a) exceeds the cross
section of the production via electroweak boson fusion (b) by three orders of magnitude.
If the Z bosons decays into two tau leptons or two b-quarks, such events can enter as
background for the analysis. The process has a production cross section of 26 times larger
than tt̄ production. In contrast to tt̄, this background is suppressed by the requirement
of both a b-quark pair and a tau lepton pair, of which usually only one is present in the
event. Events can still pass the selection criteria due the presence of a b-quark originating
from another process or the misidentification of jets as b-jets or τ h. As the process is
resonant at the Z boson mass mZ = 91GeV, the decay into tau leptons, with the invariant
mass smeared out by the escaping neutrinos, is often compatible with the decay of hSM
into tau leptons. Thus it represents a major source of background in all final states. In
a multivariate analysis, the slightly lower invariant mass of the resonance as well as the
properties of the additionally reconstructed b-jets can help to discriminate these events
from the signal process.
An additional minor background source is the decay of the Z boson into muons or
electrons, and the subsequent misidentification of one of the leptons as the τ h of the
event. In these cases, no neutrinos are involved and the invariant mass is at 91GeV, which
is compatible with the hSM → τ τ decay. Such events are however strongly suppressed by
the DeepTau vs. electron/muon discriminator.
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4.2.3 W boson production in association with jets
A similar process to Z boson production is the production of a W boson shown in
Figure 4.7. A W boson decays into quarks, or into a lepton and the corresponding
(anti)neutrino. A W boson decay can thus be a source of an isolated tau lepton, muon,
or electron. If an additional jet in the event, e.g. a jet recoiling from the W boson, is
misidentified as a τ h or a b-jet, the event may be selected and poses a significant source
of background mainly in the eτ h and µτ h final states. These events are also estimated












Figure 4.7: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of W boson production and subsequent decay
into a pair of lepton and neutrino. The cross section of the quark-antiquark annihilation (a)
exceeds the cross section of the production via electroweak boson fusion (b) by three orders of
magnitude.
4.2.4 QCD multijet production
The dominant background in the τ hτ h final state enters due to QCD multijet events in
which both τ h candidates and often even the b-jets are misidentified light quark or gluon
induced jets. The label QCD refers to the fact that the scattering process and subsequent
decay is exclusively mediated by the strong force. An exemplary Feynman diagram of
this process is shown in Figure 4.8. Such processes result in multiple hadrons collimated
in jets. The jets can be misidentified as hadronically decaying tau leptons or b-jets, or,
less common, as electrons or muons.
This process is greatly suppressed during event selection by the identification requirements
that are applied to the τ h candidates and b-jets, however still enters the analysis due to
its high cross section, which is twelve orders of magnitude above the maximally allowed
cross section of the signal process. Due to the large value of the strong coupling constant
αs, many orders of QCD calculation would be necessary to correctly model QCD multijet
events by purely using Monte Carlo simulation. Due to this and the large cross section






Figure 4.8: Feynman diagram of one of many processes resulting in a QCD multijet event.
4.2.5 Diboson and single-top production
The production of two vector bosons or the production of a single top-quark in association
with a b-quark or a W boson enters this analysis as a minor background. The top-quark
subsequently decays into a W boson and a b-quark, thus these processes can enter in
any final state due to the many decay channels of the vector bosons including isolated
leptons or b-quarks. The cross sections of these processes are however small in the
order of O(10) pb and thus contribute less than 10% of the total background. The small
contribution by the production of a single top-quark is subsumed into diboson events.




















Figure 4.9: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the diboson production process (a-c) as well
as an example diagram of single-top production (d).
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4.2.6 Single hSM production
The production and decay of single hSM bosons is a background process of this analysis.
Even though the cross section of their production is small, if the hSM decays into two
tau leptons, the signature will overlap fully with the signal process. Here, the same decay
is searched for, however hSM is produced in a resonant decay of a heavier Higgs boson H
in association with hS.
4.3 Data-driven estimation of genuine di-tau lepton events
The production and subsequent decay of Z bosons into two tau leptons represents a
major source of background for any analysis targeting the decay of a Higgs boson into
tau leptons, as the event topologies are very similar and can only be distinguished by
the difference in mass. Furthermore, two genuine tau leptons can be produced via the
decay of a top-quark pair, or via the production of two vector bosons to a smaller degree,
as discussed in section 4.2.
These events are all mediated by the weak force, via either a Z or W boson. The weak
force has the property of coupling equally strong to all leptons. The rate and event
kinematics of Z/tt̄/VV→ τ τ decays is thus exactly the same as of Z/tt̄/VV→ µµ decays,
except for the different signatures of the tau leptons and muons in the detector.
The muon is reconstructed with high efficiency and resolution. This is utilized by the
τ -embedding method [53], where reconstructed di-muon events in data are selected, and
the muons are replaced with simulated tau lepton decays to describe a genuine decay of
a tau lepton pair. The remainder of the event, such as the underlying event, pile-up or
jets recoiling against the Z or W boson, is taken as observed in the data.
This improves the modeling of many event quantities which are of relevance for this
analysis, such as the pT and invariant mass of additional (b-)jets in the events, the pT of
the top-quark pair or Z boson decaying into tau leptons, or global event quantities such
as ~pmissT . All these quantities require tuning and are subject to systematic uncertainties
when fully simulated. With the use of τ -embedded events, these quantities are described
as they are observed in the data without any tuning.
The τ -embedding method can be separated into four distinct steps, which are sketched
in Figure 4.10 and will be discussed in the following.
4.3.1 Selection of di-muon events from CMS data
The first step of the τ -embedding technique is the selection of reconstructed di-muon
events from the CMS data. As the CMS detector was designed for an excellent reconstruc-
tion of muons, this selection can be obtained with high purity and efficiency. Selection
criteria such as stringent requirements of the relative isolation of the muons are avoided to
circumvent biasing the final τ -embedded sample towards specific event signatures. Events
are selected based on the firing of a trigger designed for di-muon events. Kinematic re-
quirements of pT >17 (8)GeV for the muon (sub-)leading in pT as well mµµ > 20GeV
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Figure 4.10: Overview of the τ -embedding technique [53]. Observed events with two muon
candidates are selected and the energy deposits of the muons removed from the reconstructed
event record. In their place, two tau lepton decays are simulated. The simulated event is then
merged with the data event in which the muon records have been removed to achieve a hybrid
event modeling the Z boson decay into two tau leptons.
are imposed on the two muon candidates. Furthermore the muons are required to be
of opposite charge and to be reconstructed as global muons as defined in section 3.2.4.
These requirements define the kinematic region in which the events can be used in a
target analysis.
After di-muon selection, a very pure sample of event records is achieved, in which in-
clusively close to 100% of all selected events are genuine di-muon events, of which over
97% are Z → µµ decays, with tt̄ → µµ + X and VV→ µµ + X decays making up the
remaining 3%.
When using the embedded event samples in an analysis which imposes additional selection
criteria, many of the selected di-muon events might be rejected. In the event selection
relevant for this analysis, which is restricted to events that contain b-jets and di-tau
masses broadly compatible with hSM → τ τ , a much higher contribution of tt̄ events is
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expected with respect to the inclusive sample. The event composition for several selection
criteria is shown in Table 4.5.
In the first column of Table 4.5, the invariant mass of the two muons mµµ is required
to be above 70GeV. Events with lower mass usually play a negligible role as they often
fail the triggering criteria of the analysis. In the second column, the presence of a b-jet
is additionally required. This greatly enriches the fraction of tt̄ and VV events such that
they make up over 15% of the remaining embedded event content. The majority of these
events are prompt decays of the top-quarks or vector bosons into muons and as such,
their replacement with a tau lepton decay is perfectly valid and will lead to a description
of the same decays into tau leptons. However, if one of the top-quark or vector boson
decays involve a tau lepton which subsequently decays into a muon, the event will cause
an overestimation of the event content. This effect is covered by a systematic uncertainty
dependent on the estimated fraction of selected tt̄ events in the specific category, which
will be further discussed in section 5.2.3.
Table 4.5: Composition of selected di-muon events after two selection criteria. In the first column,
the composition after selecting only events with an invariant di-muon mass of at least 70GeV
is shown. In the second column, the event composition with an additional requirement of at
least one b-jet fulfilling the medium DeepJet classifier is shown.
Fraction (%)
mµµ > 70GeV and Nb-tag > 0
Z → µµ 98.61 84.02
tt̄ 0.65 13.69
VV 0.38 1.99
jet→ µ 0.21 0.24
Z → τ τ 0.05 0.06
The same effect can occur for Z bosons decaying into tau leptons, which further decay
into muons. These events are however largely removed by the mass requirements and
therefore they play a negligible role in the analysis as shown in the last row of Table 4.5.
The same is true for jets misidentified as muon, as shown in the second-to-last row of
the same table.
The efficiency of the muon selection is measured as a function of the pT and η of the
reconstructed muon using the tag-and-probe method described in [54] and enters the
analysis in form of pT and η dependent scale factors as will be discussed in section 4.3.5.
4.3.2 Removal of the muon energy deposits
In the second step, the goal is to remove all energy deposits of the two muons from the
reconstructed event record. This step is called muon cleaning. The muon leaves hits in the
inner tracking system of the detector, small deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters and finally hits in the outer muon system of the CMS detector. The hits
are removed based on their association to the reconstructed muon track. Deposits in
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the form of clusters in the calorimeters cannot be as clearly attributed to the crossed
muon. They are defined by the intercept of the muon with a specific calorimeter cell,
when interpolating the reconstructed muon track through the calorimeters. If deposits
in crossed cells are found, they are set to zero in the event record.
The assignment of a specific calorimeter deposit to a specific particle can be ambiguous.
Cases in which the deposit of the muon extends beyond the crossed calorimeter cell, or
in which an additional particle caused parts of the energy deposit that was set to zero
can lead to small reconstruction effects during the cleaning step. These can cause the
appearance of low-energy photons or neutral hadrons with usually negligible importance
for the analysis.
4.3.3 Simulation of tau lepton decays
The four-momenta of the muons that have been removed from the event record in the
previous step are stored and propagated to the simulation of two tau lepton decays, after
a correction for the mass difference between muon and tau lepton. The simulation of the
tau lepton decays is performed using PYTHIA 8.2 [55].
At this stage, the production of embedded events is being branched off to produce samples
for four distinct τ τ final states: eµ, eτ h, µτ h and τ hτ h. For each final state, the complete
sample of selected di-muon events is used to produce τ -embedded events exclusively in
this final state. For this analysis, only the samples describing the eτ h, µτ h, and τ hτ h final
states are used. The exclusive production of a single final state increases the number of
available events, which is limited by the di-muon data, by a factor of the inverse branching
fraction of the final state, so around 2.4 in the τ hτ h final state and around 4 in the eτ h
and µτ h final states.
In addition to the embedding of simulated tau lepton decays, events are created in which
simulated electrons or muons are embedded into the event. These samples serve for
validation and for the derivation of corrections for the τ -embedded events as will be
discussed in section 4.3.5.
As the tau lepton decay always involves at least one neutrino, a significant fraction of
the original tau lepton energy can be carried away undetected and the event could miss
the selection requirements on the visible decay parts of the target analysis. To avoid
this, requirements on the minimal pT and maximal |η| of the visible parts of the tau
lepton decays are defined for the simulation of the tau lepton decay, depending on the
final state. Only events passing these requirements are stored in the embedded event
samples. To increase the probability of the event passing these kinematic requirements,
the decays of the two embedded tau leptons is repeated N = 1000 times. If no trial passes
the requirements, the event is discarded. Otherwise, the last passing trial is saved. To
account for the bias on kinematic distributions introduced by this procedure, its efficiency
is calculated by the ratio of all passing trials over the total number of trials ε = Npass/N
and used as an additional weight representing the probability of this event to occur given
the direction and energies of the muons.
This procedure shifts events from a lower-energy phase space to the phase space relevant
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for usual analyses of di-tau events and thus further enriches the number of events available
for the estimation of SM di-tau lepton decays. Due to both the independent production
of final states and the kinematic filtering, the number of τ -embedded events used for
modeling is larger than the expected number of τ τ events in data by a factor of 5 in the
τ hτ h final state and around 15 in the eτ h and µτ h final states.
4.3.4 Merging of simulated and reconstructed event records
In a final step, the simulated event record which only contains the two tau lepton decays
is merged with the observed event record from which the muons have been removed
during the cleaning step. This step is ideally done at the earliest possible stage of the
reconstruction sequence to ensure that all reconstructed event properties are based on the
complete di-tau lepton event, which would be the merging at the level of reconstructed
hits in the tracking system and individual energy deposits in the calorimeters. Slight
differences between the simulated detector geometry used during the simulation step
and the geometry of the actual detector, used for reconstruction of the observed event
complicate the merging on this level as they cause changes to the reconstruction of tracks.
The tracks of the tau lepton decay products as well as the response of the trigger system
to the event are thus calculated based on the simulated event, before merging with the
remnant observed event. This can lead to differences in the efficiency of the triggering
or identification of the tau lepton, which are corrected for as will be discussed in the
following section.
4.3.5 Corrections applied to τ -embedded events
Limited efficiency of di-muon selection
Genuine di-muon events which do not cause a triggering decision or which do not fulfill
the requirement of a global muon reconstruction are missed during the selection. This
leads to an underestimation of the estimated di-tau lepton events.
To correct the event loss, the efficiency of the selection is measured as a function of
the pT and η of the muons. For this, the efficiency of the trigger and identification
criteria is measured using the tag-and-probe method for each muon candidate individually.
Figure 4.11 shows the resulting efficiency for CMS data recorded during the 2018 run
period. Overall, a very high efficiency of the two criteria usually above 95% is achieved.
The structure of the CMS detector appears via a measured efficiency loss in regions with
incomplete coverage of the muon detection.
The correction is then performed by inverting the measured efficiency ε, and applying it




































 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMSMuon Identification
Figure 4.11: Efficiency of the pT ≥ 8GeV leg of the di-muon trigger (left) and of the muon
identification criterion (right), for events in the central barrel (blue), intermediate (red) and
outer barrel region (yellow) of the CMS detector. The efficiency was measured using data of
the 2018 run period. The intermediate region containing non-detecting material as shown in
Figure 3.2 between two muon chambers of the barrel leads to an efficiency loss of the muon
selection in this region. The efficiency loss is corrected for the application of τ -embedded
events.
Correcting differences of electron, muon and τ h reconstruction
As the tau lepton pair in a τ -embedded event is simulated, the efficiency of the reconstruc-
tion of the tau lepton decay products can differ from the observed efficiency in data. The
same correction factors derived for the full simulation cannot be used, as the modeling of
the underlying event can influence the efficiency, and, more importantly, as the triggering
and tracking of the tau lepton decay products is performed before merging with the
remaining event record from data as discussed in section 4.3.4. In general, this leads to a
higher efficiency of the reconstruction of tau lepton decay products in embedded events.
For electrons (muons), a measurement of the efficiency of the identification and isolation
requirements as well as the triggering of the lepton is performed using the tag-and-probe
method with a selection aiming at Z → ee(µµ) events. In the Z boson decay, two genuine
electrons or muons are expected, and the selection can be obtained with high purity
when restricted to events in which the di-lepton mass lies in a window of [65, 115]GeV,
which is around the Z boson mass of mZ = 91GeV. To ensure that at least one lepton is
genuine, strict requirements are imposed to one of the leptons, viz. a tight identification
requirement, being well-isolated with Ie/µrel < 0.15 as well a match of the lepton to the
triggering object of a single-lepton trigger in the event. Furthermore a minimal pe/µT
between 23 and 28GeV is required. This lepton is used to tag the event and is thus
referred to as tag lepton.
The requirement on the second lepton can then be much looser, requiring only minimal
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requirements on the pT of the lepton. This lepton is used to probe the efficiency of its
identification, isolation and trigger requirement and is referred to as probe lepton. The
measurement is performed as a function on the pT and η of the probe lepton.
In order to measure the three efficiencies separately, the probing requirement of the first
measurement has to be applied in the second measurement.
This means that the identification (id) requirement is applied to the probe lepton for the
measurement of the isolation (iso) requirement, which in turn are both applied for the
measurement of the trigger (trig) requirement.
ε(id,iso,trig) = ε(trig|iso,id) · ε(iso|id) · ε(id) (4.2)
To derive correction factors for τ -embedded events, e- or µ-embedded events are created
by replacing the muons in the data event with simulated electrons or muons. Performing
the measurement with these samples thus covers all effects introduced by the method,
while at the same time accounting for the efficiency difference between the detector
response of the simulation. The measurements and the resulting correction factors for
the 2018 run period are shown in Figure 4.12.
For the measurement of the identification efficiency of hadronically decaying tau leptons,
a selection enriching Z → τ τ events is chosen in the µτ h final state by requiring the
muon transverse mass to be below 60GeV and the muons and τ h to be within |∆η | < 1.5.
The correction factor is derived from a maximum likelihood fit to the measured data,
binned in the visible invariant mass of the tau lepton pair (mvis). The cross section and
energy scale of the background processes taken into account as nuisance parameters to
the fit. All corrections for the muon reconstruction described above are applied before
the fit.
A fit is performed independently for the four possible τ h decay modes: One-prong, one-
prong+π0, three-prong and three-prong+π0. A separate fit is also performed for all decay
modes inclusively and instead as a function of the pτ hT . Both measurements are used in
this analysis: In the τ hτ h final state, the decay mode dependent corrections are used
as only τ h candidates with p
τ h
T > 40GeV are used in the final analysis, after which no
large pτ hT dependence is expected anymore. In the eτ h and µτ h final state, where the
p
τ h
T requirement is lower at 30GeV, the p
τ h
T dependent factors are used. Both correction
factors are shown in Figure 4.13.
The measurement of the trigger efficiency of the τ h is performed after the identification
criterion is applied, similar to the measurement of the lepton triggers as
ε(id,trig) = ε(trig|id) · ε(id) . (4.3)
The difference between the applied τ h triggers with respect to the electron or muon
triggers is that they always fire according to the presence of two physics objects, either
as a lepton+τ h pair trigger, or a di-τ h trigger. The full efficiencies of these triggers is
derived by measuring the efficiency of the τ h leg of a µ+ τ h pair trigger in the µτ h final




























































































































 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 4.12: Efficiency of the identification (top row) and triggering (bottom row) of muons
(left) and electrons (right) in µ/e-embedded events (blue), compared to data (black). The
shown measurement is restricted to leptons in the central barrel region of the CMS detector,
similar measurements are performed for the other detector regions. The correction factor to
be applied on τ -embedded events, calculated as the data efficiency divided by the efficiency of
the µ/e-embedded event samples, is shown in the lower panels of the corresponding figures.
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The measurement is independently performed for the four main decay modes of the τ h as
a function of the pτ hT . A fit to the trigger turn-on curve is performed both for τ -embedded
and for data events, with the ratio of the two fitted curves used as pT-dependent correction
factor. The measurements and resulting correction factors used in the τ hτ h final state
is shown in Figure 4.14. After the pT-dependent correction, an additional correction in
bins of η and φ is performed to account for a dependence of the efficiency on the CMS
detector submodules.
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS identification: medium WPhτ
Figure 4.13: Correction factor for the identification of hadronically decaying tau leptons as
measured for τ -embedded events using the medium working point of the DeepTau classifier.
Two independent measurements are performed as a function of the τ h decay mode (left) or pT
(right). The former is used in the τ hτ h final state, the latter in the eτ h and µτ h final states.
The correction factor is measured independently for the 2016 (blue), 2017 (yellow), and 2018
(red) run periods. In the right figure, the measured points for 2017 and 2018 are shifted by
1-2GeV to the right with respect to their bin centers to improve the visibility.
Calibration of electron and τ h energy
Apart from the reconstruction efficiency, also the reconstructed energy of the simulated
tau lepton decay products is different from the observed energy scale. As the energy
reconstruction of the muons is very precise, differences in muon energy scale between
simulated and observed muons are negligible compared to the differences for electrons
and τ h’s and only corrections and corresponding uncertainties for the latter two are
derived.
To correct the electron energy scale, a Z → ee control region is defined using well-isolated
di-electron events. The observation in these events is estimated using e-embedded events.
In these events, the description of the sharp Z boson peak allows to accurately determine
the difference between the energy scale of electrons in embedded events and observed
electrons. A maximum likelihood fit is performed to determine the best value of the energy

























































































































 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 4.14: Efficiency of the triggering of hadronically decaying tau lepton pairs in τ -embedded
events (blue), compared to data (black), as determined for events in the τ hτ h final state of
the 2018 run period. The measurement is performed separately for four decay modes of the
τ h: one-prong (top left), one-prong+π
0 (top right), three-prong (bottom left), three-prong+π0
(bottom right). The measured values are shown as error points. The correction factor is derived
from a fit to the measured values, which is shown as a line. The offline selection criterion of
pT > 40GeV is indicated by a dashed line.
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parameter. The measurement is performed independently for electrons in the barrel
region (|η| < 1.479) and electrons in the endcap region (|η| > 1.479) of the CMS detector,
as well as for the three LHC run periods. The resulting best-fit values for the energy
scale correction to be applied to embedded events are shown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Corrections applied to the electron energy scale in τ -embedded events as determined
from a fit in a Z → ee control region.
Run period Barrel region (%) Endcap region (%)
2016 -0.23 (±0.5) -0.70 (±1.25)
2017 -0.07 (±0.5) -1.13 (±1.25)
2018 -0.33 (±0.5) -0.56 (±1.25)
For the measurement of the τ h energy scale, again a Z → τ τ -enriched control region is
used. This is achieved by requiring no b-jets in the event as well as a transverse muon
mass below 50GeV. Backgrounds other than genuine τ τ events are estimated with the FF
method or simulated events which will be explained below. The identification corrections
for muons and τ h candidates, as well as their uncertainties are applied in the same way
as for the main analysis. Furthermore, the normalization of the τ -embedded events and
the remaining backgrounds enter the measurement as independent nuisance parameters.
A binned maximum likelihood scan is performed as a function of mvis. The measurement
is performed independently for three τ h decay modes. The measurement in which the τ h
decays into three charged pions is performed in combination for cases with or without
an additional π0.
An example of the maximum likelihood scan as well as the resulting distribution ofmvis is
shown in Figure 4.15 for events of the 2018 run period, restricted to τ h decays into three
charged pions. The measurements for all run periods and decay modes are summarized
in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Corrections applied to the τ h energy scale in τ -embedded events as determined from
a fit in a Z → τ τ control region.

















4.4 Data-driven estimation of jets misidentified as τ h
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 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 4.15: Left: Maximum likelihood scan to derive a best-fit value of the energy scale
correction for genuine τ h decays. A parabola (black line) is fitted to the measured values (black
markers) for the −2∆ ln(L) with the minimum defining the best-fit value used for the correction
in the final analysis. The uncertainty is indicated by the red line. Right: The spectrum of mvis
after the correction of the τ h energy scale has been applied to the τ -embedded events.
4.4 Data-driven estimation of jets misidentified as τ h
Significant progress has been made in the identification of τ h against jets, as was discussed
in section 3.2.6. Still, a τ h has a signature similar to the abundant production of light
quark and gluon jets at the LHC and a significant background thus enters the analysis
due to the misidentification of these jets as τ h. As shown in section 4.2, these events
make up over 20% of the backgrounds in the eτ h and µτ h final states, and over 40% in
the τ hτ h final state, and are mainly caused by QCD multijet production, the production
of single W bosons in association with jets, or hadronic decays of top-quark pairs.
The FF method presented in the following is used to describe these backgrounds in a
data-driven way. The general method was first introduced at CMS in the measurement
of the Z boson cross section in [56] and was since used in multiple analyses related to the
a measurement of the SM Higgs boson [57, 58], or searches of additional Higgs bosons
in the di-tau final state [59]. The method is designed as a sideband-method, in which
events from multiple regions orthogonal to the signal region (SR) are used to model
the SR. The SR is the region given by the event selection of the analysis, defined in
section 4.1. The method described in the following is adjusted specifically to allow the
estimation of misidentified jets in the SR of this analysis. A sketch of the method is
shown in Figure 4.16.
The relevant sideband regions of the method are labeled application region (AR) and
determination region (DR). The AR is defined with exactly the same event selection
as the SR, with the only difference being the quality of τ h candidates, expressed as



















































NSR =  NAR            · FF(data)
genuine τh 
jet    τh misident. 
Figure 4.16: Schematic overview of the FF method used to describe events entering the analysis
due to jet→ τ h misidentification. Three determination regions are defined (right side), each
with a selection requirement ensuring both the orthogonality to both signal region (SR) and
application region (AR) as well as enriching the desired process. For each process, a ratio F iF
is calculated by dividing the number of SR-like events by the number of AR-like events. In the
AR, the expected event composition of the three processes is derived. The final factor FF can
then be computed as the sum of the individual sources weighted by their expected fractions.
This factor FF is finally multiplied with the observed events in the AR to estimate the events
entering due to jet→ τ h misidentification in the SR.
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this analysis is described in section 3.2.6.
For the discriminator, several working points with varying trade-off between efficiency
and purity of the discrimination are defined. Events in which the τ h candidate fulfils the
medium working point enter the SR and are used for the search. Inverting the requirement
to !medium creates an orthogonal event region and defines the AR. A complete inversion
would however select mainly events in which the discriminator clearly rejects the τ h
candidate as genuine and results in large differences between the τ h candidates of the
AR and the SR. Therefore, the AR is built from events which fail the medium working
point, however pass the loosest working point of the discriminator, which is labeled
vvvloose.
• SR: Events fulfill medium working point of DeepTau vs. jets
• AR: Events fulfill vvvloose and not medium working point of DeepTau vs. jets
The AR thus enriches events in which the τ h candidate could not be clearly identified
as either jet or τ h. Events in which the τ h is genuine make up less than 20% of events
in the AR and are estimated using simulated events and subtracted from the observed
events in the AR.
The extrapolation factor FF, after which the method is named, is used to connect the
AR to the SR and defined as
NSR(data) = NAR(data) · FF(pT, Njets, ...) . (4.4)
The factor FF depends on the event kinematics. It is, in first order, derived as a function of
the pT of the τ h candidate as well as the number of jets in the event, as the extrapolation
is highly dependent on these quantities. In second order, also the dependence on other
event characteristics enters for the FF derivation in the form of non-closure corrections.
Furthermore, the factors are derived independently depending on the physics process
creating the jet responsible for the misidentification. The derivation of FF is performed
in the DRs which will be discussed in detail in the next sections.
The measured factors are applied on an event-by-event basis for each event in the AR.
Here, the probability of the event to be caused by one of the three processes QCD multijet,
W+jets or tt̄ production is included. The probability estimate is based on the relative
fraction fraci of the process i, binned in two event properties on which this fraction is
largely dependent. The event properties are the transverse electron or muon mass me/µT
in the eτ h and µτ h final states in combination with the number of b-jets in the event.
The me/µT was chosen due to its discriminative power between QCD multijet and W+jets
events. In the τ hτ h final state, where W+jets events play a much smaller role, the event
property used for the binning is mvis. The relative fractions are estimated in the AR
using τ -embedded and simulated events and are shown in Figure 4.17. They are used to
weight the three independent contributions as
FF = frac
QCD · FQCDF + frac
W+jets · FW+jetsF + frac
tt̄ · F tt̄F (4.5)
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Figure 4.17: Fractions of the three processes QCD (pink), W+jets (red), and tt̄(jet) (purple)
in the AR of the eτ h (top row), µτ h (middle row) and τ hτ h (bottom row) final states, as
estimated for the 2018 run period. The fractions are derived independently for one b-jet (left)
or at least two b-jets in the event (right), as well as a function of the transverse lepton mass
in the eτ h and µτ h final states, or of mvis in the τ hτ h final state. Events in the AR which are
genuine, i.e. did not enter due to a jet→τ h misidentification (yellow) are subtracted from the
event distributions in the AR. The AR of the τ hτ h final state is heavily dominated by QCD
multijet events such that other contributions make up less than 3% of the events. Note that a
logarithmic scale is used in the bottom row, whereas a linear scale is used in the first two rows.
4.4 Data-driven estimation of jets misidentified as τ h
To apply the estimation method, the events in the AR are binned in the final discriminator
of the analysis. In this case, the final discriminator is a neural net output score as will
be discussed in the next chapter. Using equations 4.4 and 4.5, the estimation for the SR
is extracted from the data events in the AR, which are weighted by their event-by-event
value of FF.
4.4.1 Estimation of QCD multijet events
In events entering the analysis due to QCD multijet production, only the strong force is
involved in the hard interaction vertex. Both τ h candidates, or both the lepton and the
τ h candidate are therefore assumed to enter the analysis due to a misclassification of a jet.
It is the leading background process in the τ hτ h final state, as was shown in Figure 4.4.
For the definition of the DR of this process, the fact is utilized that the charges of the two
reconstructed tau lepton decay products are, at first order, uncorrelated. In QCD multijet
events, roughly as many events are expected in which the two decay products have equal
charge than events in which both have opposite charge. For all other processes, such as
the signal process or genuine tau lepton sources Z/tt̄/VV→ τ τ , only oppositely-charged
tau lepton pairs are expected, and their opposite charge is a requirement of the event
selection for the SR.
The DR is therefore defined similar to the SR, however the reconstructed tau lepton pairs
are required be of same-sign charge. Furthermore, a requirement on the transverse mass
of the electron or muon in the eτ h and µτ h final states of m
e/µ
T < 50GeV is imposed to
suppress events in which the electron or muon originates from a W boson decay. Finally,
the requirement of a b-jet to be present is dropped.
The DR has a QCD multijet purity of greater 99% (97%) in the !medium&&vvvloose
(medium) τ h identification region in the τ hτ h final state. In the eτ h and µτ h final states
a larger fraction of W+jets events enters the DR. The overall QCD purity is greater
than 75% (80%) for the two τ h identification regions. All impurities are estimated from
τ -embedded samples or simulation and subtracted from the data. The remaining data are
assumed to be purely QCD multijet events, and FQCDF is calculated as a function of the pT
of the τ h of the event by dividing the event yield of the medium by the !medium&&vvvloose
τ h identification region. In the τ hτ h final state, where two τ h are present, each event is
used twice, with the measurement being performed for each τ h candidate independently.
The calculation is performed independently for events with zero, one, or at least two
jets in the event. The distribution of events in the DR and the resulting measurement
of FQCDF are shown in Figure 4.18. The measured values are subject to a third-order
polynomial fit in the τ hτ h final state, and linear fit in the eτ h and µτ h final states. The
resulting fit function is used as estimate of FQCDF (p
τ h
T ).
In the τ hτ h final state, only F
QCD
F is calculated as the total FF is heavily dominated
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Figure 4.18: Events in the QCD determination region of the τ hτ h final state using data from
the 2018 run period. Events fulfilling the AR-like τ h identification working point (top left), and
the SR-like τ h identification working point (top right) are shown. The right QCD histogram
divided by the left one yields FQCDF . Events not produced by QCD multijet production make
up less than 1-3% of the events in the DR and are subtracted from the data. The remaining
data are assumed to be purely QCD multijet events. The estimation and observation thus
agree perfectly by construction. The resulting values of FQCDF are calculated by dividing the
SR-like events by the AR-like events in the QCD DR and given in the lower three figures. The
calculation is performed independently for events with 0 jets (left), 1 jet (right) or ≥2 jets
(bottom).
4.4 Data-driven estimation of jets misidentified as τ h
4.4.2 Estimation of W+jets events
Events in which a W boson is produced in association with at least one recoiling jet
can lead to events with isolated electrons or muons from the W boson decay. If the
accompanying jet is misidentified as a τ h, the event enters the analysis. To define a
DR for such events, the fact that usually no b-jet is expected in these events is utilized.
While for the SR, the requirement of at least one b-jet is imposed, the DR uses only
events in which no b-jet is present. To further enrich the content of W+jets events, a
requirement of me/µT > 70GeV is imposed. The distribution of events in the DR and the
resulting measurement of FW+jetsF are shown in Figure 4.19. A linear fit is performed on
the measured values.
The resulting purity of W+jets events in the determination region is around 86% (80%)
in the !medium&&vvvloose (medium) τ h identification region in both final states. The
contribution of processes other than W+jets is estimated using simulated and τ -embedded
events and subtracted from the distributions. The remaining data are assumed to be
purely W+jets events.
4.4.3 Estimation of tt̄(jet) events
A prevalent source of background events is the production of a top-quark pair, in which
one top-quark decay involves an isolated electron, muon, or τ h, while the other top-quark
decays hadronically. The misidentification of the resulting jet as an additional τ h leads
to the selection of the event.
For tt̄ events, the definition of an adequate DR poses a greater challenge than in the
case of QCD multijet or W+jets events, in which a pure enrichment of the process was
possible while still remaining orthogonal to the signal region. For tt̄ events however, also
multiple b-jets and lepton signatures are expected just as for signal. Therefore, in first
order, simulated tt̄ events are used to derive the F tt̄(sim)F as a function of p
τ h
T . A selection
on the simulated sample is applied to only use events from the tt̄ simulation in which
the τ h of the event is a misidentified jet.
To validate this estimate on the data, a region is defined in which the presence of
additional muon or electron candidates, next to the electron or muon used to build the
τ τ pair are required. These events are vetoed in the signal region to ensure the statistical
independence of the eτ h and µτ h final states and thus an orthogonal control region is
built. This region is heavily dominated by Z → `` events. A requirement on the electron
or muon to be poorly isolated, and of at least one b-jet present in the event enriches the
fraction of tt̄(jet) events to around 50% (30%) in the !medium&&vvvloose (medium) τ h
identification region. This region contains much less events and is less pure than the DR
used for QCD and W+jets events. It is used to extract a single global value F tt̄(data)F, global.
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Figure 4.19: Events in the W+jets determination region of the µτ h final state using data
from the 2018 run period. Events fulfilling the AR-like τ h identification working point (top
left), and the SR-like τ h identification working point (top right) are shown. The right W+jets
histogram divided by the left one yields FW+jetsF . The non-W+jets events create impurities of
up to 20% and are subtracted from the data. The remaining data are assumed to be purely
W+jets multijet events. The estimation and observation thus agree perfectly by construction.
The resulting values of FW+jetsF are calculated by dividing the SR-like events by the AR-like
events in the W+jets DR and given in the lower three figures. The calculation is performed
independently for events with 0 jets (left), 1 jet (right) or ≥2 jets (bottom).
4.4 Data-driven estimation of jets misidentified as τ h
applied as








F, global︸ ︷︷ ︸
SF
. (4.6)
The global factor SF usually lowers the simulation-based estimation by 5-10%. The
measurement is performed independently for events with at most one, or at least two
additional jets. The measurement of F tt̄F in the µτ h final state of the 2018 run period is
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Figure 4.20: Values measured for F tt̄F for the µτ h final state using data collected in the 2018
run period. The measurement is performed independently for events with 0 or 1 additional
jets (left) and ≥ 2 additional jets (right). The pT-dependent factors have been determined
purely from tt̄ simulation and a scale factor as determined from data in a control region with
additional leptons is applied globally to achieve the shown values for F tt̄F .
4.4.4 Corrections applied to the FF measurement
For the measurement of the F iF, the assumption is made that the extrapolation of events
from the AR to the SR depends only on the number of jets in the event and on the pT
of the reconstructed τ h candidate. Furthermore, it is assumed that the behavior of the
extrapolation is the same in the DR and in the SR. Both assumptions are not true, and
therefore deviations in the modeling due to this need to be incorporated into the method
as either additional corrections, systematic uncertainties, or both.
For the FF method as applied in this analysis, multiple corrections are used in order
to take additional kinematic dependencies of the F iF into account, and to correct for
differences of the F iF between the DR and SR.
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Corrections in the eτ h and µτ h final states
In the semi-leptonic final states, two additional dependencies on the event kinematics are
considered as corrections: First, the trigger responsible for selecting the event has a major
influence on F iF. Events selected by a lepton+τ h pair trigger result in significantly higher
values (up to 70%) of F iF than events selected by a trigger designed for a single isolated
lepton. Secondly, a dependency on the pT of the electron or muon is introduced in the
form of a non-closure correction. Usually, a low-pT lepton increases the probability of the
lepton to be a misidentified jet itself in the case of QCD multijet events. For W+jets and
tt̄ events, also a dependence on the lepton pT is expected due to the distinctive spectrum
of the W boson decay products. The correction for the dependency on the trigger as well
as on the lepton pT is derived in a single measurement, using the fact that the triggers
select different ranges of lepton pT. For F
QCD
F , an additional non-closure correction is
applied in dependence of the relative lepton isolation as defined in equation 3.5.
In addition to these additional dependencies, two corrections are introduced to take into
account the differences between the QCD and W+jets DRs and the SR. For QCD, FQCDF
of same-sign events is not exactly the same as of the opposite-sign events in the SR. A
transfer factor is determined as a function of mvis by comparing F
QCD
F in the same-sign
region with an opposite-sign event selection. In order to ensure the orthogonality with
the SR, the comparison is performed on events in which the lepton fulfills the relative
isolation requirement Isoe/µrel ∈ [0.15, 0.25].
For the W+jets DR, especially the high transverse mass requirement me/µT > 70GeV of
the DR can influence the FW+jetsF measurement. A correction is derived by comparing
simulated W+jets events in which the requirement is removed to simulated events with
the me/µT > 70GeV requirement applied. The comparison is also performed as a function
of mvis, with the observed differences applied as correction. For F
tt̄
F , no extrapolation
correction is necessary as the measurement is anyhow performed in a SR-like selection on
simulated tt̄ events. All corrections are shown in Figure 4.21 for the measurements in the
µτ h final state of the 2018 run period. The measurements are smoothed by a Gaussian
kernel smoothing to avoid the propagation of statistical fluctuations into the F iF.
Corrections in the τ hτ h final state
The treatment of the FQCDF in the τ hτ h final state is very similar to the semi-leptonic
final states. First, a correction is applied taking also the pT of the second τ h into account.
An additional non-closure is then calculated as a function of mvis. Finally, a correction
addressing the extrapolation from the DR to the SR is used by comparing oppositely-
charged τ h pairs, in which both τ h candidates fail the medium τ h identification working
point with the same-sign selection of the DR. This correction is also performed as a
function of mvis. All three corrections applied to F
QCD
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Figure 4.21: Corrections applied to the F iF as measured for the µτ h final state of the 2018
run period. Top row: Non-closure corrections applied to FQCDF , binned in lepton pT (left) and
isolation (right). Middle row: Non-closure corrections applied to FW+jetsF (left) and F
tt̄
F (right),
both binned in lepton pT. In the corrections binned in lepton pT, the trigger selection of the
di-tau lepton pair is indicated with a dashed line. Events with muon pT below 25GeV (left of
dashed line) are selected by a lepton+τ h pair trigger, events above 25GeV by a single-lepton
trigger. An up to 70% higher F iF value is observed for events selected by a lepton+τ h pair
trigger. Bottom row: DR-SR extrapolation corrections for FQCDF (left) and F
W+jets
F (right).
The black lines represent the smoothed curve applied to the F iF, the colored bands represent
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Figure 4.22: Corrections applied to FQCDF measured in the τ hτ h final state of the 2018 run
period. Two non-closure corrections are derived, first as a function of the second τ h of the event
(top left), and as a function of mvis of the di-tau lepton pair (top right). Finally, a correction
for the extrapolation from the same-sign selection of the DR to the opposite-sign selection of




4.5.1 Simulation of background events
As indicated in Figure 4.4, the majority of tt̄ and VV events in the eτ h and µτ h final
state entering the analysis are not included in either the τ -embedded event sample, nor
are they covered by the estimation of the FF method. For these events, as well as for
small parts of the Z boson background and the background due to the production of
single hSM bosons, Monte Carlo event simulation is used.
The simulation is performed using the event generators MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [60], POWHEG [61]
and PYTHIA 8.2 [55]. For the parton density functions the sets NNPDF 3.0 [62] and NNPDF
3.1 [63] are used. The purpose of these event generators is the simulation of the hard
interaction process of the event, i.e. the collision of the protons to a set of final state
particles corresponding to a given process, e.g. tt̄→ X or hSM → τ τ within the mathe-
matical framework given by the SM. At the level of final state particles with calculated
energy, momentum and direction, the response of the CMS detector to these particles is
simulated using the GEANT4 package [64]. At this stage, the full detector readout of the
hard scattering process is available, in the same way as for an observed event.
As usually around 30 protons collide at each bunch crossing at the CMS collision point
of the LHC, many additional collisions with usually low transverse momentum transfer
called pile-up are present in the data. To model the pile-up as accurately as possible in
the simulation, a random number of such events are simulated and added to the event,
with the random number following a Poisson distribution. Problems usually enter as
the exact number of pile-up is dependent on the operations of the LHC, and can also
fluctuate during the run periods, whereas the underlying statistical distribution of the
number of pile-up to be added to the events is a fixed parameter to be determined before
event simulation. Due to this, the simulated number of proton-proton interactions only
roughly matches the observed value in the data. To mitigate this, a reweighting procedure
is applied which will be discussed in section 4.5.4.
With the pile-up events added to the simulated event record, the full reconstruction is
performed on the simulated events and the response of the trigger system is simulated.
Remaining differences in the efficiency of the reconstruction of simulated events to data
are corrected, which will also be discussed in section 4.5.4.
Unlike data-driven methods, the total number of simulated events can be set freely,
limited only by the significant computing effort of the simulation procedure. To estimate
the total number of events in data of the specific process, the simulated events are divided
by the total number of events produced, and scaled according to the cross section of the
physics process which is modeled by the sample as well as the integrated data luminosity
as




Both the luminosity and the cross section of the processes are known to a precision of
around 2% depending on the run period and the process. The uncertainty on each is
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propagated to the final statistical inference as systematic uncertainties.
4.5.2 Simulation of NMSSM signal events
As opposed to the background processes discussed above, no centrally produced samples
by the CMS collaboration of the signal process exist. The samples simulating the signal
process gg → H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb) have been produced in the context of this thesis using
the NMSSM implementation in Feynrules [65]. The model files from this implementation
are used with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO, version 2.6.5 [60]. Here, the process is simulated at
leading order using an effective coupling of the heavy Higgs boson H to gluons.
In total, 420 signal mass pairs are produced in a grid which scans the unknown masses
of the additional Higgs bosons H and hS. The grid is illustrated in Figure 4.23. For each
grid point, between 100,000 and 500,000 events are generated, depending on the mass of
the heavy scalar boson. The number of generated events is indicated in the figure. The
grid spans from m(hS)min=60GeV to m(hS)max=2800GeV, and m(H)min=240GeV to
m(H)max=3000GeV.
For each point of m(H), samples are produced in a range from m(hS)min to the value of
m(hS) for which the masses of the SM Higgs boson (125GeV) and the additional light
scalar do not exceed the mass of the heavy scalar:
m(hS) +m(hSM) ≤ m(H) . (4.8)
For all samples, the branching fractions have been set to one for the decay H → hSMhS,
and also for the decays hSM → τ τ and hS →bb. Events in which hS decays into b-quarks,
or in which any of the additional bosons decay into tau leptons, as well as non-resonant
production of H or hS in which the masses of H and hS are similar are not considered in
this analysis.
The produced signal samples have been compared to the official CMS production of
the H → hSMhSM process. For the validation, a signal sample of a heavy 650GeV Higgs
boson decaying into two different light scalar bosons with degenerate mass of 125GeV has
been produced with the same setup as used for the signal production. The comparison
of distributions on the simulated stable hadron level of the two samples is shown in in
the appendix in figure A.6. Additional comparisons of event information after detector
reconstruction are shown in figure A.7. Both comparisons show excellent agreement
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Figure 4.23: Two-dimensional grid of the simulation of signal processes. For each mass point
of the heavy scalar boson m(H) (x-axis), multiple event samples are simulated for different
masses of the light boson m(hS) (y-axis), until the point where m(hS) + 125GeV > m(H).
Omitted mass pairs are shown in grey. The acceptance of the process rises with a higher heavy
boson mass. Therefore, 500,000 events are generated each for mass pairs with m(H) < 400GeV
(black) and 200,000 for events with 400 ≤ m(H) ≤ 1000GeV (blue). For m(H) > 1000GeV
(red), 100,000 events are generated and some low-mass points in the grid are omitted as they
result in a very similar event topology than neighboring mass points. This grid is filled in total
three times for each LHC run period, resulting in a total of 213 million generated events. The
generation of 100 events takes around one hour depending on the computing system.
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4.5.3 Technical aspects of the signal simulation
Due to the two unknown masses, a large number of mass pairs needs to be produced
in a two-dimensional grid. With the chosen 420 mass points, and between 100,000 and
500,000 generated events per mass point, 71 million events were produced for each run
period. As three run periods needed to be modeled, this number is multiplied by three to
arrive at the total number of produced events of 213 million. With an average per-event
duration of 36 s, over two million hours of CPU time are necessary to produce all signal
samples. The simulation is split in two steps: In the first step, the hard proton-proton
interaction is simulated, and subsequently the decay chain of the created particles and
the detector response to all visible particles is simulated. An output file is created by
this step which serves as input to the second step. Here, pile-up collisions are added as
discussed in section 4.5.1, and the full event reconstruction is performed on the event.
The two steps differ greatly in their requirements to the computing system to be used for
the production. While the first step has a 50% longer runtime per event, it requires as
input only a small file containing the simulation code, and therefore can be run mostly
independently from the network of the computing system. Running this step for 1000
events in a single computing job, requires only the transfer of around 10MB at the
beginning and around 100MB in the end of the job, where the output is transferred to
disk after six hours of runtime.
The second step deals with large inputs, not only the input file of the first step but also
files containing simulated events of pile-up collisions which are added to the event in a
step called pile-up mixing. This step therefore has significant network activity throughout
its four hour runtime, with an average network traffic of 3.7GB and over one third of
jobs requiring over 10GB.
The computing resources are chosen to optimize the demands of the two steps. The first
step, requiring the majority of the total CPU time, can run ideally on resources such as
the idle cores of desktop computers distributed across the office spaces of the Institute
for Experimental Particle Physics. Running the input-heavy second stage would however
cripple the network of this computing infrastructure, and computing sites specialized to
input-heavy computing tasks were used for this step. These sites are the BwForCluster
NEMO of the bwHPC initiative [66], specialized worker nodes at the institute, or the
nodes at the GridKa cluster ForHLRII [67].
The total cumulative CPU time used for the simulation of the signal events is shown in
Figure 4.24. The vast majority, 83%, of the full simulation was performed on the BwFor-
Cluster NEMO. The remaining simulation was performed on local institute resources,
both worker nodes and desktop computers, and at the GridKa cluster.
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Figure 4.24: Cumulative CPU hours spent for the two steps of the event simulation: The
simulation of the hard collision and detector response (black), and the pile-up mixing and event
reconstruction (yellow). The computing effort was distributed on the high-throughput cluster
BwForCluster NEMO (top row), local resources of the Institute of Elementary Particle Physics
(ETP), split between worker nodes (second row) and desktop computers (third row), and the
clusters at the GridKa (bottom row). In total, 2.14 million CPU hours were required for the
production of 213 million signal events.
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4.5.4 Corrections applied to the event simulation
Correcting differences in lepton reconstruction efficiency
Usually, the simulation of the CMS detector response does not perfectly match the
detector response in the data. To account for this, the efficiencies of the applied selection
criteria such as electron and muon identification, isolation, or triggering are measured
using the tag-and-probe method. The efficiencies of the identification requirement of τ h
candidates and their triggering are measured in a fit in a Z → τ τ -enriched phase space
in the µτ h final state.
In all cases, the procedure is the same as for τ -embedded events, explained in detail
in section 4.3.5. The ratio of the observed efficiency in data with the efficiency of the
simulated events is used as correction factor in the final analysis. The measurements for
electrons and muons for the 2018 run period are shown in Figure 4.25. The correction
factors applied for τ h’s are shown in Figure 4.26 for the identification correction and
Figure 4.27 for triggering.
Correction of the electron and τ h energy reconstruction
As discussed for τ -embedded events in section 4.3.5, the energies of simulated electrons
and τ h’s are corrected. The muon energy scale correction is again negligible and neglected
for this analysis. For electrons in simulation, the multivariate regression in a Z → ee
selection as discussed in section 3.2.3 is applied as for the data. As discussed in this section,
the scale of simulated electrons matches the scale in the data exactly by construction,
as the electrons in data are calibrated to match the simulation. Small differences remain
between the simulation and observed events, in particular the energy resolution is better
in simulated events than in the data which is corrected in a resolution correction using
a Gaussian smearing on an event-by-event basis.
For the τ h’s, the measurement is performed similar to the case of τ -embedded events
using a maximum likelihood fit in a Z → τ τ enriched control region in the µτ h final state.
The resulting values of the measurement of the τ h energy scale are given in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Corrections applied to the τ h energy scale in simulated events as determined from a
fit in a Z → τ τ control region.






















Reweighting of the top-quark pair pT spectrum
For the estimation of the background due to tt̄ decays involving a prompt electron or muon





























































































































 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 4.25: Efficiency of the identification (top row) and triggering (bottom row) of muons
(left) and electrons (right) in simulated events (red), compared to data (black). Only the
measurements in the central barrel region are shown. The correction factor to be applied on
simulated events, calculated as the data efficiency divided by the efficiency of simulated events,
is shown in the lower panels of the figures.
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS identification: medium WPhτ




























 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS identification: medium WPhτ
Figure 4.26: Correction factor for the identification of hadronically decaying tau leptons as
measured for simulated events using the medium working point of the DeepTau classifier. Two
independent measurements are performed in dependence of the τ h decay mode (left) or pT
(right). The former is used in the τ hτ h final state, the latter in the eτ h and µτ h final states.
The correction factor is measured independently for the 2016 (blue), 2017 (yellow) and 2018
(red) run periods. In the right figure, the yellow and red points are shifted 1-2GeV with respect
to their bin centers to improve the visibility.
and thus the kinematics of the two top-quarks are simulated at next-to-leading order
using POWHEG [61]. At NLO prediction, the pT spectrum of the top-quarks is significantly
harder, i.e. shifted towards higher pT, compared to tt̄ events observed in data.
As the analysis is sensitive to the pT of the top-quark decay products, and thus the
underlying top-quark spectrum, a pT-dependent reweighting is applied. The reweighting
has been determined with the measurements of the tt̄ production in [68] and [69], and is
parametrized based on the simulated information of an individual top-quark i as
wi(piT) = exp(0.0615− 0.0005 · p
i
T) (4.9)
with the total weight for the event being
wtt̄ =
√
wt · wt̄ (4.10)
The reweighting is validated in the tt̄ enriched control region determined by the neural
network as will be discussed in the next chapter, with systematic nuisance parameters
taking into account the magnitude of the reweighting.
For tt̄ decays involving two tau leptons, or a jet which is misidentified as a τ h, the
description of the top-quark momentum is taken from the data via the τ -embedding or


























































































































 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 4.27: Efficiency of the triggering of hadronically decaying tau lepton pairs in simulated
events (red), compared to data (black), as determined for events in the τ hτ h final state of
the 2018 run period. The measurement is performed separately for four decay modes of the
τ h: one-prong (top left), one-prong+π
0 (top right), three-prong (bottom left), three-prong+π0
(bottom right). The measured values are shown as error points. The correction factor is derived
from a fit to the measured values, which is shown as a line. The offline selection criterion of
pT > 40GeV is indicated by a dashed line.
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Efficiency of the b-jet identification
The correct description of the efficiency of the b-jet identification by simulated events
plays a crucial role in this analysis. As was discussed in section 4.1, the medium working
point of the DeepJet classifier is used to select b-jets. In the simulation, the efficiency
of the b-jet identification can be different from the efficiency in the data. To account
for this, the efficiency is measured using the selection criteria specific to this analysis,
and comparing it with the efficiency and scale factors as measured centrally by the CMS
collaboration [49]. From the comparison, scale factors are derived to account for the
differences between data and simulation. The analysis-specific efficiency measurement of














 simulation (2018, 13 TeV)CMS|<0.9ηMedium WP  |
Figure 4.28: Analysis specific measurements of the efficiency and misidentification probability
of the medium working point of the DeepJet b-jet identification for central jets (|η| < 0.9)
as derived from simulated events used for the 2018 run period. The efficiency of true b-jets
(blue points) to be tagged is between 70% and 90% depending on the pT of the jet. The
probability of misidentifying a c-jet as a b-jet (red points) is around 20%, the misidentification
probability for jets initiated by lighter quarks (yellow points) is less than 5%. These analysis-
specific efficiencies are compared with the centrally measured efficiencies to derive an efficiency
correction for b-jets.
Applying the correction factor on the efficiency of b-jets is performed differently than e.g.
the correction of the efficiency of the muon reconstruction in the µτ h final state. The
reason for this is that in this final state, the correct identification of the muon is a strict
criterion for the selection of the event for the final analysis.
In the case of b-jets, also only one b-jet is sufficient to select the event, even thought
two b-jets are expected in the signal process. A simple event scaling such as for the
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muon identification is therefore not sufficient. To correct the efficiency, the "promotion-
demotion" method is used. This means that simulated non b-jets can be promoted to
b-jets in case the efficiency in simulation is lower than in data, and vice versa a b-jet can
be demoted to a non b-jet if the efficiency is higher than in data.
The probability of the promotion or demotion depends on the ratio of the efficiencies
measured in data and simulation r = εdata/εsim and is applied for each jet individually.
The efficiencies are measured as a function of the pT and η of the jet, ε = ε(pT, η).
• Demotion: If r < 1, the b-jet identification is removed with a probability 1− r for
any b-jet.
• Promotion: If r > 1, a b-jet identification is added for any non b-jet with a proba-
bility r−11/εsim−1 . Only jets fulfilling the pT and η requirements used for b-jets given
in Table 4.3 are eligible candidates for promotion.
Pile-up reweighting
As discussed in section 4.5.1, the number of pile-up in the data is highly dependent on the
instantaneous luminosity provided by the LHC, and is usually not known when simulated
events are produced. The simulation of the hard process is therefore combined with a
random number of additional collisions, following a Poisson distribution. The parameter
of the Poisson distribution is set to the expected number of pileup collisions based on
the conditions of the run period, however the resulting distribution does not match the
one observed in data. A reweighting is applied by comparing the two distributions and
weighting the simulated events such that their distributions match.
In Figure 4.29, the observed distributions of the number of proton-proton interaction
as measured by the CMS collaboration [70] is compared to the simulation. Simulated
events follow a Poisson distribution, given by the random number generation during the
pile-up mixing. The distribution in data is dependent on the LHC run conditions and
shows distinct features. The ratio of the two distributions is used as a reweight factor
applied on simulated events.
Correction of the ~pmissT and calibration of recoil of heavy resonance decays
After all corrections of the energies of the measured final state particles, such as elec-
trons, τ h’s, or b-jets, are applied, the total missing transverse energy (~p
miss
T ) needs to be
recalculated for the event. This is performed irregardless of the process.
In those simulated events in which a heavy resonance is created, such as the production
of Z, W, H or hSM bosons, an additional calibration of the recoil against these resonance
decays is performed. In this analysis, the correction only concerns the rare cases of Z boson
decays into two muons or electrons, in which one is misidentified as τ h, the production
of single hSM bosons as well as the signal process H → hSMhS. The production of W
bosons as well as Z → τ τ events are estimated from data, and thus no recoil calibration
needs to be performed.
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 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 4.29: Distribution of the number of proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing. The
observed profile for the 2018 run period is shown by a black line. The profile of the simulation
used for the same run period is shown by a red line. The number of simulated events has been
scaled to the data luminosity as done in the final analysis. As the exact profile of the observed
data is not yet known during simulation, the profiles differ and need to be corrected using a
reweighting procedure. The reweighting factors are shown in the lower panel of the figure.
For the calibration of the recoil, the resonance decay Z → µµ is used. Here, the pT of the
two muons can be reconstructed with high precision, resulting in the precise measurement
of the Z boson momentum as ~pZ = (~pµ1 +~pµ2). As no neutrinos are present in the event,
the true ~pmissT is zero and the reconstructed ~p
miss
T can be used to calibrate the recoil.
The reconstructed ~pmissT in such events is split into two components, one parallel and one










These two components are measured in dependence of the ~pZT as well as the number of
reconstructed jets in the event. As no dependence of the correction on the sign of the
pmiss⊥ component is expected, the measurement is performed as a function of the absolute
value |pmiss⊥ |. The distributions for observed and simulated events with low ~p
Z
T and no
reconstructed jets are shown in Figure 4.30. Especially in these cases with low ~pZT and
small hadronic activity, the recoil of the Z boson is not well described in simulated events
and requires a correction.
From these values, a correction is then performed using a quantile mapping method:
The probability density functions of the observed and simulated distributions of pmiss‖
and pmiss⊥ are compared. A mapping function is derived connecting the points of the
distributions with equal cumulative probability density.
When applying the mapping function to the event simulation for resonance decays used






























































 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 4.30: Measurements of the parallel and orthogonal components of ~pmissT in observed
Z → µµ events of the 2018 run period (black line) as well as simulated events (red line). The
shown measurement is restricted to events with |~pZT | = |(~p
µ1 + ~pµ2)T| < 10GeV which do not
contain a reconstructed jet. The difference between the distributions of observed and simulated
events is corrected in the simulation.
this case, the true ~pmissT is subtracted using the simulated information of the sum of
neutrino momenta ~p νT. As estimation of ~p
Z/H/hSM
T as well as for the split in a parallel
and orthogonal component, also the simulated information of the boson momentum is
used. After calibration of the recoil, also the reconstructed ~pmissT is corrected with the
updated recoil vector.
L1 prefiring
After collection of the data of the 2016 and 2017 run periods, an issue with the timing
of the electromagnetic calorimeter readout was discovered in which the L1 triggering
decision of an event was falsely attributed to the previous proton-proton bunch crossing,
and not the bunch crossing in which the triggering physics object was actually produced.
This lead to a loss of events, as wrong events are stored in the data. This effect is not
covered by simulated events. The effect is corrected in the simulation by the observed
probability of the prefiring to occur, depending on the pT and η of the event.
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4.6 Deriving the bbτ τ mass via a kinematic fit
The mass estimate of the bbτ τ system and thus of the heavy additional Higgs boson H
is improved using a kinematic fit. It builds on the HHKinFit tool designed for the search
for a heavy scalar boson decaying to a pair of hSM, H → hSMhSM [71, 72].
The method utilizes the fact that the decay products of the hSM and hS bosons need to
fulfill tight kinematic constraints due to the small width of the bosons, and the fact that
the mass m(hSM) = 125GeV is known. These constraints are propagated to the bbτ τ
system.
The measured energies of the b-jets and the tau leptons can be varied by the kinematic fit
to match these constraints, with a χ2 cost function penalizing large differences between
the fitted and the measured kinematics. This procedure is used to fit both the energies
of the b-jets as well as find the most likely values of the true tau lepton energy before its
decay into visible decay products and neutrinos, given the measured ~pmissT of the system
and the momentum of the visible decay products.
An example sketch of the relevant decay products in a typical H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb) event
in the µτ h final state is shown in Figure 4.31. For the kinematic fit of the b-jet energies,
only the two reconstructed b-jets are used together with the constraint on the mass of
hS. For the tau leptons, also the neutrinos are considered via the ~p
miss
T of the system by
building the recoil vector of the heavy boson H. Both cases will be discussed in more














Figure 4.31: Sketch of an example event containing the decay H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb) in the µτ h
final state. The transverse momenta of the particles involved in the decay are indicated by
the arrows. Due to the neutrinos involved in the decay of the tau leptons, there is usually
genuine ~pmissT in the event. The neutrinos from the tau decay and the total vector of ~p
miss
T are
indicated by the gray arrows. Depending on the decay of the tau lepton, one or two neutrinos
are involved which are summed up to a single dashed line in the sketch.
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In Ref. [72], for which a similar fit was originally used, both masses of the τ τ and bb
systems are constraint to m(hSM) = 125GeV. In this analysis however, the mass of the
light Higgs boson m(hS) is a free parameter. This is considered in the kinematic fit
for the mass of the heavy scalar boson m(H). To use the kinematic fitting procedure
of constraining the bb mass with varying nominal mass values, the fit is performed
independently for 64 values of m(hS) ranging from 5 to 3000GeV. For each of the 64
mass values, both a best-fit value mKinFitH given the fixed values of m(hS) and m(hSM) as
well as a χ2 value of the fit are extracted. Only one result of the 64 fits is saved, chosen
by the fit with the minimal value of χ2min. The discrete value of m(hS) and the best-fit
value of mKinFitH at which the minimum is reached are saved. Furthermore, the value of
χ2min is saved as well. All three stored quantities are among the strongest discriminators
in the multivariate analysis that will be discussed in the next chapter.
4.6.1 Fit of the b-jet energy
The measurement of the b-jet directions, i.e. η and φ of the b-jets, is assumed to be
precise compared to the measurement of the energy and thus only the energy needs to
be varied by the fit. The measured mass value of the two b-jets is then set to the fixed
value of the hypothezised light Higgs boson mass m(b1b2)
!= m(hS):
m(b1b2)




2 = (pb1 + pb2)







+ 2Eb1Eb2 − 2~pb1~pb2
(4.12)
Now, the approximation is made that a mismeasurement of the jet momentum to first
order equals the mismeasurement of the jet energy. The ratio ~p/E can thus be assumed
to be constant. The same is assumed for the ratio m/E = 1/γ. Equation 4.12 is then
simplified to contain only the energy of one of the b-jets, with all other parameters,
including the mass and energy of the other b-jet, being constant or arithmetically following
by the variation of the first parameter in the fit.
In case of deriving the best-fit energy value of the first b-jet, Efitb1 , the constraints are
used to directly receive the energy of the second b-jet Efitb2 , and the equation reads
m(hS)
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Solving the quadratic Equation 4.13 for Efitb2 connects E
fit
b2










2 −m2b1 , (4.15)




is then applied to all components of the b-jet four-vector
pb. The χ









in which σb1,2 is the b-jet resolution. This resolution is applied as a function of the ηb1,2








4.6.2 Fit of the tau lepton energy
The treatment of the tau leptons in the kinematic fit differs from the treatment of the
b-jets due to the fact that neutrinos are involved in the tau decay, carrying away a
significant fraction of the tau lepton energy.
The tau lepton decay products are approximated to be collinear with the direction of
the tau leptons, as they are usually highly boosted if produced from a decay of a Higgs
boson with much heavier mass than the tau lepton mass. Furthermore it is assumed
that the measurement of the direction (η and φ) of the tau lepton decay products is
accurate and its uncertainty can be neglected compared to the uncertainty on the energy
reconstruction.
The two unknown parameters, i.e. the tau lepton energies Eτ 1 and Eτ 2 can again be
connected using the known constraint of m(hSM) = 125GeV analogue to Equation 4.15,
resulting in only one unknown parameter to be considered by the fit.
As the invariant mass of the visible decay products of the two tau leptons from a decay of
hSM are expected to lie below 125GeV due to the energy loss by neutrinos, the pT of the
neutrinos is considered in the kinematic fit by using the measured sum and direction of
missing pT, ~p
meas
T,miss. For the cost function of the fit, the total measured H recoil ~p
meas
T,recoil is
compared to the best-fit value of this recoil ~p fitT,recoil. The measured recoil can be calculated










+ ~pmeasT,τ vis2 ) . (4.17)
The function used to derive the best-fit recoil is calculated from the best-fit values of the
b-jet and tau lepton pT as
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T,τ 1 + ~p
fit
T,τ 2) . (4.18)
The χ2 cost function is derived from the covariance matrix of the recoil vector COVrecoil









recoil ∆~pT,recoil . (4.19)
The covariance matrix of the recoil vector is estimated from the covariance of the ~pmeasT,miss
and the visible decay products by
COVrecoil = COV~pT,miss − (COVb1 + COVb2 + COVτ vis1 + COVτ vis2 ) (4.20)













4.6.3 Fitting procedure and resulting mass distributions
With the χ2 cost functions defined in equations 4.16 and 4.19, the total cost function is
given by




As the energies of the two b-jets and two tau leptons are connected by the constraints of
the fixed masses m(hSM) and m(hS) as shown in Equation 4.15, the final cost function
is a function of only two variables Eb1 and Eτ 1 .
This function is minimized first by searching for a minimum along the one-dimensional
line of the positive Eb1−Eτ 1 axis. The minimal and maximal values of Eτ 1 are determined
using the visible decay products of the tau leptons, i.e. Eτ 1,min = Eτ vis1 and Eτ 1,max =
Eτ 1(Eτ 2,min = Eτ vis2 ) and Equation 4.15. For the b-jets, an interval of ±5σ of their
resolution is used as boundary values for the fit.
Due to the tight constraints, especially the requirement to estimate the tau lepton energies
in a way that their invariant mass matches 125GeV, this search is not guaranteed to
converge. For events in which the two visible tau decay products already have an invariant
mass of above 125GeV, the constrains can not be met and the fit fails. These events are
removed from the analysis as they are expected to contain mostly background events.
If a minimum is found, the Newton method is used to determine a new search direction,
in which another minimization is performed. This procedure is repeated until the conver-
gence criterion is met. The fit is considered as converged if the differences in χ2 or Eb1/τ 1
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after one step are below predefined thresholds of ε = 0.01. The procedure is repeated for
64 mass values of m(hS) as discussed above, saving only the result at the value in which
the total χ2 is minimal.
In Figure 4.32, the correlation of the reconstructed τ τ mass as estimated by the SVFit
algorithm [73] and the minimal χ2 of the kinematic fit is shown using data collected
during 2018 in the eτ h, µτ h and τ hτ h final states. For events with mτ τ close to 125GeV,
the kinematic fit shows good quality resulting in low values of the total χ2. Selecting
events in data according to a fit quality requirement of e.g. χ2 ≤ 10 selects events close
to the 125GeV, while removing events with mτ τ -values incompatible with this mass.
The resulting distribution of the mass derived by the kinematic fit, mKinFitH , is shown in
Figure 4.33 in comparison to two mass estimators derived by a summation of the visible
decay products, and the visible decay products plus ~pmissT . The mass estimator derived
by the kinematic fit shows a peak close to the simulated value of m(H) with a greatly
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Figure 4.32: Correlation of the reconstructed mass of the τ τ system (x-axis) with the quality
of the kinematic fit (y-axis), expressed by its χ2 in the eτ h (top row), µτ h (middle row), and
τ hτ h (bottom row) final states using data collected during the 2018 run period. The clear
correlation of low values of χ2 with m
τ τ
close to the constraint of m
τ τ
!= 125GeV is visible
in the two-dimensional distributions on the left. On the right, the 1D-distributions of m
τ τ
for events with χ2 < 10 (black line), χ2 > 10 (yellow line), or nonconverged fits (red line) are
shown. The χ2 of the fit indicates the compatibility of the event with the signal hypothesis
and can serve as a highly discriminating variable between signal and background events.
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=73.3 GeVσ=512.9 GeV, µ
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Figure 4.33: Various estimators of the mass of the heavy scalar boson m(H): Mass of the visible
di-tau lepton plus di-b-jet system (black), mass of the same system when the ~pmissT is included in
the di-tau lepton system (yellow) and mass estimator derived from a kinematic fit (red). Shown
are the estimators for a simulated sample of the H(500GeV) → hSM(125GeV)hS(100GeV)
process with hSM → τ τ and hS → bb. The mass estimators are compared in the eτ h (top left),
µτ h (top right) and τ hτ h (bottom) final states.
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CHAPTER 5
Analysis strategy and results
The search for decays of a heavy neutral Higgs boson into two lighter Higgs bosons,
H → hSMhS, consist of several steps: First, the selected events are categorized to enrich
background and signal processes in separate categories. Second, the observed events
as well as the events used for background estimation are binned in a variable with
discriminating power between background and signal events. The goal is to confine the
signal events to a small number of bins with minimal background contribution. Finally,
a statistical model covering the statistical and systematic uncertainties relevant for the
analysis is built and a statistical inference is performed. Here, the signal significance
is measured or upper limits of the possible production cross section times branching
fractions in the case of non-observation of signal are derived.
5.1 Categorization of selected events via neural networks
For the optimal separation of events into exclusive categories, neural networks (NN) are
used. These NNs take extensive information of each event into account and have the
task of classifying the event into one of five categories. The category is chosen based on
the output scores at the five output nodes of the NNs. Each output node translates to
a specific physics process, or group of physics processes, in which the categorization for
the analysis is desired.
The used networks have a fully connected feed-forward architecture. They consist of 23-28
input nodes, representing the physics inputs to the NN, and five output nodes used for
the final categorization of the analysis. Furthermore, two hidden layers with 200 nodes
each are used. The setup of the NN is sketched in Figure 5.1.
The hyperbolic tangent
σ(x) = tanh(x) (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the multiclass NN categorization. Between 23 and 28 event quantities
are used as input and fed into the NN after preprocessing them to the same mean and standard
deviation. Two hidden layers with 200 nodes each and an output layer with 5 nodes are used.
is used as activation function. It has the advantage of mapping the outputs of the NN to
[0, 1], with the sum of all output nodes
∑
i σi(~x) = 1. The value of this function for each
individual output node can thus be interpreted as a Bayesian probability of the event to
belong to the category represented by the output node.
The input variables are preprocessed via a linear transformation to have mean zero and
standard deviation one. The loss function, representing the differences of the NN output












where n labels the current event and N equals the batch size after which the weights of
the NN are updated, i the category index and C the number of categories, which equals
the number of output nodes. The t(n)i is the binary indicator of the truth-value category
for event n (1 in case category i is the correct one, 0 otherwise), and y(n)i the model
prediction for event n.
It is important to note that the goal of the NN training is not per se to separate signal from
background, but to minimize the loss function defined in Equation 5.3. In the equation, no
distinction between the signal and background categories is used, so separating between
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two given background categories is of equal importance to the training as separating
between signal and any background category.
The minimization of the loss is achieved via backpropagation for which the Adam op-
timizer [74] with a learning rate of 10−4 is used. The initial weights are set according
to the Glorot technique [75], avoiding the problem of vanishing gradients in higher NN
layers.
A common problem in the application of machine learning is overtraining the NN on
the training dataset, and thus making it incapable of generalization. Two techniques are
applied to avoid overtraining the NN. First, L2 regularization is applied, adding a penalty
term to the loss function proportional to the squared-sum of all trainable parameters
and thus penalizing a large dependence of the classification on individual parameters.
The exact proportionality, usually called λ, is a tuneable parameter of the model and for
this analysis is chosen as λ = 10−5.
The second technique is called dropout and consist of randomly skipping nodes in the
NN during the gradient update with a predefined probability, which is chosen as 30 %.
It avoids assigning a very high importance of the NN output on individual nodes, which
can often be a sign of overtraining.
Before training, all events are randomly split in two samples. All training and validation
steps described below are performed for each sample independently. In the final applica-
tion, the resulting models are then applied to the events of the other sample respectively,
to enable using the full event statistics for training without applying the model on events
which it was trained on.
The two samples are split again, with 75% of events used for training and 25% used for
the validation and subsequent selection of the best model. The training is performed on
batches of 30 events out of each category, so 150 events in total before the weights are
updated. After 1000 gradient steps, the training is validated against the validation sample.
If no improvement occurs for 30 of such validations, the training is considered converged
and terminated, with the model showing best performance against the validation sample
used for the analysis. This convergence usually occurs after O(10) validation cycles in
the τ hτ h final state and O(100) validation cycles in the eτ h and µτ h final states.
5.1.1 Grouping of events in physics processes
The output nodes of the NN correspond to specific physics processes. The aim of the
multiclassification is not only to separate signal from background events, but also to
enrich the main background processes in distinct control categories. The advantage of
having a category with a high purity of a specific process lies in the ability to constrain
the systematic uncertainties acting on the process during the statistical inference. If
e.g. the value of cross section of the tt̄ production is estimated too low or high, this will
unambiguously appear in the category enriching such events and can thus be constrained.
The categorization of the different background processes defines categories for the three
main sources of background events for the analysis, which are genuine τ τ events, jet→ τ h
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misidentified events and tt̄ decays. A fourth category is created for all minor backgrounds
with low cross sections. The categories will in the following be referred to as
1. Genuine τ τ : Decays of Z/tt̄/VV→ τ τ , described by τ -embedded events in the
analysis.
2. Jet→ τ h misidentified: Events entering the analysis due to misidentification of a
quark or gluon induced jet as τ h, described by the FF method in the analysis.
3. Top-quark pairs: Decays of tt̄ involving a prompt muon or electron in addition to
a genuine tau lepton. These events create the largest source of background events
in the eτ h and µτ h final states and are a small background in the τ hτ h final state.
They are described by simulated tt̄ events in the analysis.
4. Miscellaneous smaller backgrounds: The remaining minor backgrounds include
events with two vector bosons, or a single Z boson or top-quark not included in
(1.), such as Z → ``, VV→ `τ (` = e, µ) as well as the production of a single hSM
boson. These processes contribute much less than 10% of the total background in
all final states, however especially single hSM → τ τ decays can be hard to separate
from the signal process.
The training of categories (3) and (4) as well as the signal categories to be discussed below
is straight-forward, as simulated events of the specific processes can be used. Similarly,
category (1) is trained on τ -embedded events.
In case of the jet→ τ h misidentified category, the training is not straight-forward, because
there are no specific event samples that can be fed into the training as for simulated or
embedded events. Therefore, the NN is trained on events with anti-isolated τ h candidates
taken from the application region of the FF method. The extrapolation factors of the
FF method, referring to the event-by-event probability of the event being selected due
to jet→ τ h misidentification, are applied to weight the events during the training.
For the categorization of signal events, the many different signal mass hypotheses create
challenges for the categorization. The target of the categorization is to isolate the signal
process H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb) with m(hSM) = 125GeV, m(H) between 240 and 3000GeV,
and m(hS) between 60 and 2800GeV. In total, 420 mass points are tested as explained in
section 4.5.2. Collecting all signal events in a single category would result in suboptimal
results, as the signal could sit anywhere in the mass spectrum and no clear definition of
the kinematics of a signal event would be possible.
This could be mitigated by creating multiple signal categories, split after groups of signal
masses and training the NN once on all mass points. While this significantly improves the
results with respect to a single signal category, the results are still suboptimal especially
for masses at the boundary of the chosen categories: If two categories for all events
with e.g. m(H) = 500GeV and m(H) = 550GeV are used, observed events in which
the mass estimator lies around m(H) = 525GeV would get assigned low scores in both
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categories and shift the event towards the background-rich low NN score region of the
final discriminator.
The ideal way to classify these different mass hypotheses, which are exclusive within
the NMSSM, would therefore be to train a separate NN with exactly one of the 420
simulated points, which is then used to classify signal and background events. However,
the computing effort of training the NN and creating the final histograms 420 times
instead of once makes this option unfeasible. Also, in this case a sufficient number of
signal events for each mass point needs to be ensured to arrive at a stable training,
whereas a grouping of very similar signal mass hypotheses increases the number of signal
events to be used for training.
In this analysis, the results are obtained by training separately for individual mass points,
which are however merged towards a reduced scheme. This procedure was optimized to
balance the achievable results with the highest feasible computing effort of the analysis.
The 420 signal mass points are combined to form 68 groups. The grouping as shown in
Figure 5.2 is performed as follows: For all simulated mass values of the heavy bosons
m(H) up to a mass of 1000GeV, a single m(H) value is used per group. For the specific
m(H) value, up to four neighboring m(hS) points are merged in a single group.
For mass points m(H) > 1000GeV, the strategy changes. For these higher masses, the
expected number of observed events in the signal categories is very low, as only events
in which a record of both tau lepton and b-quark decays with very high energies exists
qualify. To avoid splitting these events too finely between categories, all m(H) values
above 1000GeV are combined. For each m(H) point, up to nine m(hS) points are merged.
A separate NN training is performed for each of the 68 groups exclusively on the mass
pairs in the group. The existence of possible signal masses of the other groups is unknown
to the NN to avoid confusion of the NN between different signal masses, while the same
background events are used to train the background categories.
This results in 68 total trainings to be performed, which is to be multiplied by the three
final states. These are treated independently from each other, as the event topologies
and composition of background events differs significantly between them.
For the three run periods of the CMS detector, differences exist due to detector updates
and changes of the setup of the triggering system used for event selection. For this reason,
the run periods are usually treated independently for e.g. the simulation of events. For
the training, the run periods are however combined and events from all three run periods
enter the NN. In order to maintain the information and a degree of freedom regarding
the run period and thus to allow the NN to adapt to their specifics, information about
the run period is provided to the NN as three boolean input nodes where only one of
them is active depending on the run period.
During the application, an event gets assigned an output score for each of the five
categories. The choice of category for the event is then given by the largest of the these
scores. Furthermore, this maximal score is saved and later used as a final discriminator

















































Figure 5.2: Grouping of the signal mass pairs for NN training. Separated areas shown in the
same color are grouped and a common NN is trained on these mass pairs simultaneously, while
signal mass pairs from other groups are excluded from the training. For m(H) ≤ 1000GeV, the
grouping consists of single values ofm(H) and up to four values ofm(hS). Form(H) > 1000GeV,
all m(H) values are merged, and the training is performed depending on m(hS), for which
between five and nine values are also merged. This results in 68 separate regions and thus 68
NN trainings to be performed per final state.
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5.1.2 Selection of neural network input features
For the event classification, the NN receives a set of input features for each event. The
variables expected to hold the strongest discriminating power over the presence of the
process are the quantities related to the tau leptons and b-jets as these are the decay
products of the signal process. Furthermore, quantities related to additional jets in the
event are included. These mainly can discriminate between background sources as well as
allow to infer about presence of a strongly-boosted particle in the event, which is usually
accompanied by a recoiling jet in opposite polar direction.
Especially the mass estimators of the τ τ , bb and bbτ τ systems, as well as the quality
of the kinematic fit discussed in section 4.6 are of high importance for the multivariate
analysis. The signal events are expected to show a peaking structure in all three systems,
in contrast to background events, and a very good compatibility with the NMSSM signal
hypothesis of two peaking mass systems tested by the kinematic fit. These four quantities
are shown in Figure 5.3 for the τ hτ h final state.
The NN is trained on 23 event variables in the µτ h and eτ h final states, and 28 event
variables in the τ hτ h final state. The choice of variables is based on their importance
ranking using a Taylor expansion of the NN response to the individual input nodes [76],
to be discussed in more detail below. The different variable selection in the different
channels is chosen due to the different background composition, which in the τ hτ h final
state is dominated by the misidentification of light quark of gluon jets as b-jet. Additional
variables containing information regarding the b-jet identification are thus included in
this final state. The variable selection is summarized in Table 5.1.
The importance of individual input variables can be tested by decomposing the NN
function into a Taylor expansion of the output function of the NN with respect to the
input feature as described in [77]. The Taylor coefficients derived by the expansion
correlate with the sensitivity of the NN output to the input feature. The ranking of both
the marginal values of the input variables as well as the pairwise correlations between
input variables are shown in Figure 5.4 for the τ hτ h final state. The figure of merit to
determine the ranking is the mean of the absolute Taylor coefficient values 〈ti〉 as defined
in [77]. The ranking is shown for all five output categories of the NN. As different physics
processes are subsumed in the different categories, also the ranking can differ between
them.
For all categories, the leading input features are second-order features of the input space,
i.e. correlations between variables. A notable example for such a second-order feature is
the correlation between the visible mass of the bbτ τ system and its mass estimator of
the kinematic fit, mvisτ τ+bb vs. m
KinFit
H which is the leading feature of the signal category,
confirming the physics intuition that an invariant mass close to the signal expectation in
both systems is a strong indicator for a signal event. An example for a first-order feature
with a high ranking is the pT of the leading τ h candidate of the event in the classification
of jet → τ h events. These events usually have a significantly softer pT spectrum than
events in which the τ h candidate is from a genuine tau lepton decay by a heavy resonance.
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Figure 5.3: Distributions of events used to train the respective background and signal categories
in the τ hτ h final state. Shown are four out of 28 training variables with especially high
discriminating power between signal and background: The mass of the τ τ system (top left) as
estimated by the SVFit algorithm, the reconstructed mass of the di-b-jet system (top right),
the mass estimator for bb̄τ τ derived by the kinematic fit (bottom left), and the quality of
the kinematic fit expressed by its χ2 value (bottom right). For the estimation of background
categories, τ -embedded events are used to describe genuine τ τ events (yellow line), the FF
method for jet → τ h misidentified events (pink line), simulated tt̄ events for top-quark pair
decays (purple line), and simulated diboson and hSM → τ τ events make up the miscellaneous
smaller backgrounds (brown line). One of 68 signal mass groups is shown in red, in which four
similar NMSSM mass pairs in the given mass range are merged. All distributions are scaled to
unity to allow their comparison independent of the cross section of the process.
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Table 5.1: Selection of the 28 event variables used to train the NN for event classification into
signal and background categories. Variables marked by a † are only used in the τ hτ h final
state.
Label Description
pt_1 pT of the muon, electron or pT-leading τ h
pt_2 pT of the τ h (pT-subleading in τ hτ h)
m_vis Visible mass of the τ τ system
ptvis Visible pT of the τ τ system
m_sv_puppi SVFit mass of the τ τ system
nbtag Number of b-tagged jets
bpt_1 pT of pT-leading b-tagged jet
bpt_2 pT of pT-subleading b-tagged jet
mbb Invariant mass of the two b-tagged jets
ptbb pT of the two b-tagged jets
njets Number of non-b-tagged jets
jpt_1 pT of the pT-leading non-b-tagged jet
jpt_2 pT of the pT-subleading non-b-tagged jet
jdeta ∆η between the two pT-leading non-b-tagged jets
mjj Invariant mass of the two pT-leading non-b-tagged jets
dijetpt pT of the two pT-leading non-b-tagged jets
m_ttvisbb Invariant mass of the visible τ τ+bb system
kinfit_mH m(H) estimator derived by the kinematic fit
kinfit_mh2 Discrete m(hS)-value selected for the minimal χ
2-value of the kinematic fit
kinfit_chi2 Minimal χ2-value of the kinematic fit
2016 True if the event was recorded in the 2016 run period, false otherwise
2017 True if the event was recorded in the 2017 run period, false otherwise
2018 True if the event was recorded in the 2018 run period, false otherwise
bm_1† Mass of the pT-leading b-jet
bm_2† Mass of the pT-subleading b-jet
bcsv_1† b-jet discriminator score of the pT-leading b-jet
bcsv_2† b-jet discriminator score of the pT-subleading b-jet
jetCSV† In case of only one jet passing the medium b-discriminator working point,
b-jet discriminator score of non-b-tagged jet used for the bb system
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Figure 5.4: Importance ranking of the NN input features used to discriminate events between
four background processes (top four) and the NMSSM signal process (bottom) for masses
m(H) = 500GeV and m(hS) ∈ [82.5, 105]GeV in the τ hτ h final state. The mean absolute
values of the Taylor coefficients are used to determine the ranking. The first-order features
of the variables are shown in red and second-order features in black circles. The five leading
features for the respective category are labeled in the figures. Second-order features containing
information regarding the quality of the kinematic fit (KinFit χ2), the mass estimations of the
ττbb̄ systems via the kinematic fit (mKinFitH ) or its visible invariant mass (m
vis
ττbb), as well as
the mass of the τ τ system (mSVFit
τ τ
) are usually among the highest-ranking input features.
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The high ranking of a self-correlation of a variable, e.g. KinFit χ2 vs. KinFit χ2 which
is the highest-ranked feature in three background categories, is to be understood as the
NN taking not the marginal value, but rather the peaking structure of the variable into
account. This can be very useful in cases such as the KinFit χ2, which shows a strong
peak towards zero in the signal categories as opposed to the background categories, as
was seen in Figure 5.3.
The magnitude of the coefficients drops exponentially in each category with the increasing
rank of the input features. While specific examples with high Taylor coefficients have been
highlighted above, the power of the NN multi-classification is derived by the combination
of several hundred input features.
5.1.3 Validation of the NN input using goodness-of-fit testing
The selected variables are subject to goodness-of-fit tests to validate their description
by the background model. A goodness-of-fit test is a way of quantifying how well the
observation is described by the model, taking into account all statistical and systematic
sources of uncertainty. The saturated model test [78] is used as primary test for the
validation of NN input features. It is a likelihood-based generalization of the χ2-test,








where di denotes the ith observed datapoint with standard deviation σi, and fi the model
prediction for this datapoint. A likelihood function is derived for the final statistical model.
The function used for the analysis as well as the goodness-of-fit tests will be discussed in
the following section and shown in Equation 5.10. In the following, the saturated model
goodness-of-fit test will be explained using a simple model containing only statistical













This likelihood is then evaluated with respect to a hypothesis in which the data fit the
model exactly, i.e. fi = di at every measured value. This is called the saturated model




















The goodness-of-fit test statistic qobs is then given by
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qobs = −2 lnλ (5.8)
For the simple case used to describe the saturated model, the equality of qobs = χ
2
becomes apparent from equations 5.8 and 5.7. This equality is not given in case of a
more complex likelihood function containing systematic uncertainties, as is used for this
analysis.
As the saturated model maximizes the likelihood, the likelihood ratio λ is always ≤ 1,
and the test statistic is always positive. Lower values of the test statistic refer to closer
agreement of the measurement and the model.
One has to keep in mind that the saturated model goodness-of-fit test ignores information
about the direction of the deviations as well as their order and is thus weak in inferring
about correlated deviations of the observed data with respect to the model, as well as
data that is consistently below or above the expectation.
For each distribution of the input features to the NN, the test statistic is computed once
for the observed data yielding qobs. In this analysis, the value of qobs cannot be assumed
to follow a χ2-distribution as the likelihood contains systematic uncertainties and its
degrees of freedom are not well-defined due the unknown correlations of these systematic
uncertainties in the model.
The p-value of the test statistic is thus computed in a Monte Carlo approach. Pseudo-
datasets ("toys") are randomly generated based on the uncertainty of all nuisances pa-
rameters in the model. For each test, 500 toys are generated and their test statistic is
computed. The comparison of these toys with the observed value of the test statistic
allows the computation of a p-value, which is in this case defined as the fraction of toys





The p-value ranges from zero to one, with values close to zero hinting at large deviations
of the observed data from the model.
Each variable distribution is tested after the event selection, calculating the p-value of
the observed data distribution under the assumption of the given model with simulation
and data-driven methods and including the full uncertainty model of the analysis.
No signal estimation is used during the goodness-of-fit testing. As the goodness-of-fit test
is performed on binned data, a binning is automatically chosen depending on the tested
variable. For one-dimensional distributions, bin edges are chosen for ten bins, such that
each bin is equally populated by the observed data. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Here,
the estimator of the heavy scalar boson mass H derived via the kinematic fit, mKinFitH is
shown binned in ten equipopulated bins as described above. The observed data thus has
the same yield in each bin. In case of a variable with a peaking structure such as mKinFitH ,
the binning is very heterogenous with bins in the peak region below 500GeV spanning a
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range of around 30GeV, and the last bin covering the complete tail of the distribution
spanning a range of 3000GeV.
The resulting value of the test statistic of both the observed data and the distribution
of the test statistic of the 500 toys can also be found in Figure 5.5. The p-value is then
derived from this distribution using Equation 5.9.
A good modeling of the one-dimensional distributions does not ensure a good modeling of
the NN output, as the NN takes more than the first-order input features into account. A
NN can utilize the input features by considering higher-order features between variables.
For this reason, also the two-dimensional distributions of every variable pair are validated
by a goodness-of-fit test.
An equipopulated binning is again chosen for each variable in five bins. For each variable
and bin, the data is restricted to this bin and all other variables are distributed again in
five bins over their full spectrum. This results in a distribution of 5×5 = 25 bins for each
variable pair. The distribution is then subject to a goodness-of-fit test using the saturated
model. The number of possible combinations of N input variables are 12(N
2 − N), i.e.
190 in the eτ h and µτ h final states (N = 20) and 300 in the τ hτ h final state (N = 25).
Multiplied by the three years of CMS data-taking, for which the goodness-of-fit tests are
performed independently, this results in 195 one-dimensional goodness-of-fit tests, and
2040 two-dimensional tests. Note that three input variables, the boolean input nodes
representing the run period are not subject to goodness-of-fit testing.
It is important to note that the utilization of the input space by the NN is not restricted
to two dimensions and also features of higher order can be used. The number of goodness-
of-fit tests to be performed when including even higher dimensions would however pose
an unfeasibly large computing effort, and the tests are thus restricted to one and two
dimensions.
Thresholds to the p-values are defined below which the input features are subject to
further scrutiny to exclude systematic mis-modelings which are not covered by the uncer-
tainty model. The threshold for one-dimensional test is chosen at p = 0.05, the threshold
for two-dimensional tests at p = 0.005. Due to the approximately uniform distribution
of the p-values, about ten p-values of both the one-dimensional and the two-dimensional
test are expected to fail the threshold due to statistical fluctuations alone. It is therefore
important not to exclude variables only based on a low p-value. In case a systematic
mis-modeling of the variable cannot be excluded, i.e. if the data shows a visible trend
compared to the prediction, if the value of the observed test statistic is much larger than
all toys, or if the same variable shows low p-value in many run periods and final states,
measures are taken to improve the modeling. Alternatively, if the impact of considering
the variable on the final results is small, the variable is excluded from the NN training.
In this regard, the five variables only included in the τ hτ h, but not the µτ h and eτ h do
not only have a low impact on these final states as discussed above, also tensions in the
modeling related to the tt̄ simulation appear during the goodness-of-fit testing. In the
τ hτ h final state, the vast majority of tt̄ events are taken from data-driven methods, i.e.
τ -embedded events and the FF method, which model the respective distributions well.
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The results of the one-dimensional goodness-of-fit tests can be found in Figures A.8-A.16.
The results of the two-dimensional tests are found in Figures A.17-A.25. In the figures,
the labels as defined in Table 5.1 are used. The summary of all tests can be found in
Figure A.26. The goodness-of-fit test results show good compatibility with the expected
distribution of the p-values, indicating that the systematic model is able sufficiently to
describe the input space within the systematic uncertainties. The distribution is expected
to be approximately uniform, however also deviations from uniformity can occur in case
strong correlations between the variables exist. Cases with low p-values are investigated
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Figure 5.5: Distributions of mKinFitH in the equipopulated binning used for the saturated model
goodness-of-fit test using data collected in 2018 (left), and resulting distributions of the sat-
urated model test statistic (right) of 500 toys (qtoy) in relation to the observed test statistic
(qobs) in the eτ h (top row), µτ h (middle row), and τ hτ h (bottom row) final states. The value
of qobs is indicated by a red dotted line. The resulting p-value is defined as the fraction of toys
with equal or greater test statistic.
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5.2 Statistical inference and uncertainty model
After the event classification five output categories are obtained, of which four are back-
ground control categories, and one is the signal category. The categories are filled with
the events which have their maximal NN score in this category. This score simultaneously
serves as final discriminator of the analysis, with the minimal value being the inverse of
the number of categories, so 0.2 in the case of five categories, and the maximum value
being one. The histograms used for statistical inference are derived by binning the scores
in bins of width 0.05. If less than 10 events are contained in a bin, or if the combined
background uncertainty of the bin is larger than 90% of its content, bins are merged with
neighboring bins, starting from high NN score values going towards lower ones.
As higher scores correspond to increased probabilities that the respective event corre-
sponds to the target process of the category, the upper bins of a category are expected
to be very pure in the respective target process. In case of background categories, these
serve as control regions for independent background sources, to be used by the final fit
to constrain the uncertainties on the background. In the signal categories, the upper bins
are expected to have the highest signal-over-background ratio and drive the measurement
of the signal significance or exclusion limit.
All histograms enter a combined binned likelihood function of the form
L(d |µ · s(θ) + b(θ)) =
∏
i∈bins
P(di |µ · si(θ) + bi(θ))×
∏
j∈nuis
C(θ̂j | θj) . (5.10)
The function derives the likelihood of observing the measurement d, taking into account
the Poisson-distributed (P) value of observed events in each bin di given the model
prediction for this bin for the signal si with signal strength modifier µ and the background
bi. The prediction of s and b depend on the values of the nuisance parameters θ. Each
individual nuisance parameter θj is following a probability density function C, with θ̂j
labelling the estimate of θj used to derive s and b.
This function is maximized to find the best-fit estimate of the signal strength modifier
µ, which can be scaled during the fit without penalty to the likelihood.
The nuisance parameters reflect all systematic uncertainties influencing the signal and
background estimation. A crucial part of the statistical inference is the correct estimation
of these systematic uncertainties. These will be discussed in detail in the following.
5.2.1 Uncertainties on the NMSSM signal simulation
Sources of uncertainty during the signal event simulation are propagated to the signal
estimation as systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties appear from the limited pre-
cision of the matrix-element calculation of the hard interaction vertex resulting in the
gg→ H → hSMhS process and are split into two sources:
1. An uncertainty on the parton density function (PDF) used to simulate the hard
proton-proton interaction and
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2. an uncertainty describing the impact of the chosen re-normalization and factoriza-
tion scales at which the process is calculated.
NNPDF [62] is used as estimate of the underlying PDF of the protons. The final PDF is
derived from a set of 100 individual PDF fits in which all input parameters are varyied
according to their uncertainty. The mean of the 100 fits is used as the nominal function
used for the simulation in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [60]. The impact of using any of the 100
fits is stored as an additional set of weights on an event-by-event basis. Using these
weights results in 100 slightly different signal estimations. The standard deviation σ of
the 100 functions with respect to the nominal one is used as final PDF uncertainty.
In an uncorrelated uncertainty, the choice of renormalization scaled µR and factorization
scale µF is varied and the impact of the variation on the final signal estimation evaluated.
The scales are dynamically chosen on an event-by-event basis in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
by clustering the external states until the system is reduced to a 2 → 2 topology. The
squared transverse mass of this system is used as scale choice.
µR = µF = m
2
T (5.11)
As ±1σ uncertainty estimation, the scale choice is divided and multiplied by a factor of
two and the event simulation repeated with this scale choice.
Both uncertainties are shown in Figure 5.6. The PDF uncertainty introduces mainly a
flat acceptance effect of around 18%, whereas the scale uncertainties also introduce a
shape effect especially for lower momenta of the hSM and hS bosons.
In addition to these uncertainties on the simulation of the hard interaction, all uncer-
tainties referring to the detector simulation, such as uncertainties on the jet energy and
resolution or the efficiency of the lepton and b-jet identification which will be discussed
below are also applied for the signal simulation and fully correlated with the simulated
samples used for the background estimation.
5.2.2 Common uncertainties in τ -embedded and simulated events
All uncertainties referring to the reconstruction of the electron, muon, or τ h in the event
affect both the τ -embedded events, in which only the tau lepton decays are simulated, as
well as the fully simulated events. To reflect both the shared effects of the simulated detec-
tor response as well as the observed data used to derive the corrections, the uncertainties
are correlated by 50% between τ -embedded and fully simulated events.
The specific sources of uncertainty shared between the two are listed below:
• Electron and muon identification: Global 2% normalization uncertainties are intro-
duced, as the pT dependence of the efficiencies is low.
• Electron and muon triggering: As for the identification, a 2% normalization uncer-
tainty is introduced, which is uncorrelated across the type of trigger (e/µ+τ h or
single e/µ) used to select the event. It can introduce a shape effect in the final
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Figure 5.6: The two sources of systematic uncertainties on the NMSSM signal simulation,
shown for signal simulation after event selection in the µτ h final state for the 2018 run period.
The simulation of the process gg→ H(500GeV)→ hSM(125GeV)hS(100GeV) is shown. The
impact of the uncertainties is derived as a function of the simulated values of the pT of the
three Higgs bosons: The heavy boson H (top left) and its decay products hSM (top right) and
hS (bottom). The nominal value of the signal estimation is shown as black line. The systematic
uncertainty on the PDF used is shown as red band, the uncertainty on the factorization scale
as blue band. For comparison, the statistical uncertainty of the sample is indicated by a grey
band.
analysis as the efficiency of different triggers impact the pT spectrum of the leptons
in different regimes.
• Electron energy scale: Here, the uncertainties are treated uncorrelated between τ -
embedded and simulated events. The uncertainties for simulated events are based
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on the event-by-event uncertainty of the electron energy resolution corrections
discussed in section 4.5.4. In τ -embedded events, the uncertainties given in Table 4.6
are propagated to the analysis.
• τ h identification: In the eτ h and µτ h final states, the p
τ h
T dependence of the cor-
rection factors is reflected in the uncertainty, which is also split into the respective
pT regions and can thus change both the yield and the shape of the p
τ h
T spectrum.
In the τ hτ h final state, the correction factors binned in the decay mode are used,
which is also reflected in the uncertainties.
• τ h triggering: The uncertainty of the fit over p
τ h
T which is applied to the measured
efficiency values is propagated to the uncertainty model.
• τ h energy scale: The uncertainties derived from the maximum likelihood fits as
given in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 are propagated to the final analysis as systematic
uncertainties.
5.2.3 Uncertainties specific to τ -embedded events
For the τ -embedding method, a global 4% normalization uncertainty is used, reflecting
uncertainties on the measured efficiency of the di-muon selection in the data. Furthermore,
an uncertainty is added taking into account the decays of tt̄→ τ µ+X → µµ+X ′ events
which are selected as prompt di-muon events during the event selection. Even though
their contribution is very small as was discussed in section 4.3.1, they can impact the
final shape of the distribution for an analysis enriching the fraction of tt̄ events in the
τ -embedded sample by requiring a b-jet, as is the case for this analysis. The number
and shape of tt̄ events contained in the embedded event sample is estimated using tt̄
simulation, in which the simulated information is used to select only tt̄→ τ τ +X events.
Of this distribution, 10% is added and subtracted to the τ -embedded distribution as ±1σ
confidence intervals. This makes the magnitude of the uncertainty proportional to the
estimated fraction of tt̄ events in the τ -embedded event sample.
In Figure 5.7, the impact of this uncertainty on the final discriminator is shown in the µτ h
final state. The uncertainty is expected to be 10% of the fraction of tt̄→ τ τ +X events
in a specific bin. In the genuine τ τ category, mainly Z → τ τ events are collected and
the uncertainty is negligible. In the top-quark pair category however, the tt̄→ τ τ +X
event contribution of τ -embedded events is enriched, indicated by the uncertainty being
around 10% especially for higher NN scores. If the uncertainty reaches 10%, the fraction
of tt̄→ τ τ +X events is estimated to be 100%. The uncertainty can even exceed 10% if
the tt̄ simulation estimates more events in this bin than the τ -embedding method does.
5.2.4 Uncertainties specific to simulated events
In fully simulated events, additional uncertainties enter, taking into account that in these
events also additional (b-)jets in the event as well as the kinematics of the heavy resonance
bosons or top-quarks are simulated and can be different from the data.
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 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 5.7: The distribution of τ -embedded events is shown as a black line in two NN background
categories in the µτ h final state of the 2018 run period: The genuine τ τ category (left), enriching
Z/tt̄/VV→ τ τ events, and the top-quark pair category (right), enriching tt̄(`τ ) events. The
NN separates the Z → τ τ from the tt̄→ τ τ +X events in the embedded event sample, with
the former being assigned to the left plot, and the latter to the right plot. The tt̄ contamination
uncertainty, shown as a red band, is estimated from simulated events and is proportional to
the fraction of tt̄ → τ τ + X events in this bin. The uncertainty plays a role mainly in the
top-quark pair category, where this fraction is close to 100% for large NN scores. The statistical
uncertainty of the distribution is indicated by a grey band for comparison.
• Jet energy scale: The complex reconstruction and calibration of jets recorded at the
CMS detector was discussed in detail in section 3.2.5. During the calibration and
finally correction of the jet energies in simulated events, also a set of 27 uncertainty
sources for the 2016 run period, and 28 sources for the 2017 and 2018 run periods
are derived. The sources are grouped in a reduced scheme by merging strongly-
correlated uncertainties to obtain eleven nuisance parameters to be used in the final
analysis. These refer to e.g. the statistical limitations of the measurements used
for calibration, a time-dependence of the energy measurements in the data due to
aging of the detector which does not happen in simulated events, or non-closure
corrections introduced to describe remnant differences between simulation and the
data.
• Jet energy resolution: Not only the central value of the measured energy is different
between data and simulation, also the resolution of the energy measurement is
usually narrower in simulated than in observed jets. The correction of this effect is
accompanied by an additional systematic uncertainty.
• ~pmissT and recoil uncertainties: Depending on the physics process described by the
simulation, two separate uncertainties on the measured value of ~pmissT are taken into
account. For processes which do not contain a single heavy resonance decay, i.e. tt̄
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and diboson events, no additional correction of the ~pmissT other than a recalculation
after application of the jet and lepton energy corrections is applied. The uncertainty
on the ~pmissT estimate is in this case derived by the propagation of the respective
uncertainties of the corrections to the ~pmissT as well as by the amount of unclustered
energy in the event, i.e. energy in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
which could not be assigned to specific particle candidates and might be attributed
to detector noise.
For events that do contain a heavy resonance decay such as Z, H or hSM, the recoil
corrections described in section 4.5.4 are applied. The level of confidence in this








of the event. This recoil is split in a parallel and orthogonal component with respect
to the vector ~pZ/H/hSMT , and the two components shifted up and down by 0.3−5.8%
with respect to their previous mean. The exact value of the shift is derived from the
Z → µµ control region in which also the initial correction is derived, and depends
on the |~pZ/H/hSMT | as well as the number of jets in the event. The shifted parallel and
orthogonal components are independently used to re-derive ~pmissT . The resulting
values are used as two uncorrelated nuisance parameters reflecting the confidence
interval of the calibration.
• Top-quark pair pT spectrum: In simulated events, the spectrum of the top-quark
pair pT is corrected as discussed in section 4.5.4. As confidence intervals, the shape
of the tt̄ simulation is used in which the correction is not applied at all, or applied
twice.
• Efficiency of b-jet identification: The centrally measured correction factors discussed
in section 4.5.4 contain also the pT and η dependent uncertainty of the respective
measurements, and are applied in the analysis.
• Prefiring: The correction of the missing prefiring issue in simulated events as
discussed in section 4.5.4 is taken into account by propagating the confidence
intervals of the prefiring probability used in the correction to the final analysis.
• Luminosity: Simulated events are scaled according the the recorded luminosity of
the CMS detector during a specific run period. This luminosity is measured for
the three run periods in references [70, 79, 80] and known to a precision of 2.5%
(2016, 2018) or 2.3% (2017). This is propagated to a set of nuisance parameters,
impacting the normalization of all simulated processes, taking into account both
uncorrelated and correlated sources between the three run periods.
• Cross section of simulated processes: Next to the luminosity, simulated events are
also scaled according the cross section measured for the described physics process.
These uncertainties are 6% for the tt̄ process, 5% for the VV and single-top processes,
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2% for Z boson production and between 1.3% and 3.9% for single hSM production,
depending on its production mechanism. All cross section uncertainties are fully
correlated across all three run periods.
5.2.5 Uncertainties specific to the FF method
The individual F iF (i = QCD,W+jets,tt̄) values of the FF method described in section 4.4
as well as their corrections are subject to statistical fluctuations in the respective deter-
mination regions (DRi) of the method. The statistical uncertainties are saved during the
measurement and applied on the final estimation of jet→ τ h misidentified events.
For this, the uncertainties on the parameters of the fit applied to the measured values
are derived. They are parametrized into two main contribution, the first representing the
y-intercept of the fit and thus affecting only the overall normalization of the jet → τ h
estimate, and the other reflecting only the slope of the fit. This results in two independent
nuisance parameters per measurement, of which one can scale the overall event yield of
jet → τ h misidentified events, and the other the p
τ h
T dependence of the measurement.
The same procedure is performed in all final states. In the τ hτ h final state, where also
higher-order polynomials are used for the fit, the fit function is approximated to a linear
dependency for the derivation of uncertainties. The two nuisance parameters are added
independently for the three measurements F iF and the two or three jet multiplicity regions.
For the non-closure corrections and the corrections for the extrapolation from the DR
to the signal region (SR), also the statistical uncertainties are propagated to the anal-
ysis using two independent nuisance parameters. As the corrections are not fitted, but
rather smoothed by a Gaussian kernel smoothing, the parametrization is performed by
calculating the envelope of the smoothed curve in a Monte Carlo approach, in which
the measured points are shifted within their uncertainties 100 times and the smoothing
repeated. The ±1σ intervals of the envelope are then used to extract the normalization
and slope parameter as a function of the variable which was used to derive to correction,
e.g. the muon or electron pT, or mvis. These uncertainties are treated uncorrelated from
the uncertainties described above.
In addition to these statistical uncertainties propagated to the jet → τ h estimation,
also systematic uncertainties of the FF method are reflected in the uncertainty model.
Each non-closure as well as extrapolation correction is reflected in an uncertainty taking
into account the magnitude of the correction. The idea behind this method is that
the confidence in the prediction by FF depends not only on the statistical precision
of its measurement, but also on the validity of the method itself. If e.g. the difference
between the DR and SR is found to be very large and needs a significant correction, a
larger uncertainty is applied respectively. This is done by adding a nuisance parameter
proportional to the magnitude of the each correction, giving the final fit the freedom to
strengthen or weaken the applied correction. Depending on the correction, these nuisance
parameters can impact the shape and the normalization of the estimation simultaneously.
The impact of these uncertainties on the final jet→ τ h estimation are shown in Figure 5.8,
where the two uncertainty parameters reflecting the statistical precision of the FQCDF
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measurement as well as the uncertainty proportional to the magnitude of the corrections
are shown. While the uncertainty due to the statistical precision of the measurement is
around 1− 5%, the uncertainty on the corrections can be up to 10% if large deviations
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 (2018, 13 TeV)-1 data, 59.7 fbCMS
Figure 5.8: The distribution of the jet→ τ h estimation is shown for the τ hτ h final state of the
2018 run period as a black line in the jet→ τ h NN background category designed for these
events. On the left, the impact of the statistical uncertainty of the fit result of the FQCDF
measurement is shown. This uncertainty is split in two parameters, of which the parameter
reflecting the uncertainty on the slope of the fit is shown for events with no jet (red line), one jet
(blue line), and at least two jets (orange line). In this final state, the additional normalization
uncertainty of 2.9%, shown as green line, enters from the uncertainty on the y-intercept of
the fit. On the right, the systematic uncertainties proportional to the magnitude of the non-
closure (red and blue line) and extrapolation corrections (orange line) applied on the FQCDF are
shown. These systematic uncertainties usually have a much larger impact than the statistical
uncertainty of the measurement itself, as can be seen in the different subplot ranges of the two
plots. In the τ hτ h final state especially the extrapolation from the determination region using
same-sign events to the opposite-sign signal region, requires a significant correction and thus
uncertainty.
An additional source of uncertainty concerns the subtraction of processes other than
QCD multijet or W+jets events in the QCD and W+jets DR respectively. As has been
discussed in section 4.4, these are subtracted from the data using simulated or τ -embedded
events. If these are modeled incorrectly, the measurement of the FQCD/W+jetsF can be
biased. The combined shape of the events to be removed is therefore scaled by ±7% and
the measurement repeated. The impact of this variation on the FQCD/W+jetsF is used as
uncertainty.
Finally, an uncertainty is added reflecting the estimation of the fractions in the application
region. The individual contributions are again scaled by±7%, with the remaining fractions
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increased or decreased by the same factor relative to their previous size such that the
sum of all contributions stays constant, with the resulting differences to the jet → τ h
estimation used as systematic uncertainties.
5.2.6 Uncertainties on the statistical precision of background
estimation methods
In all three methods of background estimation, the estimation is performed using event
samples which themselves contain only a limited number of events. This number is
intrinsically limited by the computation for the specific process in the case of simulation-
based estimation, by the available di-muon events in the data in the case of τ -embedded
events, or by the number of events in the application region used for the FF method.
This creates a systematic uncertainty purely statistical in nature, which is thus uncorre-
lated in each individual category and bin of the final discriminator. The uncertainty is
described using the Barlow-Beeston approach [81], in which a single Gaussian nuisance
parameter is added for each bin. In this analysis, in which the signal significance is ex-
pected to be limited to a few bins with low expected background, these uncertainties can
often be among the leading sources of systematic uncertainties.
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5.3 Results of the search
For each final state, single NNs are trained based on one of the 68 mass groupings
described above. This results in 68 different categorizations, which are however highly
correlated as background-like events often end up in the same categories independent of
the training, and the signal categories from which the sensitivity is derived are composed
of only a small subset of the available events. This is shown in Figure 5.9.



























Event always assigned to this category
Event assigned to this category in at least 5 trainings
Event assigned to this category in less than 5 trainings
Event never assigned to this category
Figure 5.9: Consistency of the event classification across all 68 trainings used for the classification,
depending on the masses of the bosons involved in the NMSSM signal process. The numbers
are shown for the categorized data events in the τ hτ h final state of the 2018 run period. The
majority (72%) of events are always classified as background, independent of the target mass
of the signal process used in the training. For the specific background categories, the effect
is strongest for the jet→ τ h category, in which 29% of events always end up in this category.
As the signal mass hypotheses lead to very different event signatures, no event is assigned to
the signal category for all trainings. The 28% (which is the rounded sum of 14% and 13% in
the right-most bar of the figure) of events which are however classified as signal at least once
usually end up in multiple signal categories. Due to this, the measurements derived for the 68
categorizations are highly correlated, as they use mostly the same data events.
The distributions of the NN output score in the four background categories of the three
final states utilized for the analysis are shown in Figures 5.10-5.12, after the maximum-
likelihood fit using the likelihood function discussed in Equation 5.10 is performed. In
the background categories, excellent modeling of the observation is achieved using the
simulation- or data-driven background estimation methods.
An example for the distribution of the data in the signal categories, where the NMSSM
signal is expected to appear, is shown independently for the three final states in Figure 5.13
for the categorization given by a training optimized for masses of the additional Higgs
bosons of m(H) ≈ 500GeV, and m(hS) ∈ [110, 160]GeV. Here and for all other tested
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS
Figure 5.10: Background categories in the eτ h final state after the fit to the data is performed:
Genuine τ τ category (top left), top-quark pairs (top right), jet → τ h misidentified (bottom
left), and miscellaneous smaller backgrounds (bottom right). The shown background categories
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS
Figure 5.11: Background categories in the µτ h final state after the fit to the data is performed:
Genuine τ τ category (top left), top-quark pairs (top right), jet → τ h misidentified (bottom
left), and miscellaneous smaller backgrounds (bottom right). The shown background categories
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS
Figure 5.12: Background categories in the τ hτ h final state after the fit to the data is performed:
Genuine τ τ category (top left), top-quark pairs (top right), jet → τ h misidentified (bottom
left), and miscellaneous smaller backgrounds (bottom right). The shown background categories
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS
Figure 5.13: Signal categories in the eτ h (top left),µτ h (top right) and τ hτ h (bottom) final states
after the fit to the data is performed. The shown signal category is designed to enrich signal
events withm(H) = 500GeV andm(hS) ∈ [110, 160]GeV and is used to set the upper exclusion
limits for these signal hypotheses. An exemplary signal mass hypothesis of m(H) = 500GeV
and m(hS) = 110GeV is shown by a red line with a cross section times branching fractions
of 0.015 − 0.050pb for illustration purposes. The best-fit of the signal cross section times
branching fractions for this mass point is −0.009 ± 0.006pb with an upper 95% confidence
level limit of 0.005pb.
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In the absence of an excess, results will be given as model-independent 95% confidence
level upper limits on the cross section of the expected signal process, multiplied by its
branching fraction into the studied final state involving b-quarks and tau leptons. For the
computation of the upper limits, the CLs method [82] is used. A CLs value is calculated,
defined as the ratio of the p-values of the signal hypothesis with signal strength modifier









f(q|0) dq ≤ α = 0.05 (5.13)
in which the test statistic q is defined as q = −2 lnL using the likelihood function defined
in equation 5.10, and qobs is the observed value of the test statistic in the data. The value
α is defined such that 1− α represents the confidence level of the exclusion, which is set
to 95% for these results. The CLs method has large advantages over using the p-value
of the signal hypothesis pµ alone to exclude the signal hypothesis, as it increases the
effective p-value in cases where the two distributions become close and the analysis loses
sensitivity to exclude the signal process. This can be the case in this analysis as the signal
strength modifier µ can become arbitrarily small. Using only pµ to exclude these cases
in which the distributions are similar would result in excluding a given signal hypothesis
with a probability of 5%, without having experimental sensitivity. A toy example of how
a signal hypothesis excluded by the standard p-value approach is not necessarily excluded
by using the CLs method is shown using a graphical representation of the method in
Figure 5.14.
To derive model-independent exclusion limits on the cross section times branching frac-
tion, the signal strength modifier µ is used to vary the product of the cross section as
well as the branching fractions B as
µ ∝ σ(gg→ H)× B(H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb)) (5.14)
These limits can be interpreted within the context of the NMSSM, and compared to the
not-yet excluded cross section times branching fractions in this model, but also within
the context of other beyond-the-SM models predicting such a process. As the analysis is
not sensitive to the CP phase of the heavy Higgs bosons, the exclusion limits also cover
cases in which the two additional bosons are pseudoscalar, i.e. A2 → hSMA1 → τ τbb.
The observed model-independent limits for all probed mass pairs are shown in Figure 5.15.
The comparison of the observed with the expected limits is shown in Figure 5.16. The
same points are shown in more detail in Figures A.1-A.5. A signal would manifest itself
as a significant upward fluctuation of the observation. The strongest fluctuation of all
420 tested hypotheses is at the level of 2σ for the mass hypothesis m(H) = 1000GeV,
m(hS) = 350GeV. The strongest downward fluctuation is at the level of 2.5σ. The
observation is thus statistically consistent with the background-only expectation.
The observed exclusion limits can be compared to the maximally allowed cross section
times branching fractions of the process in the context of the NMSSM, taking into
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Figure 5.14: Toy example showcasing the CLs method used to derive 95% confidence level upper
limits on the signal process. The distribution of the test statistic q given by the background
only hypothesis f(q|0) is shown as black line, the distribution given by the signal hypothesis
with signal modifier µ, f(q|µ), is shown as red line. The observed value of the test statistic
qobs is shown as a vertical blue line. The p-value pµ is shown as a filled red area, divided by
the integral of the full distribution. For this toy example the signal hypothesis of µ could be
excluded with over 95% confidence if the standard p-value approach were to be used. Instead,
this p-value is divided by 1− p0 to derive a CLs value of 0.275. In this toy example, the shown
signal hypothesis will thus not be excluded anymore by 95% using the CLs method.
account all experimental constraints of previous searches. These values are at the level of
10−3 − 10−2 pb depending on the involved masses [83] and are derived via NMSSMTools
5.5.0 [84] and NMSSMCALC [85].
The comparison of the exclusion limits derived in this search to the maximally allowed
cross section times branching fractions in the context of the NMSSM is shown in Fig-
ure 5.17 in the form of an exclusion contour in the m(H)−m(hS)−plane. The contour
is shown for m(H) ∈ [400, 800]GeV. For lower masses of H, a doublet-like H is already
largely excluded in the context of the NMSSM, and for higher masses, the cross sec-
tion times branching fractions drops too low to be experimentally accessible using the
available data.
As shown in the figure, the allowed cross section times branching fractions within the
NMSSM can be constrained by this search for masses between 400 and 600GeV. The
strongest of such constraints is achieved for the mass hypothesis of m(H) = 450GeV
and light states of hS between 60 and 80GeV, where a 95% confidence upper limit of
the cross section times branching fractions of around 0.004 pb is observed, reducing the
allowed value of 0.02 pb within the NMSSM by a factor of five.
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMShτhτ+hτµ+hτe
Figure 5.15: Observed 95% confidence level upper limits on σ(gg → H) × B(H →
hSM(τ τ )hS(bb)). The limits are shown in the m(H) −m(hS)−plane and encoded by a color
scale, with darker colors indicated lower exclusion limits. The cross section times branching
fractions of the process can be excluded down to ≈ 1 fb.
Also shown in Figure 5.17 is an extrapolation of the sensitivity of the presented analysis.
The extrapolation is calculated by estimating the influence of extending the analysis to
the final state hSM → bb and hS → τ τ as well as to a data set of 300 fb
−1. This data set
is expected to be available after the Run-III period of the LHC, to be concluded in the
year 2024.
The results presented in this search can be compared to the previously published results
of a similar search, optimized to the resonant production of two hSM in the bb+ τ τ final
state using data of the 2016 run period [86]. The comparison is shown in Figure 5.18.
If restricted to the expected limits only as well as to the same data set, and thus only
updating the experimental methods such as the improved detection of b-jets and τ h’s as
well as the categorization using NNs, this search provides improved exclusion limits by a
factor of up to three, without being explicitly tuned to the case in which the mass of hS
is also 125GeV.
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMShτhτ+hτµ+hτe
Figure 5.16: Observed and expected 95% confidence level upper limits on σ(gg→ H)×B(H →
hSM(τ τ )hS(bb)). A scaling in orders of ten is used as indicated in the annotations to display
the results in a common figure. The expected limits are shown as a dashed line with the 68%
and 95% confidence interval of the expectation given by the green and yellow bands. The
observation is shown by black points. The correlation of similar probed mass pairs due to the
grouping of masses used for the NN training is indicated by the interruptions between the lines.
No deviation beyond the 2.5σ level is found for all 420 probed mass pairs.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the 95% confidence level upper limits on the cross section times
branching fractions of the NMSSM signal process to the maximally allowed value within the
theoretical framework of the NMSSM. The region in which the allowed cross section times
branching fractions is expected to be constrained in this search is indicated by the dashed line,
with the 68% and 95% uncertainty bands of the expectation given by a dash-dotted and dotted
line respectively. The blue region highlights the observed region which is constrained. The
yellow region refers to an extrapolation of the analysis to a total of 300 fb−1 of data expected
to be available after the LHC Run-III as well as the extension of the analysis to the case
hSM → bb and hS → τ τ .
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 (13 TeV)-1 simulation, 35.9 fbCMShτhτ+hτµ+hτe
Figure 5.18: Comparison of the expected exclusion limits of this analysis to the analysis published
in 2018 by the CMS collaboration searching for H → hSMhSM [86]. For the comparison, the
analysis is restricted to the same data set that has been used for the published analysis, which is
the 35.9 fb−1 of data collected during the 2016 run period. As the point of m(hS) = m(hSM) =
125GeV is not explicitly modeled in this analysis, the comparison is given with respect to the
two mass points at m(hS) = 120GeV or 130GeV respectively. The excluded values of the cross
section times branching fractions in this analysis are lower than for the previous publication by
a factor of up to three, without being explicitly tuned for the case in which m(hS) = 125GeV.
This improvement is enabled by experimental developments such as the improved detection of





The goal of this thesis is the development of an analysis to search for decays of a heavy
Higgs boson to the discovered Higgs boson and an additional light Higgs boson. The
analysis is interpreted in the context of the NMSSM in which the heavy boson is expected
to be doublet-like, and the light boson to be singlet-like. With the analysis, an important
part of probing supersymmetric extensions of the SM in future run periods of the LHC
is introduced. As the search has not been done before, many cornerstones of the analysis
are built from scratch in the context of this thesis. This involves the simulation of the
signal process in the context of the NMSSM, which was performed over a span of close
to one year, requiring over two million hours of processing time.
The challenge of the analysis furthermore lies in the accurate description of the many
different background processes which can result in event signatures similar to the signal
process. Using data-driven estimation methods to a large extend proved to provide a very
robust way of modeling the background, while reducing systematic uncertainties. The
use of τ -embedded events for the estimation of decays of the Z boson or top-quark pairs
allowed to model the additional b-jets in the event from data, turning many corrections
and systematic uncertainties obsolete. The background from events in which jets are
misidentified as τ h, which poses the largest source of background in the most sensitive
τ hτ h final state, was estimated specifically for the phase space of this analysis using the
FF method, utilizing the fact that events in which no b-jet is identified can be treated
as sideband region for the analysis.
Whether unconstrained regions of the NMSSM phase space would be reachable at all
with LHC Run-II data in the probed τ τ + bb final state was yet to be seen before the
analysis was performed. Even though no signal was observed, the fact that additional
exclusion on the Higgs sector of the NMSSM is set for a large range of masses, spanning
from m(H) ∈ [400, 600]GeV and m(hS) ∈ [60, 250]GeV made this parameter space of the
NMSSM experimentally available for the first time. The maximally allowed cross section
multiplied by the branching fractions of the H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb) process is lowered by
a factor of up to five by the results of this thesis.
The improvements that could be achieved with the modern experimental techniques that
are utilized for this search becomes apparent in comparison with previously published
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searches of the H → hSMhSM process in the same final state [86]. The expected results to
find such a signature in the τ τ + bb final state improved for all mass points by a factor
of up to three when using the same data set. These improvements are achieved by using
modern identification algorithms such as DeepTau and DeepJet, which make use of deep
learning techniques to discriminate hadronic tau lepton decays or genuine b-jets from
light quark or gluon induced jets.
Furthermore, improvements are achieved using machine learning to derive the final
discriminator in the analysis instead of manual feature selection to separate signal events
from background. Especially for the H → hSM(τ τ )hS(bb) process, information regarding
the signal-like nature of an event is contained in multiple event quantities, such that
correlations between these event quantities are often utilized to a higher degree than the
marginal values themselves.
The analysis can be used as baseline for similar analyses for future run periods of the
LHC, with potential improvements and extensions given in the following. A technical
development with the potential to benefit the analysis is the research of the machine
learning methods used to discriminate the events in cases where many different signal
masses are possible. In this thesis, training a large number of individual neural networks
for different mass groups proves to be close to optimal in terms of the resulting sensitivity
of the analysis, however this procedure comes at the cost of a significant computing effort.
An obvious physical extension is the simulation of NMSSM signal events in the decay
channel H → hSM(bb)hS(τ τ ). This simulation and subsequent analysis would boost the
sensitivity of the analysis by a factor of two.
The methodology and results presented in this thesis have been approved for publication
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Results of the search for all probed mass points















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 240 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 280 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 320 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 360 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
Figure A.1: Expected and observed 95% confidence level upper limits on the NMSSM signal
process.
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 BR× σMax. allowed 
 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 400 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
















































 BR× σMax. allowed 
 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 450 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
















































 BR× σMax. allowed 
 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 500 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
















































 BR× σMax. allowed 
 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 550 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
Figure A.2: Expected and observed 95% confidence level upper limits on the NMSSM signal
process.
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 BR× σMax. allowed 
 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 600 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
















































 BR× σMax. allowed 
 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 700 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 800 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 900 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
Figure A.3: Expected and observed 95% confidence level upper limits on the NMSSM signal
process.
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 1000 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 1200 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 1400 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 1600 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
Figure A.4: Expected and observed 95% confidence level upper limits on the NMSSM signal
process.
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 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 1800 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 2000 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 2500 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe















































 (13 TeV)-1 data, 137.2 fbCMS = 3000 GeVH   mhτhτ+hτµ+hτe
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Figure A.6: Comparison of signal samples (red) with official CMS production (black). Shown
are the simulated values of the p
T
, η and φ of the light scalar boson (top) and the heavy scalar
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Figure A.7: Comparison of privately produced signal samples (red) with official CMS production
(black). Shown are the reconstruction-level quantities of the visible di-tau mass (left), the
number of reconstructed jets (middle) and the number of reconstructed b-tagged jets (right)
for the eµ, eτ h, µτ h and τ hτ h final states of the di-tau system (top to bottom). The red error
bars and black band represent the statistical uncertainties of the two samples.
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Appendix
One- and two-dimensional p-values of the goodness-of-fit


















































































































Figure A.8: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN



















































































































Figure A.9: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN




























































































































































Figure A.10: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN




















































































































Figure A.11: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN
























































































































Figure A.12: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN























































































































































Figure A.13: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN





















































































































Figure A.14: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN


























































































































Figure A.15: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN































































































































































Figure A.16: Results for the 1D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN



















































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.17: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN


















































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.18: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.19: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN


















































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.20: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN



















































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.21: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.22: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN



















































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.23: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN


















































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.24: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Saturated goodness of fit p-value
Figure A.25: Results for the 2D goodness-of-fit tests for the input variables used for the NN
classification in the τ hτ h final state using 2018 data.
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Figure A.26: Summary of all one-dimensional (left) and two-dimensional (right) p-values over
the three final states and three run eras. The compatibility of the shown distributions with a
uniform distribution is p=0.969 (1D) and p=0.119 (2D). The distributions are expected to be
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